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Finally. You can network OS/2 to OS/2. 
When you're workmg within an OS/2~ group, you want to 
network easily. You want to network in OS/2. That's why we 
designed LANtastic* for OS/2. And here's the best part-you 
don't have to quit OS/2 or OS/2 Warp to use it Plus, with the 
affordable, easy-to-use LANtastic operating system, networking 
within OS/2 doesn't have to mean high installation and 
training costs. 

With our true 32-bit multitaskmg, multi.threaded network, 
your OS/2 workgroup can have the convenience and speed of 
LANtastic even if you're already on an existing client/server 
network. Because LANtastic for OS/2 coexists with ovell 

etWare Requester~ OS/2 and IBM• LAN Server clients, and 
communicates with LAN Server, Wmdows NT and other 
SMB-based servers. 



If you're looking for an easy and powerful way to network 
OS/2 to OS/2, call us at 1-800-809-1254. We'll give you the 
name of the nearest preferred LANtastic reseller and all 
the information you need to learn how to network within 
your OS/2 workgroup. 

Then you'll be able to talk OS/2 to OS/2. 

LANtastic· 
Powerlully simple networking.™ 

1995 ARTISOf'f, l'IC. All rights resenecl. ~rtisoft and LA~taslk are registered trademarks of Artisoll, 
Inc. OS/2 is i.l registered trademark of lnternoUonal Business \1achines Corporation. \II other product 
names a.re th(' property of their respecti\·e holders. 
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Do Y,OU cringe everytime you se_e those strange error messages 
youl'.~desl<top? Wouldn't it be great -to -. boot OS/2 much faster? O 
hovJ}~bout cleaning up precious hard disl< space by totall 

unini~,Uing OS/2 programs you never use1 . 

5Yst0m Maintenance and Uninstol\e1 \oi as/1 

LLER 
11 

rogram, you might have booted it up once. It's taking up dis_~space , d 
-yr desl<top! You could delete the program from your disl<-driye butvarious 

You have tli 
X 

cluttering up, 
system entrie 'd associated files from the program are scattered EVERYWHERE! You sit bacl< 

pw. You l~now ~ou ~ave ~niMaint™. Uni~aint will com letel re_m~v~ ~at 
it's associated files 1nclud1ng system entries! All you have to do 1s simply 

and breath easr 
program and AL 
drag the program ~n to the UniMaint Uninstall icon and -- it is history. 

-.system performance and desl<top reliability by 

[POD] 9449]028 .gjff fax (405] 632~653 
So_fTouch'U,ystems, Inc. 
Mlorkstdtfg__r, Division 

1300 South Meridian, Suite_ 60/!J!i!clahoma City, OK 73108-175 1 
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Even Houdini couldn't 
change partitions any faster. 

' PartitionMagic is 

one heck of a product!!! 

FAST-and- SIMPLE!!! 

I had no trouble whatsoever 

repartitioning 2 different hard 

drives . Thanks for developing 

something that will make users ' 

lives so much easier. 

- AN N E E H RE N S HAFT 

Information Specialist 

Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Inc . 

I 
4 0S2 Professional October 1995 

Don't get shackled by the inflexible boundaries of your hard-drive partitions . Now 

PartitionMagic lets you visually modify those partitions in the blink of an eye- without 

destroying any data. (That 's a feat even Houdini would 

envy). Until now, managing hard-drive partitions was just 
For OS/2 & DOS 

a fantasy. There was no escaping the hours (or days) it would take to repartition your 

hard drive. You had to back up files , delete old partitions , create and format new ones, 

re-install the operating system, and finally, pain-stakingly restore your f iles . 

Presto , PartitionMagic lets you shrink , expand and move FAT and HPFS partit ions in 

- -~ ~ -
~ PartitionMayic by PowerQues t 

Physical Dr1Y88..,,.,..--====..,..,-,==i 
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Modify partitions in an instant with a powerful point-an d-click interface. 

ONLY 
Order PartitionMagic today for just $69. 

an instant! You can even 

convert FAT partitions to 

HPFS with the click of 

the mouse . And 

PartitionMagic supports 

DOS , Windows , 

Windows 95 and OS/2 

partitions . All thanks to 

ground-breaking, 

patent-pending 

technology brought to 

you by PowerQuest , the 

fi le-system experts . 

$69 Call: 1-800-379-2S66 and make your hard-disk hassles vanish . 

Visit our home page at: http://www.powerquest.com 

PartitionMagic-
POW£1',QU[ST ANO PAIITIT!ONM ... GIC "'IH TIIAD(MAII.U Of POWHQUES( COIVORATION IIM OnlU,TING sYSTEM HIGH P£UOII.MAIIICli , 1Lf. ~YSHM ANO OSil A"E tllAOfMAIU 

Of INTEIINAT10NA au NfSS MACMtN 'COI\POIIAT!ON COPY!UGHTCI t99S POWEIIOUUT COIIPOIIA.T!ON PHOTO l<OUOIN! I-IISTOIIICAl CfNTU,IAP,i TO .. w S( ONSLN 
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How to contact OS/2 Professional 

Letters to our Input section are best sent by e-mail to one 
of the Input addresses below. Please indicate in your 
e-mail where you live and how we can reach you by phone. 
Letters can also be submitted by fax (to 301-770-7062) or 
mail (addressed to Input, OSl2 Professional, 172 Rollins 
Ave., Rockville, MD 20852). Letters should be signed, on 
letterhead, contain your telephone number and be no 
longer than two-double-spaced pages. All letters, by 
whatever means submitted, become the property of OSl2 
Professional and will be edited for length, content, and 
clarity. We cannot reply individually to Input letters. 

Business, general, or technical inquiries should be 
addressed to the appropriate department at 
OSl2 Professional, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, 
MD 20852. Subscription inquiries: call (612) 823-2657. 

E-mail addresses: 

Input: 
Internet: clauded@bix.com 

Bradley D. Kliewer: 
Internet: bkliewer@bix.com 

All unsolicited materials are sent at the risk of the sender 
and OS/2 Professional assumes no responsibility for their 
receipt, storage, or return. 

How to subscribe to OS/2 Professional 

Subscriptions are $25 in the United States, $40 in Canada 
and Mexico, and $65 airmail to other countries. 
Subscriptions may be paid by check or money order, Visa 
or MasterCard, or billing to a corporate address. 

BY E-MAJL. For fastest service, subscription requests 
may be submitted electronically to the OSl2 Professional 
via the Internet: os2sub@bix.com 

By phone: Call (612) 823-2657 

By FAX. Fax subscription requests w/o cover sheet on a 
single page to (612) 823-0151. Your request must be on 
corporate letterhead and include billing and/or credit card 
information plus a signature and title. Address your 
request to "New Subscriptions." 

By mail. Send check or money order, corporate billing, or 
credit card information to New Subscriptions, OS/2 
Professional, 4604 Chicago Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 
55407. 

Back issues: Back issues are $7 each (except issues prior to 
August 1995 which are priced according to supply). Order 
back issues by sending check or money order and specify
ing the issue requested. We cannot accept corporate billing 
or credit card charges unless the back issue request is part 
of a new subscription. 

Administrative, Editorial & Production Offices: 
Edwin Black, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Claude 
d'Hermillon, Jr., Associate Editor, Margaret M. 
Dutcher, Associate Publisher, 172 Rollins Ave., 
Rockville, MD 20852, Phone: (301) 770-3333, FAX: 
(301) 770-7062. 

Editor's Office: Bradley D. Kliewer, Editor, 4604 
Chicago Ave. So., Minneapolis, M 55407, Phone: 
(612) 823-2657, FAX: (612) 823-0151, Internet: 
bkliewer@bix.com. 

Advertising Sales: Richard B. Dubin, Advertising 
Director, FrankJ. Salamone III and John Muller, 
Advertising Representatives, Pinnacle Place, Suite 205, 
Albany, NY 12203-3409, Phone: (518) 489-4034, 
FAX: (518) 489-4045. 
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Fast Visual Application Development 
for 0S/2 and D82 

If you're looking for fast and easy application 
development for OS/2, then take a look at the award
winning Watcom VX•REx:x visual development 
environment. VX•RExx lets you build applications to 
exploit the graphical user interface, multi-threading, 
and multi-processing power of OS/2. VX•RExx 
Client/Server Edition gives you the added power to 
access DB2 or other database systems, manipulate the 

data, and chart the results at lightning speed. 
"We like VX•REXX. Using it for development feels like ..,_ , __ ~ _ .. 
driving a Porsche: it's fast, it's compact, everything's 
in the right place, and it makes us look good, too." 
Peter Coffee, PC WEEK 

Designed to Meet Your Needs. 
Watcom VX•REx:x combines a project management 
facility, visual designer and an interactive debugger to 
deliver a highly productive visual development 
environment. The Client/Server Edition includes 
additional powerful objects so you can rapidly create rich GUI database 
applications. You can create OS/2 client applications which connect to 
DB2/2 or DB2/6000. Use IBM's DRDA support on OS/2 to access DB2 for 
MYS, DB2/400 for AS/400, and DB2NSE and VM (SQUDS ) for VM and 
VSE. Also supported are Watcom SQL and ODBC-enabled databases'. 
"Overall, this edition of VX•REXX for OS/2 is an outstanding visual 
client/server development platform." Nicholas Petreley, Info World 

• Over 2 dozen objects, 
including CUA'91 
containers, notebooks, 
pop-up menus and more 

• Integration and control 
of existing applications 
through DOE, keystokes 
or REXX APl 's 

• Easy to learn event
driven programming 
model with complete 
on-line documentation 

• Support for professional 
multi-threaded, multi
windowed and drag-and
drop enabled applications 

• Code reusability through 
section and file sharing 

• Graphically create CUA'91 
Presentation Manager 
objects, quickly 
customize their properties, 
and easily attach REXX 
procedures 

• Package your application 
as an EXE or PM macro for 
royalty-free distribution 

Point. Click. And Presto! 
To create an application you draw user interface objects, customize their 
properties using standard OS/2 notebooks, and define their event code using 
powerful drag-and-drop programming. To add database access just draw a 
query object, visually design a SQL query, press OK and presto- your 
window is automatically populated with objects that are bound to your 
query to display, update and search your data. 
"Drag-and-drop nirvana." Nicholas Petreley, Info World 

Give Your Data a Whole New Image. 
Energize your applications by displaying your data in a 
3D chart. The Client/Server Edition gives you more than 
a dozen chart types to choose from, along with over 150 
display options. You also get complete support for run
time events so you can bring new drama to your data by 
making your chart interactive. 
"VX•REXX is a must buy." Jacques Surveyer, 
Computer World 

Standard or Client/Server Edition
Which one is for you? 
To start creating powerful OS/2 GUI applications right away, 
order your copy of Watcom VX •RExx Standard Edition for just.. .. $99* 
Or, to start creating rich client/server database applications, 
order Watcom VX•RExx Client/Server Edition for just.. .... .. ........ $299* 

1-800-265-4555 

EIITD) CIICE 
1111 

1994 

Watcom 
A Powersoft Company 

Watcom International 415 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Ontano, Canada N2L 3X2 Tel. (519) 886-3700 Fax (519) 747-4971 ·Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice, Pnce does not include freight and taxes where applicable. Pnces quoted in US dollars 
1 ODBC dnvers are available from INTERSOLV, Inc. Watcom, the lightning Device, and VX•REXX are trademarks of Watcom lntematlonal Corporation .Other trademarks are properties of their respective owners. CCopyright 1994 Watcom International Corporation. 
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PUBLISHER ' S MEMO 

Angry and Ready for the Backlash 
BY EDWIN BLACK 

I 'm writing this just days after the launch ofWindows 95. And 

I'm angry. 

I'm angry at just about everyone. At Dan Lautenbach for run

ning PSP as a completely solipsistic division that is fundamental

ly brain dead, remains out of touch with its market and its cus

tomers, arrogantly shrugs off its poor performance, gags its own 

best talents and has utterly failed in its mission to make Warp suc

ceed. It's no wonder most of the advertising, marketing and press 

relations people working for Warp have quit or transferred out

many in the weeks before Win95 launched. Dan, you were the 

one who said, "The buck stops here." 

Someone has to take responsibility for the 

Pimple People campaign, the "OS/2 

obliterates my software campaign," the 

48-flavor approach to Warp products that 

befuddles the channels and the IS com

munity alike, and for abdicating the 

media campaign. 

I'm angry at the larger part ofIBM for 

allowing PSP to stay at the helm of Warp 

and drive OS/2 into the ground. Equally 

bad, the larger part of IBM punishes its 

best associates in the channels and devel

opment community, and makes working 

with it a nightmare. The adage that IBM 

hurts its friends and courts its adversaries is so true for Warp that 

it has driven away many of the OS's most important partners. 

I'm angry at the computer and technology press for picking on 

IBM like school kids picking on the class cripple. That's right, 

IBM is stupid, clumsy and arrogant. But they have a great prod

uct. Yet the computer press treats OS/2 like it doesn't exist, and 

Windows 95 like a major bullet. Instead, they should have been 

warning America not to be taken in by a product that is hardly 

revolutionary and is not even ready. To the disservice of their 

readers and the computing world, they jumped on the very band

wagon they helped create. Was it decent or professional of Peter 

Lewis of the New York Times to invite David Barnes to his home 

for some personal help, guy-to-guy, and then publish the off

hand remarks that any professional journalist should know would 

be off the record. Shame on you, Peter. Your article was dis

graceful and uncalled for. And IBM, being a cripple, refused to 

answer back. And yes, I can confirm that the Barnes article and 

companion distortion about supposed remarks made by Louis 

Gerstner to financial analysts had an immensely negative impact 

on OS/2. 

I'm angry at the general media for covering the hype of the 

Win95 Launch and fabricating a scenario 

that claimed that drag-and-drop and mul

titasking were brand new concepts-as 

though OS/2 and Macintosh never exist

ed all these years. They should have been 

warning the public that as mission critical 

America switches to Win95, corporate 

America could come to a screeching halt. 

But it's too inconvenient for the main

stream media to oppose the hype-indeed 

the myth-that is Windows 95. 

And I'm angry at OS/2 Professional and 

myselfbecause I know we could have done 

more. We cajoled, we embarrassed, we 

praised, we boostered, we demanded, we 

pleaded, but little changed, although Mr. Reiswig is now gone. 

We should have done more. 

Now that I have vented, here are some facts: OS/2 is alive and 

well. On the day Win95 shipped, OS/2 Express had its best day 

of the year. Every day thereafter, we enjoyed record setting days 

as our corporate and governmental customers made major multi

ple purchases. IBM products and OS/2 apps are selling better than 

ever. As I said last month, OS/2 will only become stronger fol

lowing the backlash against Win95, which is already happening. 

The bottom line for all who care about OS/2-including me, is: 

don't get angry, get even. Stick with OS/2. ♦ 
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0 IMAGE PROCESSING 

0 IMAGE EDITING 

0 PAINTING 

0 FILTERING 

0 WARPING 

0 DISTORTIONS 

0 SPECIAL EFFECTS 

WITH: 

0 USERCONFlGURABLETOOLS 

0 MULTIPLE UNDO 

0 INTERACTIVE ZOOM AND PAN 

0 SMP ENABLED TO 64 CPUS 

i 
SPG ColorWorks for OS/2 is a 32-bit dynamically 
multi-threaded graphics program of unmatched power, 
and speed. 

Say "good-bye" to the hourglass cursor telling you to 
Stop, Wait and Watch a status indicator count up to a 
100% after every drawing operation. When drawing with 
ColorWorks you can always fully operate the 
program. You can even continue to draw on canvases 
that have drawing operations still executing on them! 

ColorWorks has a powerful set of professional Photo 
Retouching Effects, unique Filter Labs, Special Effects, 
multiple methods of Warping, and Free Form Distortion 
Mapping. 

ColorWorks offers 255 levels of undo per canvas; the 
ability to drag and drop images between canvases; 
provides for ultra-precise image editing by enabling you 
to change a canvas' magnification level while you are in 
the middle of a drawing operation; and enables you to 
become your own plug-in effects developer without 
having to be a programmer! 

f:or power users, ColorWorks' unique DIMIC (Dynamic 
In-Memory Image Compression) can reduce the RAM 

quirements of editing images by up to 90%. Also, 
lorWorks' advanced parallel processing architecture 

ed SMP Smart Threading) enables a user to attain 
station performance and beyond on a PC platform! 

iZf"a 
(305)362.6602 

RWORK 
fo OSI 

PDWER PROG~H! 

SPG, Inc. 15505 Bull Run Road Suite 303, Miami Lakes, FL 33014 USA, phone (305) 362-6602, fax (305) 823-2753, Compuserve 74723,3437. ColorWorks for 
OS/2 SRP Is $495. ColorWorks, SMP Smart Threading, DIMIC, Dynamic In-Memory Image Compression, and "The Artists' Ultimate Power Program'" are trademarks of 
SPG. Inc. OS/2, and the 0S/2 Ready! mark are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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Lotus a lifesaver 
I believe that the IBM takeover of 

Lotus was an excellent business move 

and can do nothing but help the OS/2 

market and public, contrary to the tone 

of your article Tender Offerings in the 

July/ August issue. Jim Lennane has 

done nothing but whine about various 

reasons that DeScribe is (or was) losing 

money, ranging from widespread soft

ware piracy to IBM treachery. As for 

Corel ceasing development, we are all 

aware of the depth of Corel's commit

ment to OS/2. Are they ceasing 

Windows development because of the 

presence of Microsoft Office? 

Lotus SmartSuite is aimed primarily 

at the corporate market where there is a 

heritage of 1-2-3 usage. Small develop

ers such as DeScribe should concentrate 

on marketing to the individual who 

wants a specific feature and wants it 

now. Athena, Hilgraeve and Innoval 

(by personal experience) are excelling at 

this as is apparently Clearlook. Why 

would I switch to SmartSuite when I 

have tried them and found them lack

ing? On the other hand, ifl were a cor

porate buyer, I would not worry about 

the future of Lotus. Instead I would be 

encouraged to commit to OS/2 because 

I am now guaranteed a stable office 

product comparable to Microsoft 

Office. 
JayantMurthy 
via the Internet 

Bully for you 
I have been reading OS/2 Professional 

since the beginning, along with numer

ous other trade magazines in my 12-

year career as a Software Developer. I 
am totally impressed with your integrity 

in reporting the truth despite such bul-

Comments, criticisms, and observations 

lying tactics as you reported in your edi

torial [Publisher's Memo, June]. 

This is the first time I've ever written 

to any trade magazine, but I felt it was 

extremely important to express my 
appreciation and respect, and let you 
know it has not gone unnoticed. 

Keep up the good work, and don't let 

Big Blue, or anyone else, bully you out 
of reporting the truth! 

Cheryl M iller 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Bounds rebuff 
In your July/ August Input section, 

Edmond Jane ofWashington, DC 

asked about bounds buffering. As 

someone who never heard about the 

problem with increasing RAM to 32-

MB until I read his letter, I share 

Edmond's concerns. I too am using a 

486 DX2 VESA Local Bus mother

board and currently have 16MB RAM 

in Bank O (also 4x4M 60ns chips). In 

addition, I also have the Adaptec 2842 

VL SCSI-2 adapter, as well as VLB 

multi-I/O adapter and ATI Graphics 

Ultra Pro adapters. 

Your reply, however, was a bit less 

than perfect. You managed to explain 

the problem sufficiently, but you did not 

offer a complete answer to Edmond's 

question. You mentioned the Adaptec 

154x series of controllers, but made no 

mention of the 284x series, which are 

also bus mastering adapters. In addition, 

you did not describe the method by 

which to activate bounds buffering. 

Even though I am technical and work in 

the industry, I do not know which 

device driver Edmond spoke of, where 

to obtain it, or where to find documen

tation concerning it. If you could elabo

rate, I would very much appreciate it. 
Marc Rosenthal 
Rego Park, New York 

The bounds buffering is automatically 

activated by OS/2 when necessary; there is 

no manual control. As stated in the 

July/August reply, VLB (such as the 

Adaptec 284x series) and PCI (the 294x 

continued on page 13 

The following is IBM Chairman Louis Gerstner' s official reply to the 
NY Times August 4, 1995 interpretation of his remarks to analysts: 

In [the August 4, 1995] edition of the New York Times, there was an article 

that misinterpreted statements regarding 0S/2 I had made at a meeting with 

securities analysts. 

My statements were regarding the fact that OS/2 is the market leader in 

enterprise and commercial accounts and that IBM's primary 0S/2 focus is to 

maintain that leadership. The consumer and stand-alone desktop markets for 

0S/2 are growing but are secondary to our emphasis on robust line-of-busi 

ness client/ server applications for our enterprise customers. 

OS/2 is one of the cornerstones of the IBM software strategy. We remain 

committed to its success. 

Louis V. Gerstner, Jr. 
Chairman and CEO, IBM 

October 1995 0S2 Professional 9 



Towering Over the Packaged Approach. 
Functional Software Architecture from Intec Controls. 

Most automation software is designed as a package: a "one-size

fits-all" approach that can put the squeeze on your application. 

What you need is a software 
architecture: a flexible framework 
that can adapt to your constantly 

l i=;;:;=i;.;::3r"T""'Fii7ilr---:::::-71 changing automation requirements. 
Only Paragon TNT employs a true 

L:iiii~~~i=-l~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.lll Functional Software Architecture -

the long-term solution for your automation requirements. Why 

buy a package, when you can invest in an architecture? 

Flexibility, Not Complexity. TNT's modular, building
block approach to automation features intuitive visual 

design tools. You don't have to be a computer genius to 
harness the power of a software architecture. 

Platform Independence. Our new 3.0 release 
puts TNT's portable architecture to work on your 

choice of 32-bit platforms, including Windows NT, 
OS/2 Warp, and soon, Windows '95. In fact, 

with a Functional Software Architecture, 
you're ready for whatever new technology 

comes along. 

Paragon TNT. Find out why other 
solutions stand in our shadow. 



BYTES & PIECES 

Tape pace 
Desktop and LAN Client machines 
have long been without a really good 
tape drive option that combines capaci
ty and reliable, efficient operation with 

low price. Many users have discovered 

that Q!C mini-cartridge drives running 

off the floppy simply have not kept pace 

with the ever increasing capacities of 
hard disks (commodity pricing is now 

hitting the gigabyte range). Moreover, 
in OS/2's multitasking environment, 
the mini-cartridge seems prone to 

errors and a simple backup sometimes 
requires more than one attempt. The 
faster, more reliable alternative, SCSI, 

has traditionally held a price premium 

that kept it just out of reach for many 
users' budgets. 

Enter the new 3040 Q!C wide tape 
cartridge (Travan) and compatible dri

ves from vendors such as APS and 

Conner. Sporting a 2GB uncompressed 
capacity (that should stretch to 4GB 
uncompressed with extended length 
tapes due within the first half of next 
year), the new drives should be priced 
under $400 and will support either 
EIDE or SCSI interfaces. Finally, the 

capacity of a commodity tape drive will 

exceed the largest popular hard disks, 
with a built-in upgrade already in place. 

Expect these drives to take the market 

by storm. And expect Computer Data 
Strategies, with a new version of 
BackAgain/2 Pro for the EIDE mar
ket, to capitalize on this development. 

Who is it? 
"Hi! I am in IBM Media Relations 

but fortunately not PSP. I 
have been reading your 
publication for a while, 
and was quite amused 
by your Dismantle 
PSP column, and 
thought it was 
right on target." 

So begins a 
long anonymous 

News and trivialities, important and obscure 

message recently left on the voice mail 

of OS/2 Professional editor-in-chief 
Edwin Black. Although the IBM 
staffer did not give his name, OS/2 

Professional has since verified his iden
tity both among magazine sources and 
IBM staffers who know the voice. We 

have dubbed him Deep Frustration. 
His message continues: 

"More recently I saw an excerpt 
from something that you wrote about 
the departure from the Media 
Relations staff of Alison Johnson and 
Keith Lindenberg . ... the exodus is 
much more significant then that; basi
cally what is left there are hacks, a 
bunch of youngsters, and [name omit
ted] cronies." DF then went on to 
name four more leading PSP Media 

relations people who have recently 
resigned or transfered out. OS/2 

Professional has verified the departures. 

"I don't expect it will stop there. PSP is 

no fun to work with as you probably 
know, either internally or externally. 
You are right about the chaos, and I 
can see you writing more articles about 

that. So enjoyed reading your 
stuff. . . Keep it up!" 

Deep Frustration is only the first in 

a long line of thinly disguised "anony

mous"-and some not so anonymous 
-calls which have come to our voice 
mail from frustrated IBM execs. In 
previous calls, we have heard from 
Deep Chip, Deep Texas and Deep 
Blue, all complaining about problems 
at PSP. The cited problems have 

ranged from financial misconduct, to 
improper firings, to 

inter-depart
mental war
fare, to chaos 
in advertising 

and marketing, 

sitive, we prefer 
not to air them 

in this magazine. 

Call again, Mr. Frustration. And 
please, for documents, use our fax 
machine. 

OS/2 Oz 
Any dreams Lou Gerstner may have of 

an OS/2 Oz have already come true in 

India. There, IBM's OS/2 is the oper
ating system of choice at home and in 

the office, and Microsoft is uncoopera

tive, unpreloaded and too expensive, 
says Rishab Aiyer Ghosh, publisher of 
The Indian Techonomist Bulletin. 

Ghosh's newsletter, available at his 

web site, http:/ /www.c2.org/~rishab/
techonomist/, recently announced 
that IBM gave away 40,000 free CD
ROM copies ofOS/2, PC DOS 7, 
Lotus Notes and Virtual n'gineer as 

part of a promotional deal with the 
Indian-based PC Quest magazine. 

IBM, together with its Indian joint 
venture Tata Information Systems 
Limited, gave the magazine the go 
ahead to produce the CD-ROMs itself 

using its own copy of Warp, Ghosh 
said. And although the package speci

fied a 90-day licensing period, Ghosh 

noted that no copy protection was 
specified for OS/2 and PC DOS 7, 

and that there was "nothing preventing 

you from using them for more than 
90 days," he said. 

Ghosh said India's long tradition of 
pirating software has only helped OS/2 
in the end. "It's like shareware. 
Everyone used Windows and everyone 

used OS/2, and they go and buy OS/2." 
IBM also has been able to take better 

advantage of the Indian market than 

the U.S.'s. "There is no IBM/India," 
Ghosh explains. "IBM came back over 

here in 1990 with Tata and decided to 

form an equal partnership, because Tata 
has a strong brand name over here." 
Ghosh estimates IBM is not far behind 
Hewlett-Packard, which is the most 
successful U.S.-Indian venture, he says, 

because it teamed up with the largest 
Indian company. 
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By contrast, Microsoft has not 
teamed up with an Indian company and 
is unpopular with the local trade maga
zines and consumers. "Microsoft is very 
difficult to get reviews from and very 
slow to cut their prices," Ghosh says, 
adding that the company has refused to 
give out demo copies ofWin95. A copy 
of Windows software costs the equiva
lent of $200 U.S. dollars, Ghosh says, 
while OS/2 costs less than $100. 
Ghosh says the fact that Indian com
puter companies don't have preloading 
agreements also helps IBM as much as 
its marketing tactics. 

"IBM certainly is pushing OS/2 a lot 
over here," Ghosh says. "And like in 
Europe and Germany, the office users 
got quite bored waiting for Microsoft to 
be good enough to run their machines. 
The office users (here) certainly are not 
going to go in for Win95." 

DevTech 
Proudly 
Introduces .. . 

BY T ES & PIECES 

Proper attire required 
While the Internet's OS/2 newsgroups 
are arguably some of the best sources 
for up to date assistance and informa
tion on OS/2, weeding through the 
hundreds of sometimes banal, chit
chatty messages can send even the most 
loyal fact-finding bloodhound back to 
the doghouse. If you're looking for a 
place where bandwidth-conscious 
OS/2 users get down to business to 
discuss the finer points of OS/2-ing 
check out the OS/2 Professional 

Magazine Conference on BIX. 
Here you'll find OS/2 Professional's 

Wizard and his acolytes interfacing 
with some of the OS's pioneers, dis
cussing the day to day events that affect 
OS/2. The to.editors forum features let
ters to the editor, while forums such as 
tips, hardware and software contain 
questions and answers about various 

OS/2 technical issues. You'll also want 
to check out ossie, the industry gossip 
forum and bit.bucket, "a place for read
ers and editors to relax." Whether 
you're lurking just to see how Jerry 
Pournelle responds to readers' opinions 
or posting a technical question, the 
OS/2 Professional Magazine Conference 
is a civilized haven for the savvy OS/2 
user. 

If you'd like to give BIX a test run 
you can now get a trial subscription 
with five hours of connect time for five 
dollars. BIX requires no special com
munications software, just set your 
communications program to dial (800) 
695-4882. You'll receive a user i.d. and 
a password. To get to the OS/2 

Professional Magazine Conference, fol
low the menu to Conferences and 
choose the vendor support conferences 
where you'll find OS2.PRO. ♦ 

The DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack ... Gives you 5 powerful applications and 9 great deals in one box for one low price! 

DeskMan/2 v.1.5lb ... THE premier solution to manage and 
enhance the OS/2 environment. This best selling package allows 
users to install, configure, backup, secure and manage desktops 
and objects locally and remotely. The VUEMan/2 component 
brings new meaning to "multi-tasking", enabling users to create as 
many as 81 virtual desktops. A simple drag-and-drop, point-and
click interface makes DeskMan/2 easy to use for novice OS/2 
users, while its API and full CID enablement provide powerful 
command and control of the OS/2 operating environment for 
corporate administrators. DeskMan/2 v.1.51b includes features 
that were previously available only in the Corporate Edition such 
as password protection of objects, and Workplace Shell audit trails. 

FREE* Upgrade to DeskMan/2 v.2.0 when available! 
'plus shipping and handling 

DevTech 

"DeskMan 2 dramatically improves the ability of 
corporations and users to get !he most out of 
OS 2. DeskMan 2 helps administrators restrict 
and control what users are doing and provides 
robust backup restore features and seamlessly 
enhances the features of the WPS ... 
Or. Mike Kogan· Lead Architect of OS 2 2.0 

Author: The Design of OS 2 

Visit Your Local 
Software Reseller 

DCF/2 Llte ... The "on the fly" data compression package for OS/2. Use the DCF/2 to create 
multiple, HPFS-formatted virtual disks on top of your existing FAT or HPFS formatted 
partitions, network drives- even floppies! DCF/2 is on-line backup without an expensive tape 
unit or individually archived files . 

-n,e Graham Utllltleo ... The most comprehensive suite of disk, me and general utilities 
specially designed for OS/2. Combined with networking options, HPFS utilities and system 
diagnostics, The Graham Utilities provide all OS/2 users with invaluable support. This 
Limited Edition specifically created for the Productivity Pack offen; 15 powerful functions of 
the 52 invaluable applications and modules that are available in the full version. 

Relloh v.2 .12 ... Winner of 1994 OS/2 Magazine's Editor's Choice Award! Flexible 
scheduling functions combine with the Workplace Shell drag-and-drop environment for ease 
and convenience. Relish's intuitive approach to personal calendaring is grounded In a multi
tasking, multi-threaded design. Combine that with drag-and-drop enhancements, time
saving features, and extensive flexibility to manage time and tasks with ease. 

•CPU Monitor Pluo, Special Edltlon ... The powerful tool to manage your OS/2 
computer! CPU Monitor Plus is your complete package of advanced performance and 
analysis tools , all integrated into one powerful solution. Use CPU Monitor Plus to 
continuously monitor and display CPU, RAM. Disk, COM port activity, as well as 
dynamically monitor and control your OS/2 programs! Let the powerful analysis engine rip 
through raw system data and give you graphs or text, percentages. ratios, bytes or seconds. 

PLUS Upgrade coupons for each of the above power apps are enclosed! 

For more informat ion circle #234 Available through OS/2 Express 
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continued .from page 9 
series) do not activate bounds buffering. 

However, bounds bujfering cif.fects the 

system as a whole-not just one adapter. 

So if you mix a DMA ISA such as the 

154x series in with the PCI, EISA and/or 

VLB adapters, you will be restricted to 

bounds buffering. According to Jim Lewis 

of IBM technical support, the trick is to 

make sure that any accessory using DMA is 
equipped to handle 32 bits, and is not 

restricted to 24 DMA. Lewis also added 

that he is unaware of any documentation 

concerning bounds buffering. - Bradley 
Kliewer 

Environmentally friendly 
I would like to suggest an enhancement 

to the Workplace Shell. IBM should 

add a new page to the program objects 

settings page for environment settings 
page. On this page a user, or installa-

INPUT 

tion program, could specify environ
ment variable settings that are needed 

for this program to run (i.e. PATH=c:
\myprog;%PATH%). The settings 

would be active only for the one 

process. The great advantage is that the 

CONFIG.SYS would not need to be 

updated for each installed product. 

Even the LIBP ATH can be set for a 

process in Warp by using the BEGIN
LIBPATH &ENDLIBPATH envi
ronment variables. 
So/Fried 
via the Internet 

Kornered 
Losing Zachmann was bad enough. I 

hope you haven't lost Kogan now as 

well. His columns have been some of 

the most clear-headed, bias-free, per

ceptive, insightful and sophisticated-

yet-accessible writings on computing 

that I have encountered in any publica

tion. In a field with so many light

weights, cheerleaders and blowhards 

(none of whom, fortunately, write for 

OS/2 Pro), Kogan's columns have been a 

steady breath of fresh air. His columns 

are always interesting, I always learn 

something new from them, and he has 

even changed my thinking completely 

on at least two issues, which (unfortu

nately) is not an easy thing to do! 

I hope he's just on vacation. If he's 

gone for good, he will be sorely missed! 
William G. Laffer ill 
Alexandria, Virginia 

Unfortunately, Michael Kogan was offered 

a position with Motorola, which precludes 

his writingfar industry publications. We 

wish him the best. -Bradley Kliewer ♦ 

MORE OE . 
WHATYOU . 

WANT IN 
Hummingbird exceed. 
The most advanced family of 
PC X servers you can buy. 

• Complete PC to Unix Integration 

HUMMINGBIRD 
Open the X-Window Wider. 

• PC X server for Windows, Windows NT, 
05/2, Dos and dial-up X 

• Remote Network Administration 
• X development tools 

To get your hands on the leading PCX server software call: 05/2 Express at 1-800·05/ 2-KWIK 

For more information c ircle #308 Available through 0S/2 Express 
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Back ain/1· Also 
Saves Your Data. 

If you've ever had that sinking feeling ... caused 
by sudden data loss, you'll really appreciate Back 
Again/21 Professional, the ultimate backup and 
recovery for OS/22 Warp. Back Again/2 protects 
your data from errors - computer, or human. 
BA/2 takes full advantage of OS/2 

Warp, including IBM Workplace Shell 
"drag and drop" support, dynamic 
compression adjustment, and full 32-
bit operation. Get control of your life 
with up to 48 scheduled backups when 
you want, as often as you want, and 

LANS.,,,., 

without a separate 
utility. And no need 
to panic if your 
system crashes while 
you' re under a tight 

deadline. With its stand-alone restore facility, BA/ 2 
eliminates having to reinstall OS/2. You're up and 
running in minutes! BA/2 makes backing up to 
SCSI tape drives, networks, removable cartridges, 
and even floppy disks as easy as "drag and drop." 
And now with even broader device support, includ

ing fast and economical ATAPI/IDE 
tape drives like the APS HyperQIC 3 

and the Conner Tape•Stor 40004, there's 
no reason to lose even one bit of data. 
So don't be stubborn about backing it 
up. Get BA/2 - it's a real lifesaver! For 
more information, see your local reseller 
or call CDS at 1-800-284-4156. 
System requirements: IBM 03/2 2.1 or greater, and support 
for most SCSI tape drives 
'BackAgain/2-Copyright CDS,Inc. 

' C/3/2isa trademarkofIBM CD~ 
' APS Technologies 1-800-233-7550 
' Conner 1-800-4-Conner 

computer data strategies 

It's Never too Late-With BackAgain/2. 
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THE 0 SI 2 

The Corporate Commitment 
BY BRADLEY D. KLIEWER 

T 
he release ofWindows 9 5 has had some interesting effects 

on the OS/2 community. On the development and mar

keting front, IBM finally seems to be getting a handle on 

the OS/2 market. It has recognized the value of a niche market 

based on corporate requirements. But, because the masses look 

primarily to personal computer applications as the driving force 

in computing, IBM will have a tricky PR task on its hands in keep

ing OS/2 healthy. 

For example, on the boards people debate whether IBM should 

support Windows 95 applications running 

directly on an OS/2 platform. Some believe 

that OS/2 must run Windows 95 applica

tions to remain a viable alternative. Others 

believe Windows 95 support would erode 

the already tortoise like pace of new appli

cation development. But the focus here is 

on the wrong question. It does not matter 

how (or even whether) IBM delivers Win

dows 95 support so long as OS/2 has native 

32-bit applications. 

For the record, IBM has emphasized 

that direct execution of Windows 95 pro

grams is not forthcoming. Instead it will 

provide access to APis that mimic Win-

dows 95, creating an environment where a common code base can 

be compiled to OS/2, Windows 95 and Windows NT. IfIBM 

decides to stay with this strategy, however, then it must develop 

strong incentives for vendors to port applications. Without 

demand for native apps, porting tools will not entice new devel

opers no matter how easy they are to use. 

OS/2's primary advantage over Windows 3.1 and Windows 95 

is that it runs popular applications in a robust environment suit

able for the corporate enterprise. Corporate needs, addressed by 

network-centric IBM products such as LAN Server, DB2 and 

Communications Manager, leverage benefit from a platform that 

continues to gain support from hardware and third-party software 

vendors. All three products rely on network communications. Just 

two years ago, a mere handful of network adapters supported 

OS/2. 

Today, it's difficult to find an adapter that does not support 

OS/2. Obviously, a market of millions ofOS/2 network clients is 

more attractive than hundreds of thousands ofOS/2 servers. Sim

ilarly, critical corporate systems require effective backup, and 

backup software options continue to increase ( currently there are 

about a dozen). Video adapter support, so important to the 

increasingly useful interfaces on corporate products, continues to 

grow rapidly. Likewise, critical system 

utilities rely on broad market acceptance 

for sustained growth and improvement. 

Effective drivers, utilities and video are 

important cornerstones for a platform 

that runs IBM's own products for access

ing mainframe and midrange operating 

systems (such as MVS and OS/400). 

Products such as VisualAge (both 

Smalltalk and C Set++), VisualRPG and 

ISPF may not catch the interest of the 

typical PC user, but they certainly 

enhance the corporate IS environment. 

As a result, IBM's most profitable sys-

tems rely on a foundation that includes 

OS/2. That's not to say OS/2 is essential-AIX plays an impor

tant role too. But OS/2 is a key corporate product-a fact that is 

often lost on the majority of users and mainstream journalists who 

deal only with the PC portion of the computing spectrum. 

Of course, that spectrum can't be ignored; end users need a solid 

base of native applications such as word processors, spreadsheets 

and end user databases. The new SmartSuite will be a good first 

step. If the OS/2 application market were to dwindle, the domi

no effect would cause stagnation of the very products that make 

OS/2 a strategic corporate platform. More importantly, IBM 

would lose substantial influence over the very interface that con

trols access to their most profitable systems Gust as they lost influ

ence over the PC hardware standards). IBM need not dominate 
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THE WIZARD OF OS / 2 

the desktop; only provide a healthy alternative, as Apple has with 

the Macintosh. 

IBM must focus on developing creative strategies to stimulate 

and sustain the third-party market.Unfortunately, while IBM has 

introduced several programs over the past few years, it has paid 

only lip service to the developers. One ISV recently told me that 

he had actively avoided signing with an IBM program because of 

its reputation among other ISV s. A company that can drop a few 

billion dollars to acquire a strategic product (Lotus Notes) could 

certainly budget a few million annually for effective efforts that 

would entice programmers to exploit unique OS/2 features (such 

as the Workplace Shell and OpenDoc) or port applications from 

Windows. 

In a healthy computing environment, a successful niche 

requires progress and leadership. Some ask whether IBM can 

afford to lose money on OS/2. That is not the question. The real 

question is whether IBM can overlook a substantial investment 

in its computing future. As senior executives have repeatedly 

affirmed, IBM remains committed to OS/2 for years to come. 

But commitment is one thing; acceptance by corporate buyers is 

another. The next few quarters will be telling. 

The best indicator ofOS/2's long-term health will be its appli

cation base in April '96 (the fourth anniversary of32-bit OS/2). By 

April, IS managers will have had enough time to evaluate Win

dows 95 and its viability as a step to its corporate cousin, NT. By 

then, O S/2 must either have enough working applications to jus

tify its existence as a corporate desktop platform, or Windows 95 

must exhibit so many problems (or so few applications) that 

Microsoft loses credibility. The latter, while possible, does not seem 

likely. In the meantime, IBM has about six months to solidify the 

OS/2 application market. The pieces are there; now they must be 

fit together-not an impossible task, but a definite challenge. ♦ 

Coming up in November/December 
► The PowerPC 

► 05/2 Professional Awards 

► More on Hardware 

Reviews of: 

► The Deluxe American Heritage Dictionary 

► Antivirus Software 



OS/2 BakupWiz™ is the SCSI tape backup 
solution you have been looking for! Designed to 

exploit OS/2's multiple threading, BakupWiz 
gives you a quick and reliable method to com-

TM pletely back up your OS/2 system. HPFS and FAT 
file systems are supported and Extended Attributes, Long File Names, System files, and the Workplace Shell are 
backed up. You can even restore your entire OS/2 boot volume from tape! 
Ease of use is another of OS/2 BakupWiz's strong points. A simple, character oriented menu interface and com
mand line operation are provided. OS/2 BakupWiz comes with support for most 1/4", 4mm (DAT), and 8mm tape 

devices. BakupWiz can also backup to other hard drives, file servers, minis/mainframes via TCP/IP, and remov
able drives including Bernoulli, Syquest, diskette, and magneto optical. There is even a version of OS/2 BakupWiz 

that supports many of the automatic tape changer mechanisms. Any SCSI host 
adapter that has an ADD driver can be used with OS/2 BakupWiz. 

PCX also works hard to keep you satisfied after the sale with outstanding customer sup
port. Being a small and aggressive company means that we can respond to your needs that much quicker. 

OS/2 BakupWiz is priced at $149 (autochanger version $399). PCX also has a competitive upgrade program 
where you can purchase OS/2 BakupWiz for just $49 by sending in an eligible competing product We offer a 30 
day money back guarantee to protect you in case OS/2 BakupWiz does not work for you! Call our toll free number 
and order today! 

forOS/2 for LAN Server 

PortaTape™ is your complete 
portable tape backup solution for OS/2. 

Using high speed SCSI tape devices, the 
PortaTape line offers capacities ranging 

from 250 megabytes to 10 gigabytes. Offering backup speeds from 6 to over 18 megabytes per 
minute when using a high speed, bidirectional printer port, units in the PortaTape series are 
priced from $995. 
Members of the PortaTape series utilize a range of SCSI tape drives including 1/4 inch, 4mm, 

and 8 mm mounted in low profile external enclosures. Connection to the host system is via the sys

tem's parallel printer port, which may be utilized concurrently with tupe driVB operation. A copy of OS/2 BakupWiz 

r IOgB. Available in both internal 

LinkWiz™ transfers files between OS/2 
and/or DOS/Windows systems, over parallel cable, 
at 5 megabytes per minute - several limes faster 
than any other file transfer utility. 

Now ... transfer files at up to 5 megabytes per minute between OS/2 and OS/2, or OS/2 and DOS/Windows, 
or DOS/Windows and DOS/Windows, or OS/2 and UNIX, or DOS/Windows and UNIX. 

If you have lots of time on your hands, stay with your old transfer utility. But... if you want warp speed file 

transfers of large production size files and directories, then LinkWiz™ is for you! LinkWiz was developed to 

unleash the power of OS/2. 
■ Installs and runs in only minutes. ■ Intuitive operation allows anyone to make simple or massive 
warp speed data transfer between systems. ■ Special parallel and serial transfer cables are included. 
■ Supports Presentation Manager, long file names, extended attributes and blindingly last 32 bit I/0. 
of other OS/2 systems from a single "seed" OS/2 system. 

■ Clone hundreds 

■ DOS/Windows and OS/2 version list price is $149. 
Call about our competitive upgrade offer. 

If you are ready for a next generation warp speed 

performance file transfer utility ... try LinkWiz now! 
Call or fax your order today! 

FDR MORE INFORMATION DR TD ORDER CALL: 

1-800-800-4P X -l'IS,4" 

ex 3525 Del Mar Hllighls Raad, Suit■ 313, San Di■ga, CA 9213D 
(619) 259-9797 · Fax: (619) 481-6474 

Shipping Is non-rehmdable. No cancellations on special order ilems. 20% restocking lee on hardware rehmds witlun 30 days. No refunds or exchanges after 30 days. Prices sub1ect la change 

Available through 0S/2 EXPRESS For more information circle #123 
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NOTABLE NOTEBOOKS 

~ While Warp and Warp Connect deftly handle 

desktop diversity, they remain uncomfortable on laptops. 

Features endemic to the platform such as power saving 

modes and PCMCIA interfaces vary from vendor 4-' 
to vendor and even from machine to machine in some 

product lines. With the exception of the PCM CIA cards, 

every piece of the system tends to be proprietary-display, 

hard disk, floppy, CD-ROM , special keyboard 

combinations, all the way down to the battery. As a result, 

OS/2 Warp (or anything more advanced than DOS) may 

not support every last feature of a laptop, even from some 

of the largest vendors. As you read the individual accounts 

below, written by OS/2 Professional staffers, you'll find 

quirks unique to each machine. 

Like their desktop cousins, you will be best served with 

plenty of memory in the laptop. If you can live with the 

slow load times, 8MB might actually be livable on 

a laptop-particularly if you don't make heavy use 

4-' of Windows applications. While true multitasking 

may require 16MB, the limited display real estate on a 

laptop will hinder any realistic attempts to push your 

application load very high. However, this does point to 

one potential pitfall in laptop strategies: using the system 
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as a portable desktop for home, office and the road. You' re much 

better off using the laptop as an adjunct for on the road use unless 

your desktop usage remains fairly limited. 

If you ignore the immediate driver and hardware limitations of 

a laptop when considering it for desktop use, don't overlook its 

future. Laptops simply lack the upgradeability a desktop unit pro-

vides. While desktop systems can manage to remain quite usable 

for five or more years, laptops hit their usable limits within about 

two years. Replacement and upgrade parts are either unavailable 

or just too expensive. 

In short, a laptop is a very expensive (but immensely useful) 

disposable platform. 

The WinBookXP 
BY CHRISTOPHER J. WEES 

s Director ef MIS, I'm a 

demanding home/office 

capacity are most important. 

Atypical applications 

include heavy 

database use 

(DB2/2, Paradox 

end tools (VisualAge C++, Assembly, Pascal and Visualizer) and 

numerous system tools. A good insight into my use: within a Jew days 

if receiving the WinBook.XP, the 810MB hard drive had 90MB 

free and Warp's initial boot-up time increased from 45 seconds to 

three minutes. 

WinBookXP Specs 

Intel 486 DX4/100 SL Enhanced Processor 

16MBRAM 

810MB Hard Drive 

10.3-inch Dual Scan STN color display 

16-bit internal audio option 

Internal 14.4K fax/voice/data modem option 

Dual-button Alps modular integrated touch pad option 

2500ma/h Nickel Metal Hydride Battery 

PCMCIA (2.01 compliant): two type II or one type Ill 

Integrated TrackPoint pointing stick embedded in keyboard 

16-bit stereo ESS 688, Sound Blaster compatible 

Price: $3,459 

By name alone, the WinBookXP from WinBook Computer 

Corporation does not sound like an OS/2 enthusiast's choice of 

notebooks. The unit ships standard with DOS and Windows, 

and WinBook Computer Corporation does not support OS/2. 

However, one should not judge this notebook by its cover logo. 

The model I received for evaluation is well equipped to run OS/2, 

sporting an Intel 486 DX4/100, 16MB of RAM and an 810 MB 

hard drive. 

Augmenting the keyboard-embedded TrackPoint pointing 

stick, WinBook Corporation also included their optional 19mm 

Logitech trackball and Alps touchpad modular pointing devices 

for our testing. Mounted just below the keyboard in the wrist 

rest, both devices were convenient to use and better suited for 

moving across wide ranges when compared to the TrackPoint. 

Of the two, I quickly grew fond of the touch pad's responsiveness 

and ability to produce mouse clicks by tapping on the pad's sur

face, although the TrackPoint is more accurate for miniscule 

movements. Fortunately, the TrackPoint remains active, 

enabling simultaneous use with the touchpad. 

Installing OS/2 Warp Connect on the WinBook was far from 

flawless. OS/2 detected the Western Digital video properly, but 

failed to see the audio card or PCM CIA interface. A quick look 

at the technically rich set of manuals provided with the WinBook 

resulted in detailed hardware information on both devices, yet 

only one answer. The notebook's audio was documented as an 

ESS 688 (which I installed as anAudioDrive multimedia device), 

but the V ADEM VG-468 PCM CIA interface remained an 

unknown factor. Assuming other notebooks would be compati

ble with the V ADEM (listed as a superset of the Intel 365SL), I 

repeatedly installed PCM CIA support for several notebooks and 

found the NEC Versa drivers tolerable. 

With Warp Connect up and running, the WinBook performs 

admirably with few exceptions. The 486/100 processor with 
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System Commander"' makes it safe and easy to add 
as many operating systems to one PC as you want! 
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16KB integrated cache is fast and the 16MB of system RAM 

leaves plenty of room for network drivers and several apps to 

reside in memory, making response snappy. Standard applica

tions like Lotus 1-2-3 and De Scribe load in less than 20 seconds 

flat. Battery life is very good, the first evidence coming from the 

initial OS/2 Warp install. The 90-minute installation process 

involving dozens of disks and several reboots only drained 80 per

cent of the battery power. Under normal operation, the Win

Book lasts from two to three hours with power management 

enabled. 

I did find a few flaws during operation. At first the WinBook's 

suspend switch does not appear to function . I have seen this 

behavior with a number of notebooks and assumed the suspend 

mode was simply incompatible with Warp.To my great surprise, 

the WinBook suddenly suspended while attempting to run a 

Windows application several minutes later. Apparently some 

component of the notebook's suspend hardware is tied to Win

dows code. The work around: running any Windows app after 

booting OS/2 enables the suspend/resume feature. 

A second problem stems from a Western Digital video driver 

bug when using the Phoenix Notebook Miser BIOS setting for 

"suspend to disk'' operation. This type of suspend is highly desir

able, since it consumes no battery power and is thus indefinite. 

However, with this option enabled, resuming to the desktop pro

duces a corrupt video image that is unreadable. Luckily, I found 

a work around for this problem also: suspend to disk only from a 

full screen session. Upon resuming, exit the session and you will 

return to a normal OS/2 desktop. You can also recover from a 

corrupt display by running a full screen session upon resuming, 

but you must open one "blind." Finally, the OS/2 power man

agement battery applet does not display the remaining battery 

level. The integrated LCD battery gauge does so continuously, 

however, and does not consume system resources. 

Originally designed as a Windows user's dream notebook, the 

WinBookXP has proven to be a formidable WarpBook as well. 

Overall system performance is excellent, the host of features is 

impressive and the $3,459 price tag is reasonable. If you don't 

want to spend far too many paychecks on a notebook and can live 

with a quirk or two until future Warp service packs correct them, 

take a serious look at the WinBookXP . 

Christopher J Wees is director of MIS for OS/2 Professional 



IBM ThinkPad 701C 
BY EDWIN BLACK 

the System Notepad or 

Arcadia's Notepad, 

communicate using 

PMComm or Fax

Works, and some

times to use Paradox 

far DOS in a DOS 

session. Battery lift is a dominant feature far me. Then come speed 

and usability. 

IBM ThinkPad 701( Specs 

Intel 486DX4flSMHz Processor 

8MBRAM 

540MB Hard Disk (removable) 

PCMCIAslotfits two Type II or one Type Ill cards 

10.4-inch Active Matrix Display 

14.4 Kbps Data/Fax Modem 

85-key TrackWrite keyboard with Fn-Key, 12 Function Keys and 

TrackPoint Ill 

EPP (Parallel) Port and Audio In/Out on System Unit 

Integrated Audio with Microphone Speaker 

Speaker Phone and Answering Machine 

Integrated Infrared Transceiver 

Price: $2,999 

After lugging IBM's spiffiest new ThinkPad to some of the 

world's most exotic locales including the Dead Sea and the top 

of Mt. Sinai, I can attest: I am in love. I have finally found 

the ThinkPad of my dreams. Dubbed the Butterfly for its 

retractable keyboard, the 701 C is certainly not for everybody. 

But for me, it is the endgame in a protracted campaign of 

planned obsolescence that characterizes the laptop and note

book market as we know it. 

Understand that the Butterfly embraces an evolution for the 

road warrior. It possesses all the nifty power capabilities, includ

ing Infrared data transfer, CD-ROM, complete multimedia 

capability and PCM CIA slots. But much of that is on the out

side of the computer. The Butterfly achieves its remarkable 

stripped down dimensions of 9. 7 x 7. 9 x 1.5 inches by turning all 

the extras into attachments. Therefore, the parallel and serial port 

panel is detachable. The 3.5-inch drive is a featherweight detach

able floppy that hangs by a slender cable, as is the CD-ROM 

drive. What remains after all these extras are detached is an 

incredibly compact 4.5 lbs. notebook. 

Its brilliant active matrix screen is exciting, stealing the show 

on any airplane. The tracking device is extremely sensitive and I 

was able to execute most of my drag and drop commands on the 

first effort. The speed of this 486 DX 4/100 plus 8MB RAM and 

its ability to multitask stood out as the best I have ever encoun

tered. I was able to constantly run DeScribe and Arcadia's PIM 

while using the modem and searching the disk for other data. 

While the Butterfly's screen can indeed be used successfully in 

most indoor environments, the notion of global, all-terrain use is 

a bit silly. I sat on the patio of Jerusalem's King David Hotel, 

overlooking the majestic Old City one sunny morning unable to 

see the screen because of the sun. Again, at the Nirvana Hotel at 

the Dead Sea-no screen visibility. And finally, on the balcony 

of the Tel Aviv Hilton on a cloudy day I observed a dim but view

able screen. 

The height of my Butterfly experience was a long trek to Mt. 

Sinai. I carried the Butterfly all the way to the top. There, a little 

Bedouin boy name Mussa approached and was attracted to the 

icons on the screen. The boy, who knew very little English, said 

it all: "Compooter. Good." Even at the top ofMt. Sinai, the But

terfly was inspiring. 

A back to Earth footnote .. . while at the Detroit airport, I was 

running IBM Works and developing a spreadsheet. The hard 

disk crashed and I couldn't reboot. 

Edwin Black is publisher and editor-in-chief of OS/2 Professional. 
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Ze s • r • 1an C 
BY CLAUDE d'HERMILLON, JR. 

magazine, I'm not your 

typical power user. I rarely 

run anything more demand

ing than a word processor or a 

communications program. 

While my demands may not be 

system-intensive, they nonethe-

less must be met consistently. I 

need a quick processor, a decent 

screen, a floppy drive (preferably internal) and on-board accommo

dations for a modem. 

Zeos Meridian 850( Specs 

Intel Pentium 75 MHz Processor 

16MBRAM 

528MB Hard Disk (Now available with 810MB) 

PCMCIA fits two Type II cards or one Type Ill 

10.3-inch Dual Scan Color Display 

84-key keyboard with embedded numeric keypad and 

12 dedicated function keys 

Integrated 16-bit stereo sound 

Integrated True Point pointing device 

Price: $3,795 

We added: a 14.4 fax modem 

Price: $149 

It was late May and as far as I was concerned, June 28 and my 

vacation couldn't possibly come soon enough. The deadline for 

this month's laptop story was drawing near and I thought that if 

I played my cards right, I'd soon depart for Guadalajara with a 

ThinkPad in tow. 

By mid-June, however, I discovered that the last of IBM's 

high-end loaners had already been claimed. That's when an assis

tant put in a call to Minneapolis-based Zeos Information Sys

tems. That was on a Thursday, and by the following Tuesday, a 

screamer of a notebook with my name on it was in the mail. 

Zeos' line of Meridian notebooks includes a DX4-based sub

notebook and several Pentium-driven, full-size packages. I took 

a look at the top-of-the-line Meridian 850C, which, despite a 
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couple of flaws, scored relatively high marks. Indeed, what's not 

to like about a 75 MHz Pentium machine with 16MB of RAM? 

As it turned out, there were several quirks. The first and most 

annoying was the fact that no OS/2-compatible video driver was 

available for the 10.3-inch dual scan color screen. After several 

calls and a couple of visits to bulletin boards in search of drivers, 

I had to get used to the eye strain of working with a little more 

than 8 inches of viewable screen. Also, since there is no internal 

speaker, the only way to get sound from the on board 16-bit stereo 

sound card is through external speakers or headphones. 

Aside from these flaws, the other cross I would ultimately bear 

into Mexico and back was the sheer weight of the 850C. On 

paper, 6.8 lbs. doesn't appear that cumbersome, but lug it around 

the airport for a while and you become uncomfortably aware of 

its bulk. The Zeos' rechargeable nickel metal hydride (NiMH) 

battery kept the machine alive for about 2 1/2 hours. 

Due to the nature of my trip (it was, after all, a vacation) most 

of my computing tasks involved communicating with colleagues 

via the Internet and CompuServe. Although I generally prefer 

internal modems when traveling, I encountered few problems 

using the 14.4 PCMCIA fax/modem. Sending a note to a col

league or checking out the Web site I discovered reading the in

flight magazine was simply a matter of slipping a card into one of 

two type II PCMCIA slots. One caveat, however, concerning 

what I consider a design flaw: the PCM CIA slots are accessed by 

flipping open a small lid to insert the card. Unfortunately, once 

in place, the card protrudes beyond the side of the case, making 

it impossible to close the lid without first removing the card. A 

minor point to some, but an extra step to frequent users who must 

not only keep track of the wafer-thin modem, but must also 

remove it before placing the computer in its carrying case. 

In the end, however, this notebook won me over. After using 

its eraser-like pointing device for a day, I lost all desire to use any

thing but. The 528MB (1.3 GB optional) hard drive provides 

ample storage space while traveling, and the 3.5-inch 1.44MB 

internal floppy drive is, thankfully, placed not on the front of the 

notebook but on the side for easy access. 

At just under $3,800 the Zeos 850C appears to be a reasonable 

alternative to the comparable offerings from Toshiba and IBM. 

Claude d'Hermillon, Jr., is associate editor of OS/2 Proftssional. 



Toshiba T2150COT 
BY BRADLEY D. KLIEWER 

use my laptops in two 

modes: as an at{junct to my 

luggage ( mostly as a desktop 

inthehotelorfarajewhours 

on the plane) or as a way 

to catch a Jew 

bytes while 

sitting on the 

couch and watching the news. 

As such, it seldom gets used far more than word processing, although it 

also makes a convenient test bed far new programs--particularly those 

I'm not quite ready to risk on my two desktop systems. 

Toshiba T21 SOCDT Satellite Pro Specs 

Intel 486DX4flS MHz Processor (with 16KB cache and integrated 

math coprocessor) 

SMBRAM 
500MB Hard Disk 

PCMCIA slot accepts two Type I or II cards or one Type Ill 

10.4-inch Color Active Matrix Display Monitor 
Toshiba double-speed CD-ROM drive 

SoundBlaster Pro, MIDI, WAY compatible 

Built-in miaophone and speaker 

AccuPoint integrated pointing device 

Price: $3,799 

[Ed. note:A Toshiba spokesperson says this model won't be "readilyavail
able'to consumers because it's already being replaced by the 400 series, 
announced in June. A company representative noted that a less expensive 
ms/on of this model, the T21 SOS, w/4MB (expandable) RAM and the dual

scan display priced at $2,999 will be easier to get.] 

The Toshiba T2150CDT was the only laptop we tested with a 

built-in CD-ROM drive. With the size of applications growing 

at a rapid pace, CD-RO Ms have become more ofa necessity than 

an option. Unfortunately, the drive's 5.25-inch format consumes 

a considerable volume within the system's case, leaving no room 

for a diskette drive. Like the Butterfly, the Toshiba uses an exter

nal connector and cable for the diskette drive. I installed two 

PCM CIA adapters (a Megahertz 28.8Kbps modem and a Xir
com Token Ring adapter) along with Warp Connect-a task that 

would have been difficult without the CD-ROM. 

Toshiba installed only 8MB RAM on the evaluation unit. 

While the system was usable, it was not nearly as responsive as 

it would have been with another 8MB. As configured, the delays 

in opening (and first using) an application such as DeScribe 

were quite noticeable. After a few minutes of work, DeScribe 

became much more responsive as Warp Connect configured 

itself to the load. 

Likewise, the limited memory would not be suitable for ex

tensive multitasking. The small laptop display keeps this from 

becoming much of a problem, but it is something to consider if 

you plan to use a laptop connected to a standard monitor and key

board in place of a desktop model. 

Like the IBM models, the Toshiba uses an eraser-head style 

pointer for the mouse. Instead of using left and right buttons below 

the spacebar, the Toshiba has concentric semicircles. The larger 

arc closest to the spacebar acts as the left button, and the smaller 

acts as the right button. Its layout, which took some getting used 

to, is made possible by an overly broad wrist rest area below the 

spacebar. This made the Toshiba very comfortable for its name

sake use ( on my lap). However, I found the particular contour made 

striking the keys on the lowest row a bit awkward at times. Also, 

the undersized (narrow) keys along the left and the rightled to typ

ing errors when using those keys (such as inadvertently hitting the 

Home key rather than Backspace). I was very pleased by the key 

action and response. Overall the Toshiba's keyboard action is the 

most comfortable and responsive I have used on a laptop. 

Warp Connect properly configured the Toshiba with only one 

minor problem: it did not auto-detect the PCM CIA type. I cor

rectly guessed that the T4800 drivers would work (others might 

have worked, too). While the PCM CIA modem worked as a plug 

and play device, the externally connected diskette drive (which is 

not PCM CIA) would not. Instead, the system had to be reboot

ed with the diskette drive connected in order for it to work. 

The Toshiba and IBM Butterfly 701C tie for the best among 

the test units. Moreover, it is very simple to choose between these 

two based on usage: for the ultimate in small, lightweight mobil

ity, the IBM cannot be beat. If you want CD-ROM access on the 

road, the Toshiba is a real winner. 

Bradley Kliewer is editor of OS/2 Professional. 
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We've Just Charted A New 

Course For 0S/2 Backup. 

0S/2 Warp. 
Introducing Sytos Premium™ #fflt·M#P,,IM,, • a 
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Backup and Disaster 

Recovery for IBM® 0S/2® 

Warp from Sytron. Sytos 

Premium takes full advan

tage of OS/2 Warp's multi

tasking operating environ

ment, power, reliability and 

scalability across a wide 

variety of PC platforms. 
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Plus, there's a graphical, 

multiple-event scheduler 

so you can schedule 

automated jobs to run 

whenever you like. And 

the broadest support for 

industry standard QIC and 

SCSI tape drives. There's 

ful features including emergency disaster recov

ery, you can recover your entire system if need 

be. Recover 0S/2 Warp from the last 

even optional autoloader support. The result? 

Simply the fastest, easiest to use and most flexi

ble backup and disaster recovery solution for 

OS/2 Warp and LAN Server 4.0 networks. full backup in less than 10 minutes. 

~·············· ····· · ···· · · ··► 

for OS/2 

Egghead 
BOO-EGGHEAD 

for IBM LAN 

So contact your local software 

dealer, or call 1-800-877-0016 

for more information. 

Because Sytos Premium has v set its course for OS/2 Warp. 

Novv Fro1n Arcada 
The Authority in 05/2 Backup 

Indelible Blue 
800-776-8284 

PC Connection 
800-800-0005 

OS/2 Express 
800-OS2-KWIK 

Sytron and Sytos Plus are registered trademarks, and Sytos Premium and Sytos Rebound are trademarks of Sytron Corporation. IBM, 

Opera1jng System/2 and OS/2 are registered trademarks of the International Business Machines Corporati on. All other product names A ,,,,_,,,,,.ada 
and logos are trademarks of their respective owners. C, 1995 Arcada Software. Inc. All rights reserved. • ..,. 
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DOT EXE 
Software far OS/2 

BY HERB TYSON 

I f you're looking for the ultimate in bulletproof desktop secu
rity for your OS/2 systems, you probably won't find it in the 
Secure Workplace for OS/2. However, if you want to expand 

your desktop options, including the ability to remove unwanted 
options from object popup menus and add password protection 
on an object-by-object basis, then the Secure Workplace is cer
tainly worth a look. 

systems-helping enforce security in environments across the 
enterprise. 

Operation and Features 

Installation 

The Secure Workplace, as the name suggests, works at the Work
place Shell level by adding several object classes. Once installed, 
it adds a Protect option to the Desktop popup menu and a Lock
up Now option to the popup menu for all other objects. These 
options are used to invoke security any time the user wants, either 
for the whole system by using the Protect option, or just for select-

Installing the Secure Workplace is fairly simple, although 
depending upon how much 

security you want setup can be 

complex. Installation from 

Secure Workplace's single 

floppy diskette takes less than 

five minutes. Once you shut 

down and reboot, Secure 

Workplace is ready to roll. 

U ninstalling is equally simple. 

To remove Secure Workplace 

just delete the files and objects 

and then rerun the setup pro

gram using the /remove 

switch, which de-registers 

each of the Workplace Shell 

object classes added by the 

installation. 

For enterprising users, 

Secure Workplace also allows 

for unattended installation. 

Using a response file, you can 

configure a number of systems 

identically once you've deter

mined your needs. The pro

gram also provides a utility 

that lets a system administra

tor, for example, propagate a 

desktop setup to a number of 
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Figure 1. New tabs on each object's Settings Notebook appear 
after installation. 

• --
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- ---.. t.11 ------------
Figure 2. The Setup page allows users to selectively remove 
options from the popup menu. 

ed objects using the Lockup 

Now option. One potential use 

of this selective ability is for 

when you want to allow some

one else to use your system while 

preventing them from seeing or 

changing key objects. The selec

tive Lockup Now option lets 

you password-protect against 

unauthorized users opening or 

unlocking an object or changing 

its settings. 

Where Secure Workplace 

really makes its presence known 

is in the new options it adds to 

the Settings Notebook for each 

object on the desktop. As shown 

in Figure 1, Secure Workplace 

adds tabs for Setup, Security, 

Password, Audit and Logon . 

These tabs are, in effect, the 

program's master control panel. 

With these settings-once you 

understand them-you can con

trol the amount and level of 

security you want to use. 

Another feature Secure 

Workplace offers is the ability to 
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require a logon to use the system. This feature can be dovetailed 

with the logon feature of a network. It can also be used to set up 

a single system for a variety of different users. 

Secure Workplace provides an Audit feature that lets you keep 

track of events. Unfortunately, neither the Help system nor the 

manual that comes with the program provides a clue as to what 

kinds of events are tracked. (Presumably, one event might be 

logon attempts.) Even worse, each time I enabled the audit fea

ture to see exactly what kinds of events would get tracked, my sys

tem froze. Rebooting led to a blank desktop, requiring recovery 

using the Alt+ Fl method to replace the frozen desktop with an 

archived setup. 

Customized Popup Menus 
One handy feature is the ability to remove options selectively 

from the popup menu for the desktop or for any object in the 

Workplace Shell. As shown in Figure 2, options in the Setup 

page let you protect objects by removing a number of options, 

including copying, moving, deleting, shadowing, creating, 

renaming, dragging and dropping.You can also remove the Set-

. . P.MP.,:Q .P.r.o.hig.f ~r. .0Sl2.: 

Use PM Pro either to learn Prolog, or to develop professional 

' 
rule-based modules. 

PM Pro makes it affordable to use Prolog now. 
Priced at only $50 plus $5 S&H, 

Gregory Bourassa 
Tel: (613) 749-7984 Fax: (613) 749-6619 

CompuServe: 76150, 1166 or GO 0S2AVEN (section 1) 

P .0. Box 27038 Gloucester, Ontario Canada K1J9L9 
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tings option from the menu (not recommended if you want to 

change the settings later on). If you really want to keep users in 

the dark, you can remove the Help option from the menu, 

although doing that doesn't disable the Fl key. 

In addition, you can selectively disable any folder's Select, 

Sort and Arrange options. The Find option can also be sup

pressed, as can the ability to display folders in Details and Tree 

views. You can thwart potential interlopers by removing the 

Shutdown option from the Desktop popup menu. However, 

doing so does not remove the Shutdown option from the 

LaunchPad, nor does it inhibit the ability to shut down using the 

SHUTD OWN.EXE program provided with OS/2 Warp, 

using Ctrl+Alt+Delete, using a system reset key, or simply 

turning a system off and then on again. However, if as part of 

your security setup you block all avenues to the command line 

and turn off the display of the action buttons in the LaunchPad 

(and password-protect the Settings notebook for the Launch

Pad), you can further secure your setup. If your computer's BIOS 

has built-in password protection, you can complete the secure 

setup of your system . 

OS/2 
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• Developed in conjunction with the University of 

California, San Diego 
· UCSD - The worlds number one Pascal 

development system for power and 
portability of software. 

OS/2 32 Bit Pascal Dev/System 
Only $299 plus shipping 

CABOT SOFTWARE 
THE VICARAGE, STOKE VIEW ROAD, BRISTOL BS16 3AE, ENGLAND .......... I 
Tel:+44117 958 6644 Fax: +441 17 958 6650 

COMPUSERVE 100014,241 Credit Cards Accepted 
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Weak Links 
The Secure Workpl ce has three potential weak links. The weak

est one is the OS/2 mmand line. Since the program works only 

at the Workplace S ell level, it provides no protection against a 
knowledgeable user ho can access the OS/2 command line. For 

example, in early te ts, I failed to comprehend that passwords 
were case sensitive. his led to a technical condition known as 

panic, during whic I locked up a key file folder. While in that 

state of panic, I open d an OS/2 command line session and logged 

to the locked folder and discovered that I still had access to it. 

From the comman line, I created a new folder and moved the 

contents of the lock folder to the new folder. I then deleted the 

locked folder (using the ancient and time tested RMDIR com

mand) and then ren med the new folder using the now-removed 
folder's former nam . I then slipped back to the Workplace Shell 

and found that my ecovered folder was now accessible and no 
longer locked. 

So, if you plan to se Secure Workplace for security purpos
es, you would be we -advised to block access to the command 
line. Just closing the command prompts folder is not sufficient, 

EXE 

by the way. Any novice OS/2 user can use a program template 
to create a brand new command line object in a flash. Even if you 
lock the templates away, a clever operator can still use the Cre
ate another or Copy commands to create a new object. The user 
could then modify the new object so that it becomes a command 
line object. Or, even without copying they could simply change 
the settings of any existing program object, replacing the pro
gram name with*. 

If you truly want to block access to Secure Workplace's weak

est link, you'll have to password-protect the Settings notebooks 

of any program objects, as well as remove key options such as Copy 

and Create another. Even those measures, however, might not be 

sufficient, since many programs provide the ability to shell to the 

command line. Therefore you would also need to identify and 

block access to such programs. 

Another weak link is Alt+ Fl. Secure Workplace was designed 
before Warp. In previous versions of OS/2, pressing Alt+ Fl dur

ing bootup automatically replaced key system files with 

versions stored in the \OS2\INST ALL directory. Hence, the 

Secure Workplace user's manual cautions you to copy secure 

en Operating; .£.t These fijpeeds, 
Please Use Doth Hands. 

ellular Word Processor '" is The Clearlook Upgrade Combo $219 
developed exclu ively to unleash the power of Includes vl.5, Free Lifetime Tech-Support, 
OS/2. This high performance, multi-threaded Plus Free Upgrade To v2.0. 
~pplication h~s hieved inter~ational acclaim for Clearlook vl.S $

169 processing capa ilities. Users quickly and easily O d T d 1 

its superb des1g and substantial document Band free lifetime tech-support 

I d f h w· h r er o ay . construct comp x ?c~ments ro1:1 _t _e start. 1t l-S00-SlS-LOOK 
unsurpassed pro uct1v1ty and flex1bil1ty, Fax: 309_764-2086 
Clearlook is the astest word processor in the OS/2 ' · , 1 '" Mastercard, Visa, and American Express welcomed. 
marketplace! S please use both hands, thank you. toroS/2 Free Demo On BBS - 309-764-0082 
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versions of OS2.INI, OS2SYS.INI, CONFIG.SYS, and 

STARTUP.CMD over the versions in \OS2\INSTALL. Enter 

Warp. Warp doesn't do what old OS/2 did. Instead, Warp pro

vides a number of recovery options, including the ability to boot 

to the OS/2 command line. Whoops! Rememberweaklinknum

ber one? 

You could-if you wanted-replace the OS/2 Maintenance 

Desktop with your secure desktop. This would provide a measure 

of protection against the Alt+ Fl trick. However, it wouldn't pro

tect against someone armed with a set of OS/2 boot 

diskettes-which is weak link number 3. It quickly becomes evi

dent that a computer with a passworded BIOS might be the only 

protection against reboot thugs. Of course, someone could also 

take your system apart with a screwdriver and remove the hard 

disk. However, if that's a possibility at your workplace are you sure 

you really want to work there? 

Wrap-up 
In sum, Secure Workplace-coupled with common sense mea

sures and a lot of setting up-can provide the average business with 

THE SECURE™ ""'tfl•@W§lfollf 
Styles 

W~AC ,'NoCapy 
., ........ 

for OS/2 .,I.No Dolote 

Enjoy workstation security, Nos-. 
_Noc-.. 

extended control of the ,NoRoowne 

~ _;No Dnlg 

workplace shell, and a suite of 
_NoOo-op ... _ 

desktop management utilities 
_ ... ,... 
Use Svsteth Dt'!'l'Nill 

no user should be without. :~ 
Seb,p-Paoe 1af4 ♦ ♦ 

• Password protect existing objects. 
• Selectively remove pop-up menu items. 
• Selectively save and restore individual objects. 
• Prevent object changes. 
• Individual user desktops. 
• Workplace backup and restore. r+@itl►i#OhH 
• Central logon and audit facilities. ; 0peov--

• Setup and administration tools. 
• Background installation. 

-.;lnheritedPmword 

.1Loclll Pusword 
,,Gaot,alPasword 

.)Oeslltop Pu .. onl 

c,Q 

~ -Sort --fie 

w----~ 
PMswon:I 

Lockup 

-,□ 

Call yo% •;~;e;;;_;;me, :~ .. 
Site Licenses Available 
VISA, MC & Discover 

SYNTEGRATION 
3811 SchaeferAve,#J Tel: (909) 464-9450 
Chino,CA91710,USA Fax:(909) 627-3541 

LAN Server 
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a fair degree of security. You will have to work at it, however, to 

find and close a number ofloopholes, such as, but probably not 

limited to, those mentioned in this review. But even for users who 

don't need security, Secure Workplace enhances the number of 

desktop options and provides a numberofuseful new tools to help 

you get more out of using OS/2. ♦ 

Herb Tyson is a computer industry analyst and consultant. He is the 

author of several books, including Your OS/2 Warp Consultant, Nav

igating the Internet with OS/2 Warp, the Word far Windows 6 Super 

Book, and Teach Yourself Web Publishing with Microsoft Word. 

AT A GLANCE 

The Secure Workplace for OS/2 
Syntegration 

13241 Norton Avenue 

Chino, CA 91710 

(909) 464-9450, fax (909) 627-3541 

List Price: $79.95 

Single-Click Communications. 
OS/2 Home Modem Software. S69. 

Get the best home user communication 
features from RhinoCom's $199 

standard version for only $99 list. 
Enjoy powerful native OS/2 PM modem soft
ware that's user friendly, reliable and features 

Autologon, Function Key Macros, Global 
Settings, & Workplace Shell Objects. 

Introductory price $69. 
Call today. 1-800-234-4546. 

VISA & MC Accepted. 
Phone: (410) 730-2575 
BBS (301) 596-5618 
CompuServe: go rhintek 
Internet: www.rhintek.com 
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BY MERRILL R. CHAPMAN 

R emote S rvices Management (RSM), formerly 

known a PolyPM/2, bills itself as "The Absolute 

Graphic Remote Control Solution." Hmm. Well, 

it is very powerful. he product was developed by the French 

firm International S ftware Solutions and is distributed in the 

U.S. by Software C poration of American (SCA), Inc., locat
ed in Stamford, CT. 

Like its major OS competitor, KopyKat 1.1 from Hilgraeve, 
RSM supports remo 

fers and remote cont ol viewing 

of a PC. But RSM so allows 

remote transfer of clipboard 

contents. And it not nly works 

through a modem, t can also 

communicate via a .II- ---~--~ COMI • 

managers and clients from any number oflocations. In addition 

to OS/2 Warp, Clients are available for DOS, Windows and 
OS/2 1.X. Any PC can have any combination of Manager and 

Clients loaded. For the purposes of this review, I tested RSM in 

OS/2 2.1, OS/2 Warp and Windows environments using mixed 

1024 x 768 and 640 x 480 resolutions. All computers were con

nected to 14.4 modems supporting V.32 bis. 

RSM has one of the most entertaining installs I've seen on 

of network protocols including 

Novell'sIPX, TCP/I ,NetBios, 

NetAPI, SNA back ones such 

as X25 and SDLC, SDN net

::;,,,..._,.,,,,-:::::::: 

any product-OS/2 or Win

dows. In a bravura display of 

multithreading, you'll see balls 

bouncing, doors swinging, birds 

flying, etc., while you ponder 

your choices. I like it! Not only 

does it look good, it's easy and 

logical to use; except for the 

need to type in a 23 digit alpha 

numeric code to enable your 

product. It took me three tries 

to get it right. To make it worse, works, null modem 

widespread network pport not 

only makes the produ t useful for 

road warriors who ne d to phone 

RSM uses a Manager/Client metaphor to define the relationship 
between remote and local systems. 

more codes must be entered 

when you install a Manager or 

Client. Seven or eight numbers is 
home, but also netw rk administrators who need to monitor, 

train and troubleshoo workstations across a distributed environ

ment. 

RSM uses a "Ma ger/Client" metaphor to define the rela

tionship between a re ote system and the local one. Within this 

metaphor, a Manage controls the remote PC while the Client is 

con trolled. Users hav the option to buy the light version ofRSM, 
which is suitable for r mote operations between a business and a 

home-based system; t e office version, a corporate version which 

adds extensive netw rk options; or the professional v"ersion, 

which includes powe scripting capabilities for custom appli
cations. Anyworksta on can maintain multiple combinations of 

enough. Someone please change this. 

Once you're up and running, you'll notice RSM is a sophisti

cated WPS-specific application with some nice features you don't 

often see on PC applications, like balloon help (someone's been 
playing with a Mac at ISS) . Please note that balloon help can be 
turned off if you don't like it. One point I didn't care for is that 

the program defaults to minimizing to the bottom of your screen 
instead of the viewer window. RSM's tool bars are free floating, 

and settings are made via OS/2's ubiquitous tab metaphor. 

Users have a wide variety of finetuning options when estab

lishing the Manager/Client relationship. A Client's system can 

be password protected, can allow the Manager to control the 
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mouse and keyboard or view the Client's system only, download 

files, upload files, enable an automatic call back (a particularly use

ful feature for LAN administrators), chatwith the Client and even 

reboot the Client's system. The corporate and professional ver

sions of the product also allow a Client to restrict the Manager's 

access to only certain directories on the Client's system. The 

Manager and Client also have the option of establishing what 

RSM calls a "journal," that is, a log of all remote activity. Users 

have the option of maintaining multiple journals. 

File transfer is flexible and powerful. As befits a multithreaded 

operating system, files can be transferred in the background with

out bringing your system to its knees. Users have the option of 

using the standard wild cards to select files and they can use RSM' s 

criteria function. This includes the ability to pick files by attribut

es-i.e., size, date, time, day, month, etc., in conjunction with 

standard Boolean operatives and file size. Once you have created 

a transfer profile, you have the option of saving it for future use. In 

addition, file transfers can be prepared off line, thus saving con-

S1MCITY 
CLASSIC The Original City Simulator 

Yes! 
This is the Real Thing. A full native, 32 bit, multi-threaded imple

mentation of the multi platform, multi award winning game almost 
everyone has gotten their hands on and loved to play. 

In SimCity, you become the mayor of an evolving, growing city. 
Seven world famous cities are simulated, or design your own village 
or metropolis. 

SimCity gives you the keys of the city. The rest is up to you. You'll 
need to take action against monsters, earthquakes, pollution, crime, 
traffic gridlock and much more. The sounds, the colors and the 
actions are irresistible. 

Winner of over 40 major industry awards and gaining international 
acclaim has put SimCity in a class by itself. Accept no Substitutes! 

Requirements: 05/2 2.1 or 05/2 Warp, IBM or compatible 386 or 486, 8 Mb 

RAM, 2 Mb HD, VGA or greater graphics, Color, 05/2 sound support. 

Call l-800 543-4999 or (415) 473-1800 

Email: simcity@dux.com 

Ill E 
DUX 

EXE 

nect charges. Also, when dealing with HPFS to FAT transfers, 

RSM has a simple utility that allows you to rename an HPFS file 

name to a valid eight character FAT name. (Oh, how I long for 

the day when FAT names are a thing of the distant past!) 

From the Manager's standpoint, control of the Client is also 

powerful and flexible. For a LAN administrator, RSM's ability 

to gather and maintain Clients into groups is invaluable. Once 

the Manager has access to the Client, the Client's screen can be 

displayed in a window, full screen mode, or files can be transferred 

with no remote viewing. A particularly nice feature is that the 

Manager can mark a Client's screen remotely by turning the 

mouse pointer into a free form drawing tool. When done, the 

Manager can clean up the scribbles left on the Client's screen. 

RSM's performance was generally good, though screen 

updates at the Manager's workstation were often noticeably jerky. 

To be honest, even at 14.4K the host screen response of most 

remote programs is slow. You'll always be happier with a 28.8K 

modem. And to be fair, the local lines I used were very dirty. 

"The Eagle Has Landed" 

On Warp! 

The Deluxe 
American Heritage 

Dictionary TM 

• search on 200,000 words • inflections 

• full definitions • abbreviations 

• parts of speech • sample sentences 

• proper usage • word origins 
• hyphenation • biographical data 

• idioms • and more 

Includes Roget 's II Thesaurus and a lot more 

Under $60. Call 1-800-543-4999 for details. 

Email: sales@dux.com 

Published by DUX Software 

~ 
~ 
DUX 
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Remember that yo performance with this type of product is 
heavily influenced b the quality of your connection. File trans
fers were very quick. nlike previous versions, this release allows 
the modem to mana e flow control, which can improve perfor
mance. 

A word to disk co ression users: RSM, like previous Poly PM 
n compressed disks such as those created 

by Proportional So are and Stacker. (I can personally attest to 
this. The product loc ed up my Ambra 425SN which has an E: 
VDU created by Pr ortional's DCF. This occurred when it 
called the RSM.exe om my CONFIG.SYS.) Install and run 
RSM only on non-co pressed disks. This problem needs to be 
addressed, as one oft e biggest markets for this product is note
book users, who also e big users of disk compression. 

I also have some m ·or bones to pick with the documentation. 
To RSM's credit, th manual eschews the "Oliver Twist-like" 
slimness so in vogue mong publishers these days (usually pre
saging long waits on 00 support lines and multiple dial ups to 

Stop n1n ing around! 
Eliminate use,· frustration! 
Save timf and money! 

ClevelrManageTM 
is a simple to ~se tool for managing and 
monitoring OS/2 and l\indows PCs 

•Software Distri~ution 

•Configuration qianges 
•Inventory 

For more information cir le #31 0 

•Problem Diagnostics 

•Application Metering 
•ResoUI·ce Monitoring 

Call CleverSoft today 
at (207 883-3550 to 
find out how you can 
try CleverManage 

Available through OS/2 Express 

Finally, the PM controls 
you've been looking for. 

OS/2 programmers, shape up your apps 
by adding our PMCX custom controls 
to your application. 

• Spreadsheet 
• Multi-column, multi-function list-box 
• Multi-select combo-box 
• Scrollable control-list 
• Data entry field 
• Rich-Text-Format (RTF) viewer 
• GIF picture-box 
• Gauges and more! 

Name your poison! C, ICLUI, OWL, Objectpm, 
Prominare Designer, Universal Resource Editor, 
IBM CSet++, Borland C++, ... 

Obje~ ontrol Pack 

• 
secant 238 11 Chagrin Blvd. #344 

Beachwood, OH 44122 Technologies (216) 595-3830 

See for yourself! HTIP://www.secant.com 
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Take command 
withOnCmd~ 

The native OS/2® 
xBase Database 
Development 
Environment. 

Preserve 
your xBasc 
investment! 

• Develop new 32 bit, 
native PM reody 
opplicotions 
• Migrate existing 
xBose op~icotions, 
such OS those devel
oped in FoxPro®, 
Clipper® ond 
dBose® 

A Performance 
Wmner! 

• No windows overhead 
• Client Seiver Reody 
• Typical~ index ~rge 
dotoboses 2X os fostos 
ltie competition in 1 / 2 
ltie disk space 
• 350+ Commands/ 
Functions 
• Unlimiled Runtime 
license Avoilo~e 

Ano/her fine product from On-Line Ooto 5 Hill S~eet, P.O. Box 65, K~chener, Ontario, Conodo N2G 3X4 Phone (519) 579-3930 Fox (519)579-2130 Compuserve: 70022,104 Internet. oncmd@onlinedoto.com 

IOI! MOid \NIO I/IX !Ill lilJll!rll ',ICJ ',/q 11,0 
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CompuServe for help). But after reading lines like "in respect of 

our forests and trees, such book organization saves around 200 

pages for this manual," it is clear the documentation was written 

in France by someone who almost understands American Eng

lish. The online help system is also full of fractured grammar. I 

suggest that in the future SCA and ISS have the documentation 

and help systems localized here (as American publishers likewise 

should do when selling products overseas) . 

The documentation's organization, while improved since pre

vious versions, still needs work. First of all, the manual has no 

index, which is unacceptable. Second, while the installation sec

tion has been moved closer to the front of the manual, I found it 

hard to read and understand. For example, I had to play with the 

product a few minutes when trying to install the phone number 

for a Client PC. (The product's connection default is a null

modem, and you have to choose a ~odem from the picklist before 

the phone field appears.) It's the kind of thing that happens when 

you can't refer to an index. The documentation needs a complete 

revision for the next release. For now, the information seems to 

be there, though you'll have to dig for some ofit. 

To sum up, RSM is a powerhouse among remote control pro

grams. It is probably the most full-featured product of its type 

regardless of whether we're discussing DOS/Windows or OS/2. 

And the three versions allow you to purchase the power and 

capabilities you need. Especially if you' re a LAN administrator 

or need to support multiple PC's remotely, RSM is your best 

solution. ♦ 

Merrill R Chapman can be reached via CompuServe at 71333,3472 

(or Internet:71333,3472@CompuServe. com) 

AT A GLANCE 

RSM, Version 3.1 
Software Corporation of America 

100 Prospect Street 

Stamford, CT 06901 

(203) 359-2773 or (800) 966-7722 

fax (203) 359-3198 

BBS: 203-967-7205 

List Price: Light version: $199; Advanced: $349; 

Professional: $499 
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Microlearn OS/2 Game ack 
Volume II $59.95 
Order number 493 MSR $64.95 
MSR Development 
Eight entertaining (native OS/2) g mes including a variety 
of arcade, puzzle, maze and board a mes that each pre
sent a different and exciting cha lie ge. 

exceed for OS/2 
Hummingbird 
Hummingbird's eXceed/OS2 PCX se~er software allows IBM 
OS/2-based PCs to display applicati ns from X Windows 

hosts alongside DOS, Windows and S/2 applications. 

Single User Version $395.00 
Order number 471 MSR $545.00 

5 Pack $1,995.00 
Order number 472 MSR $2,315.00 

10 Pack $3,495.00 
Order number 473 MSR $4,360.00 

NetOp for OS/2 $295.00 
Order number 481 MSR $495.00 
Markham Computer 
Designed to save time and drama ically simplify LAN and 
WAN administration, NetOp for S/2 Version 5 al lows 
authorized personnel to remotely access and control the 
screen, keyboard and mouse of an OS/2, Windows or DOS 
PC workstation or file server on the network. 

CapWatch 1.0 
Order number 427 
Creative Assistance Software 

$119.00 
MSR $129.00 

CapWatch provides the LAN Server a4ministrator easy track
ing of utilization against the configukd capacity limits from 
anywhere on the network. CapWatc 's configurable alarms 
and alerts let the administrator moni or actual usage and 
anticipate over-utilization. real-tim graphs provide a con
stant visual indicator of server uti/iza ion. 

Official IBM 
Reseller 

EXPRESS 
THE QUICKEST WAY TO ORDER OS/2 APPLICATIONS. TOOLS. BOOKS, & ACCESSORIES. 

Order number 474 

MSR $99.95 

Development Technologies 

The DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack 

includes DevTech's award-winning 

DeskMan/2 vl .51 band five leading 

edge productivity tools including 

DCF/2 Lite, The Graham Utilities 

(Special Edition), Relish v.2.12 and 

CPU Monitor Plus (Special Edition). 

The package includes a FREE 

upgrade (+S&H) to DeskMan/2 

v.2.0 when it becomes available and money-saving coupons for product upgrades. The 

DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack has been called nothing less than the "05/2 survival kit"! 
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OPERATING SYSTEMS 

OS/2 WARP Version 3* 
Order number 251, A or B 

OS/2 WARP with WIN-OS/2 

$73.00 
MSR $129.00 

(Full Pack)* $117 .95 
Order number 262, A or B 
IBM 
The mandatory update to the Borg and 05/2 2.11 is 
finally a reality. Incredibly fast, fewer resource require
ments, one-button install, Internet access-it's every
thing you've been waiting for. Engage! 

OS/2WARP* 
with WIN-OS/2 upgrade $73.00 
Ordernumber 278, A or B MSR $149.00 

"" OS/2WARP 
Connect* $124.00 
Order number 261 A 
(CD-ROM only) MSR $229.00 
Warp Connect for installation on 
DOS/Windows PCs. 

OS/2 WARP Connect with 
WIN-OS/2* $159.00 
Order number 263 A (CD-ROM only) MSR $299.00 
Bring your enterprise up to WARP speed. Includes LAN 
Server and Novell requesters, TCP/IP V3.0, Peer-to-Peer, 
Lotus Notes Express, Net SignON and Lan Distance 
Remote! 

Attach Pak for 
OS/2 Warp Connect* $169.00 
Order number 49S (CD-ROM only) MSR $209.00 
Add additional corporate features to Warp Connect. 
Includes Mobile file synch, System Performance 
Monitor/2, CM/2 APP(, AnyNet/2, DCE client, remote 
8235 Server access, NetView DM/2 Startup and more. 

•prices and availability subject to change without notice. 
Specify "A" for CD-ROM, •a• for 3.5" diskettes. 
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OS/2 WARP Virtual Update $49.00 
Order number 40S 

IBM 
A two and one half hour video that includes a series of pre
sentations on 05/2 Warp by the OS/2 Warp development 
team. The Update presents the key features ofOS/2 Warp 
that will help you evaluate the product and get you started 
or ... "get warped". 

Stepping Up to 
OS/2 2.1 sale price $4.95 
Order number 2S9 MSR $16.95 
by R.M. Albrecht and M. Plura 
(Abacus Books) 

This item cannot be returned. 

Stepping Up to 
OS/2 WARP $15.95 
Order number 321 MSR $16.95 
by R.M. Albrecht and M. Plura 
(Abacus Books) 

Usin9 OS/2 WARP, 
Special Edition $26.95 
Order number 3S0 MSR $29.99 
by Barry Nance 
(Macmillan Computer Publishing) 

Using OS/2 WARP 
Bonus Pak $18.95 
Order number 463 
by Alexander Hoff 
(Abacus) 

MSR $22.95 

Inside OS/2 WARP, 
Version 3 $34.95 
Order number 3S1 MSR $39.99 
by Mark Minasi 
(Macmillan Computer Publishing) 

Microsoft Windows 95 
Order number 465 

$199.00 
MSR $209.00 

Microsoft 
The Windows 95 operating system can run your current 
MS-DOS- and Windows-based programs in a more sta
ble environment and, in most cases, even faster. It also 
enables a new world of robust 32-bit programs that use 
preemptive multitasking and multithreading to per
form several actions at the same time. 

Windows 95 Upgrade 
Order number 466 
Microsoft 

$99.00 
MSR $109.00 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 

WinGrate 

Order Number 309 

$10.00 
Warp add-on $5.00 

MSR $20.00 
DK Micro 
Already bought Warp, but want Full Pack functionality? 
WinGrate migrates your WIN- OS/2 environment to a for
mat compatible with Microsoft Windows and prepares 
your system for Warp installation. All you need to 
upgrade OS/2 2.1 (Borg) are copies of OS/2 Warp version 

3, Microsoft Windows 3.1 or 3.11 , and 
WinGrate. 

Your OS/2 Version 3.0 
WARP Consultant $22.95 

Order number 3S2 
by Herb Tyson 
(Macmillan Computer Publishing) 

MSR $25.00 

BACKUP 

ADSTAR Distributed Storage 
Manager/2 $1,075.95 
Order number 3S4 
IBM 

MSR $1,295.00 

Addresses your needs for asset protection and data ava il
ability in a distributed environment. ADSTAR provides 
operational flexibility by allowing users to define their 
need for backup and archiving. It also provides productivi
ty gains by automating a formerly labor-intensive 
process. 

ADSTAR-10 additional 
back-up clients 
Order number 355 

Back Again/2 Personal 
Order number 370 
Computer Data Strategies 

$499.95 
MSR $595.00 

$36.95 
MSR $49.00 

Back Again/2 3.0 Personal edition has all the features of 
our Professional edition without the support for SCSI tape 
drives. Back Again/2 Personal is the perfect solution for 
backup to floppy disk, magneto optical and LANs. Includes 
drag-and-drop support, scheduling and command line util
ities so you can completely restore your OS/2 partition. 

Back Again/2 3.1 Pro 
Order number 236 
Computer Data Strategies 

$97.95 
MSR $149.00 

Back Again/2 3. 1 Pro is a graphical 32-bit backup program 
for 05/2. It supports backup to LANs, SCSI tape and other 
removable media. Includes compression, backup scheduling 
and command line utilities for complete disaster recovery. 
Back Again/2 Pro is the only package that supports 
ATAPI/IDE tape drives. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 
FAX (612) 823-6267 • INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 



Back In a Flash 
Order number 290 
CCT 

sale price: $9.00 
MSR $49.00 

Schedules incremental or com rehensive backup to 
diskette, Bernoulli, LAN drives or Opticals. Support unavail
able. 

Backmaster 1.1 a f r OS/2 $67.9S 
Order number 129 MSR $89.95 
MSR Development 
Backmaster is the 32-bit bac up program that supports 
popular QIC 40/80 tape drive . New features include 
auto-verify, file save sets, D /Windows/OS/2 data 
exchange, enhanced disaste recovery utilities, support 
for high-speed adapters and arallel tape drives. 

BakupWiz 
Order number 171 
PCX 

$97.00 
MSR $149.00 

BakupWiz is the OS/2 solutt n for backup to SCSI tape, 
Bernoulli, Syquest, magneto ptical, and tape auto-chang
ers. Full support for EAs, lo g names and networking is 
included. Your OS/2 system artition can be completely 
restored. 

Cheyenne ARCsolo 
for OS/2 v.1.5 
Order number 240 
Cheyenne Software, Inc. 

$169.00 
MSR $295.00 

ARCsolo is the first substantial alive OS/2 backup solution. 
Designed with a WPS-like fron end, it offers drag-and-drop 
functionality, multithreading a d an object-oriented 
approach. 

NovaBack 3.0 QIC 
for OS/2 WARP 
Order number 396 
NovaStor 

$59.99 
MSR $149.00 

Nova Back, with new OS/2 P interface, now supports 
floppy and parallel interface, IC 80, 3010, 3020, Long, 
Wide and Travan tape drives. Includes complete disaster 
recovery, tape diagnostics an Network support. 

Nova Back 3.0 SCSI 
for 05/2 WARP 
Order number 397 
NovaStor 

$S9.99 
MSR $149.00 

Nova Back 3.0 has a new OS/ PM interface, faster perfor
mance, software compressio , scheduling, multitasking, 
disaster recovery, diagnosti command line and net
work support. SCSI versions ports over 300 tape drives! 

NovaBack for OS/2 .x & 2.x $49.99 
Order number 138 MSR $149.00 
NovaStor 
Nova Back for OS/2 is a com pl te backup solution for all 
OS/2 workstations or networ s. Support for OS/2 l .x and 
2.x is shipped together. Nova ack supports more than 
300 SCSI and QIC-80 tape dri es. 

BACKUP 

Sytos Premium Backup & Disaster 
Recovery for OS/2 $139.00 
Order number 332 MSR $299.00 
Arcada 
The standard in powerful OS/2 data protection. Sytos 
Premium for OS/2 advanced features include complete 
Warp and Lan Server 4.0 compatibility, disaster recovery, 
scheduling and the widest device support available. 

FINANCIAL-BUSINESS 

lnCharge $72.00 
Order number 326 MSR $79.00 
Spitfire 
In Charge is a full-function personal and small business 
financial system. It supports multiple sets of books and, 
within a set of books, supports all types of accounts and 
multiple currencies. In Charge provides a set of integrated 
systems for managing multiple-year budgets, accounts 
payable/receivable, property, securities, insurance and tax 
data . 

Check+ Financial Software $89.9S 
Order number 398 MSR $99.00 
Computer Interface Corp. 
Check+ Financial Software is an intuitive, fully graphical 
OS/2 software application that provides powerful financial 
management forthe home and office. Features point-and
click interface, check printing, icon-driven color coded bill
paying reminder system, unl imited number of accounts, 
credit card tracking, user-defined income/ expense analysis, 
automated bank account balancing, integrated budgeting, 
and more. 

DESKTOP MANAGERS 

DeskMan/2 vl .S1 b 
Order number 187 
Development Technologies 

$49.9S 
MSR $79.95 

Award-winning, fast, flexible, multi-function tools for all 
personal and corporate OS/2 users. Enhance productivity 
and ease of use with powerful drag and drop virtual desk
tops and Workplace Shell Extensions. Packed with power
ful, easy to use features, including security and window 
management; GUI and API (including LAN and CID support) 
to manage and backup WPS objects; configuration and 
desktop snapshot facility; more! 

OS/2 Express promises to 

match or beat nationally 

advertised prices for 

OS/2 software we carry. 

We guarantee our price for up 

to seven days after order. Details, page 48. 

DESKTOP MANAGERS 

DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack $84.95 
Order number 474 MSR $99.95 
Development Technologies 

The DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack 
includes DevTech's award-winning 

.....,_,_, ,_DeskMan/2 vl .51 band five leading 
edge productivity tools including 
DCF/2 Lite, The Graham Utilities 
(Special Edition), Relish v.2 .12 and 
CPU Monitor Plus (Special Edition). 
The package includes a FREE 

upgrade (+S&H) to DeskMan/2 v.2.0 when it becomes 
available and money-saving coupons for product 
upgrades. The DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack has been 
called nothing less than the "OS/2 survival kit"! 

Gamma Tech Power Pack 
forOS/2 $59.9S 
Order number 110 MSR $69.95 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 
Power Pack is a PM-based application that launches 
applications and executes lengthy keystroke opera
tions with a couple of function keys. It also includes a 
sophisticated editor to create, delete or modify OS/2 
INI files and the Extended Attributes associated with 
your data files. Supports both ASCII and hex. Enhanced 
screen saver with "hot'' corners included with this 
offer. 

OS/2 Essentials 
Order number 368 
Stardock Systems 

$29.9S 
MSR $39.95 

OS/2 Essentials is a mini-application suite with an 
advanced file manager, a screen saver with green 
monitor support, a workplace shell trash can, a direc
tory space grapher, a taskbar, a multimedia arcade 
game and more. Most of the applications can use 
MMPM/2, are all multithreaded and have slick PM 
interfaces. 

PrntScrn 
Order nu mber 154 
MITNOR Software 

$105.00 
MSR $115.00 

4 Integrated Utilities-1 Low Price! Copy any portion 
of any desktop image; import, export, view, print clip
board images and text; nine screen saver displays; 
date/time display. LAN installable; includes OS/2 2.x 
and 1.3 versions. 

PM Assistant $99.00 
Order number 183 MSR $129.00 
Utilis, Inc. 
A comprehensive and integrated 
suite of utilities including hot- -1'~~
key access to applications, auto-~ 
matic application placement on ~ 
screen, keyboard macros, task 
scheduling, screen saver and 
password protection. 
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DESKTOP MANAGERS 

Skyscraper™, 
Desktop Manager for 
OS/2 $39.9S 
Order number 299 MSR $49.00 
Binar Graphics, Inc. 
Realize the full power of OS/2 
with Skyscraper. This application 
gives you practically unlimited 

screen real estate. Virtual desktops at a single click; all 
your applications run maximized on their own desk
tops! Launchpad and many other features. 

System Commander 
ForOS/2 
Order number 491 
V Communications 

$89.9S 
MSR $99.95 

Try Windows 95 and keep your reliable OS/2. As you 
boot up, a menu of up to 10 installed OSes appears. 
Select the OS you want and System Commander does 
the rest. 

System Sounds for OS/2 
Order number 252 
BOCASoft 

$46.00 
MSR $59.00 

System Sounds gives your computer a voice by 
associating audio with system events and keystrokes. 
Includes more than one megabyte of professionally 
recorded sound effects in Microsoft audio format. 
Requries an audio card supported by MMPM/2 (included 
with OS/22.1). 

WipeOut $42.00 
Order number 245 MSR $59.00 
BOCASoft, Inc. 
WipeOut is a 32-bit screen saver for OS/2 featuring ani
mated displays and video screen savers, integrated 
with multimedia audio, password protection, screen 
capture and priority manager. 

Secure Workplace 
forOS/2 $49.9S 

MSR $59.95 Order number 165 
Syntegration 
The Secure Workplace for OS/2 gives 
you workstation security, extended 
control of the Workplace Shell, and a 
set of workplace management utili
ties no user should be without. 

10-Station Enterprise Edition: $4S9.9S 
Order number 166 MSR $549.95 

XFolder $19.9S 
Order number 292 MSR $49.95 
The Desktop Company 
XFolder arranges and aligns desktop and folder icons. 
Select row, column or perimeter layouts. Position all 
icons or selected icons. Multiple levels of "Undo''. Save 
and restore favorite layouts. Customize icon spacing. 
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FILE MANAGERS 

Gamma Tech File Secure 
forOS/2 $34.9S 
Order number 111 MSR $39.95 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 
Encrypt your most precious corporate asset-your 
company data! Using the latest data encryption tech
niques available*, Gamma Tech File Secure protects sen
sitive data from unauthorized viewing. Files are 
encrypted using unique file keys that cannot be repli
cated. Data can be obliterated using techniques that 
conform to U.S. Department of Defense 5220.22-M 
specifications. (*This product's use of Data Encryption 
Standard algorithms means its sale, resale, or use out
side the U.S. and Canada is expressly prohibited). 

"Bloodhound" 
Sale price 
Order number 21 S 
IBM 

$7S.OO 
MSR $300.00 

"Bloodhound" (aka SearchManager/2) is probably the 
most powerful text finding tool you can buy for a PC. 
Once you've indexed your files, this native 32-bit OS/2 
utility and its Thesaurus will find and retrieve with 
lightning speed files in five languages containing the 
words, linguistic variations and synonyms you seek. 

Soff ouch File Star $S9.00 
Order number 362 MSR $99.00 

SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 
Manipulate all your disk files with a drive 
window, a directory window and two file 
windows within a single session. Browse 
files with your favorite browser or viewer; 
ZIP files to save space; monitor free space, 

swapper size and RAM size dynamically. 

Soff ouch File Star Ten Pak $449.00 
Order number 367 MSR $799.00 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 

LinkRight 1.1 Cw/cables): $99.00 
Order number 113 MSR (with cables): $189.00 
Rightware Inc. 
This parallel/serial port file transfer 
utility package for OS/2 includes 
three versions: Presentation 
Manager, OS/2 command line, and 
DOS. Copy files to/from OS/2 and 
to/from DOS systems retaining EAs 
and long file names. Compatible 
with Laplink cables. 

LinkRight 1.1 (w/o cables): $6S.OO 
Ordernumber 114 MSR (without cables): $110.00 

FILE MANAGERS 

LinkRight for LANs 
Order number 403 
Rightware Inc. 

$249.00 
MSR $395.00 

File transfer for networks. Clone complete systems or just 
a few files. Uses NetBIOS Multitasking to send one to 
many for multiple clones. 100 user license. 

Linkwiz (aka UniBeam) 
Order number 239 
PCX 

$179.9S 
MSR $189.95 

Linkwiz is an OS/2 and DOS/Windows File Transfer Utility 
with an up-to-2 mbps transfer rate over parallel cable. It's 
extremely easy to install and use. Native OS/2 code sup
ports Presentation Manager, extended attributes, long 
file names and 32-bit 1/0. Includes both a parallel and 
serial cable. 

ZIPMANfor 
PKZIP/UNZIP for OS/2 $32.00 
Order number 34S MSR $39.95 
Software Builders, Inc. 
Easy-to-use graphical interface. Ability to view more than 
one ZIP file at a time. Drag and drop files to be zipped. 
View or execute any file in a ZIP file without first having 
to extract it. 

JOB SCHEDULING 

ATSforOS/2 
Order number 181 
MHR 

$31S.OO 
MSR $349.00 

Advanced Task Scheduler for OS/2 is a production job 
scheduling utility that eliminates the need for human 
intervention during routine batch processing. ATS allows 
you to take complete control over how and when each of 
your scheduled programs will run. 

TO ORDER, 
CALL 1-800-052-KWIK 

(1-800-672-5945) 

FAX (612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 
1-612-823-6255 



JOB SCHEDULING 

Chron 
Order number 184 
Hilbert 

$89.00 
MSR $99.00 

Chron is an OS/2 PM applica on that will schedule other 
OS/2, DOS or Windows appli ations to run at a specified 
time and frequency. 

Job Scheduling Se er 
for OS/2 
Order number 376 
MicroWork, Inc. 

$800.00 
MSR $960.00 

The package automates unatt nded job scheduling for 
NOVELL and IBM LANs. Sched les multiple OS/2, DOS/ 
Windows jobs on any OS/2-ba ed network node. Condi
tional job scheduling, sophisti ated calendar, job logging 
and much more. 

Network Version 
Order number 377 

$1,450.00 
MSR $1,700.00 

UTILITIES• DISK 

Gamma Tech Utiliti s for OS/2 
Version 3.0 ale p ice. $99.00 
Order number 109 MSR $149.00 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 
Performs FAT and HPFS o ti
mization, file undelete and d sk
top backup. PM and commlnd 
line utilities perfonm disk an ly
sis, recover corrupted files, back 
up/repair boot sectors ~nd 
include a sector editor. Drives 
greater than 2 GB supported. 

EZP2-Easy Pro Tool for OS/2 $49.00 
Order number 373 
MaxWare, Inc. 
A set of utilities for routine rks. Unleash the power of 
OS/2 named pipe; combined ith UNIX command line 
(30 commands) provides an xtremely productive devel
opment environment; a real inner from the best of 
both worlds. For novices as ell as professional users. 

IBM AntiVirus/2.2 
Order number 233 
ISSC 

$39.9S 
MSR $49.00 

IBM AntiVirus/2 uses new "n ural network technology" 
developed by IBM Research ientists to detect previous
ly unknown boot viruses and "learn" how to identify 
infected and uninfected sect ns of software, thus signif
icantly reducing false alarms 

UTILITIES• DISK 

J&J Utilities for OS/2 $39.9S 
Order number 112 MSR $49.95 
J&J Computer Consulting 
J&J Utilities v 1.5 is a collection of more than 20 utilities 
including file locate, HPFS and FAT file defragmenters, 
process control, automatic job scheduling, and more. 

PartitionMagic 
Personal Version 
Order number 356 

$64.9S 
MSR $69.00 

Power Quest 
PartitionMagic makes partitioning easy! Shrink, expand 
and move any DOS or OS/2 disk partition without running 
FDISK or FORMAT. PartitionMagic also converts FAT parti
tions to HPFS while keeping all data intact. Personal ver
sion is good for two machines. 

Partition Magic 
Professional Version $719.00 

MSR $795.00 Order number 447 
unlimited site license. 

SpaceMap 1.2 
forOS/2 $29.9S 

MSR $59.95 Order number 431 
Capstone Software 
Cleans up overcrowded disk drives, including LAN drives. 
Summarizes disk space usage by directory, including sub
directories. Powerful file search and file management 
facilities. 32-bit PM. 

-_ .... 
Stacker 4.0 for 

GUIIAIIIIED. 

OS/2 and DOS $149.00 
Order number 337 MSR $199.00 
Stac Storage & Communications 
Now put an average of 2.5 times as 
much data on your disk with the 
new Stacker 4.0 for OS/2 and DOS. 
And it's OS/2 Warp compatible. STACKER 

Stacker for OS/2 & DOS: An 
Illustrated Tutorial 17.9S 
Order number 246 
by Lisa Heller 
(Windcrest/McGraw Hill) 

MSR $19.95 

The Ultimate OS/2 File 
Management Tool Kit $24.95 
Order number 224 MSR $29.95 
by Len Dorfman and Mike Stegman 
(McGraw-Hill) 

ZipStream for OS/2 2.1 $68.00 
Order number 295 MSR $79.95 
Carbon Based Software 
ZipStream is an OS/2 Installable File System (IFS) that 
mirrors access to existing OS/2 File Systems and simulta
neously provides automatic transparent file compression 
and decompression services. 

UTILITIES • FONTS 

The OS/2 Font Pack 
Order number 461 
Bitstream 

$34.9S 
MSR $49.95 

The Bitstream 500 Font CD is the perfect typographic 
resource for OS/2 Warp users. The CD has over 500 pro
fessional-quality text and decorative typeface designs 
from Bitstream's award-winning library in both Post
ScriptType 1 and True Type formats. Providing both for
mats means the documents you create in OS/2 (using 
the PostScript fonts) can maintain the exact look when 
viewed in Windows (using the True Type fonts.) 

UTILITIES • SYSTEM 

CPU Monitor Plus $79.9S 
Order number 108 MSR $129.95 
BonAmi SoftWare Corp. 
A premium performance and analysis 
package for OS/2. CPU Monitor Plus 
permits real-time monitoring and con
trol of CPU, RAM, disks and ports, and 
program and thread control for all OS/2, DOS and 
Windows programs. 

Describe - Lights $2S.OO 
Order number 217 MSR $29.00 
Describe Inc. 
A unique, unobtrusive CPU-activity monitoring tool. 
Takes up only one pixel of screen space at the bottom 
of the OS/2 screen. Acts as a thermometer of CPU activ
ity identifying CPU overload, hung systems and other 
multitasking activity. 

OS/2 RM Lite $67.00 
Order number 335 MSR $99.00 
C.0.L. Systems Inc. 
OS/2 RM Lite is the OS/2 analyst's professional tool for 
monitoring performance and reporting on CPU, IRQ, 
Memory, Logical Disks, Physical Disks, Paging, 
Swapping, FAT/HPFS/HPFS386 caches, Applications, 
Threads, Files, IBM Lan Server and Lan Requester. Uses 
OS/2 REXX for reporting. Certified OS/2 and OS/2 LAN 
Ready. 

Performance Plus for Warp $27.00 
Order number 330 MSR $39.95 
Clear & Simple, Inc. 

Performance Plus is a system
tuning and utility kit for OS/2 

.. Warp . Features a new simple 
GUI, DOS/Windows application 
optimizer, bitmap viewer, swap 
monitor with audible warning, 
and more . Plus bonus OS/2 
bitmaps. 
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UTILITIES • SYSTEM 
' 

PM Patrol 
Order number 430 
MSR Development 

$69.9S 
MSR $99.9S 

PM Patrol is a resource management program for OS/2. 
It includes a laptop battery monitor, full scheduler, the 
ability to kill hung processes and a status bar that pro
vides vital system information. 

UniMaint 4.0 $78.9S 
Order number 435 MSR $99.00 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 
UniMaint 4.0 uninstalls OS/2 applications safely and 
completely! UniMaint removes executable files, appli
cation directories, DLLs, INI file entries and associated 
help and information files. Portable desktop backup 
included. 

VLSort Version 3 
Order nu mber 480 
Mystic Software 

$99.00 
MSR $1 19.00 

As a foundation for future features and enhancements, 
VLSort brings extra sorting power to OS/2 systems. 
Version 3 features Command line or Parameter file 
operands with overide capabilities; Merge sequence 
checking; Distribution across multiple disks; easily 
alterable sort priority; Alternate sequence tables, and 
more. Sorts up to 64 Alpha, Binary, Character, Floating 
point, Packed decimal, Zoned decimal, Signed binary 
integer or unsigned binary integer fields in ascending 
or descending order. 

UTILITIES AND GAMES 

Family FunPak '~---- For OS/2 Warp 
Order number 489 

IBM 

$48.00 
MSR $49.00 

Family Fun Pak for OS /2 Warp appeals to 
every home user. It is a unique collection of entertain
ment, education, and financial management programs. 
Hot new programs and old favorites are included. Whi le 
kids paint with Magic Canvas, teens rule distant galax
ies with Star Emperor. Adults can organize home 
finances with In Charge at Home, then relax with 
SimCity Classic. 

Tools 'n Games 
Order number 434 
BMT Micro 

$24.9S 
MSR $29.00 

Tools 'n Games is a suite of OS/2 programs offering 3 
utilities and 8 entertainment programs. The flagship 
program is Screen Blanker, a highly functional screen 
saver. Clipchar is a character map allowing cut-and
paste characters not found on the keyboard. Kuvert/2 is 
an easy-to-use program to manage addresses, print, 
address labels, envelopes and dial telephone numbers. 
Games included are Backgammon, Connect Four, Galaxy, 
Master Mind, Othello, Pegged, Tetravex and Tic-Tac-Toe. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Advanced Voice Professional V 2.0 
Sunrise Systems 
Advanced Voice Professional provides a development 
platform fo r interactive Voice Response/Fax applications. 
The AIM scripting language is included for easy and fast 
integration of voice/fax/database applications. Virtua lly 
an unlimited range of applications are possible. 

2 Port $269.9S 
Order number 421 MSR $295 .00 

4Port $4S9.9S 
Order number 422 MSR $495.00 

8 Port $669.9S 
Order number 423 MSR $695.00 

12 Port $799.9S 
Order number 424 MSR $895.00 

24 Port $694.9S 
Order number 425 MSR $1150.00 

EXTRA! for OS/2 v 2.0 
Introductory sale price $309.00 
Order number 358 MSR $425.00 

Attach mate 
EXTRA! for 05/2 v 2.0 is a 100-
percent 32-bit, object-oriented, 
multithreaded emulator, with 
extensive 3270 and APPC/CPI-C 
support and full integration with 
the Workplace Shell. 

Communications 
Manager/2v1.11 $310.00 
Order number 280A CD ROM MSR $495.00 

Order number 280B 3.5" Diskettes 
IBM 
Comprehensive communications processor includes 
improved 3270 and 5250 terminal emulation and more 
APP( functions, plus features such as Data Compression 
and Distributed Feature Workstation. 

FaxForward 
Order number 206 

$2,495.00 
MSR $3,850.00 

Computer Systems Integration, Inc. 
FaxForward is an Interactive Voice Response/Fax commu
nication system designed to provide a software develop
ment platform for creating integrated voice, fax, 
database and host-supported applications. 

OS/2 Express promises to 

match or beat nationally 

advertised prices for 

OS/2 software we carry. 

We guarantee our price for up 

to seven days after order. Details, page 48. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

FaxWorks for OS/2 $99.00 
Order number 102 MSR $149.00 
SofNet, Inc. 
Faxing from any 05/2, Windows or 
DOS application via a Class 1, Class 2 or 
CAS fax modem. The software also 
includes annotation tools to allow 
electronic markups, fax broadcasting 
and multiple channel options. 

10-user LAN version 
Order number 103 

Gamma Tech 
Internet Relay Chat 

$49S.OO 
MSR $699.00 

$37.9S 
MSR $49.95 

Exploit 05/2's easy-to-use PM interface 
while chatting on the Internet with 
Gamma Tech IRC! Includes menus and 

customizable tool bars for issuing IRC com-
mands- no more command line interfaces! 

GT-IRC is a multiuser, multichannel chat network which 
enables you to have real-time conversations all over the 
world. Users can talk in groups and in private conversa
tions concurrently. Full documentation provided includ
ing an introduction to the Internet Relay Chat facility. 

Golden CommPass 
Order number 469 

Creative Systems 

$64.9S 
MSR $69.00 

Golden Comm Pass is a specialized OS/2 communications 
program designed to fully automate access to 
CompuServe forums, libraries and mail. Golden 
Comm Pass saves you money by significantly reducing 
connect time when transmitting and receiving messages. 
Technical support is available via telephone or on the 
CompuServe IBM OS/2 Information Exchange. 

HODstar™ Pager 
(single license) 
Order number 255 
HODstar™ Support Solutions 

$6S.OO 
MSR $85.00 

Permits users to send messages quickly and easily to 
today's standard pagers. Also creates standalone pro
grams to add pager functionality to any OS/2 batch file, 
REXX program and commercial application. Supports all 
AT-compatible modems. Also available in site-wide and 
"unlimited use" license. 

exceed for OS/2 
Hummingbird 
Hummingbird's eXceed/052 PCX server software allows 
IBM OS/2-based PCs to display applications from X 
Windows hosts alongside DOS, Windows and OS/2 appli
cations. 

Single User Version 
Order number 471 

$39S.OO 
MSR $545.00 



COMMUNICATIONS 

S Pack 
Order number 472 

10 Pack 
Order number 473 

HyperACCESS/S V3 1 

$1,995.00 
MSR $2,315.00 

$3,495.00 
MSR $4,360.00 

$129.00 
Ordernumber 161 MSR $199.00 
Hilgraeve 
Award-winning async com program includes virus pro
tection, host mode, on-the- y unzipping, 12 fast file 
transfer protocols, 17 termi al emulations. PC Magazine 
Editor's Choice. 

KopyKat v1 .1 
Order number 162 

$129.00 
MSR $199.00 

Hilgraeve 
Graphical OS/2 remote cont ol. Displays ~ 
the remote desktop in a indow on I 
your OS/2 system. Conne s through 
networks or modems. Ne Vl . 1 sup
ports fast file transfer and T P/IP. 

NetOp for OS/2 $29S.OO 
Order number 481 MSR $495.00 
Markham Computer 

Designed to save time and dramatically 
simplify LA and WAN administration, 
NetOp for O /2 Version 5 allows autho
rized perso nel to remotely access and 
control the creen, keyboard and mouse 
of any 05/2, indows or DOS PC worksta-
tion or files er on the network. 

I 
PM2YOU1v 2.1 169.00 

Order numb~r 140 MSR $255.00 
Ridax 

Control your OS/2 Desktop a d Presentation Manager or 
character mode programs re,notely from another 05/2 or 
Windows machine via dial-4p modems, NetBIOS, APP(, 
TCP/IP, SPX or Named Pipes. 

WinTerm-WindoJ..s $34.9S 
Terminal Option /J: PM2YOU, v.2.4 
Ordernumber482 MSR $41.00 
Ridax 
With the Win Term terminal ption for PM2YOU, you can 
connect to an 05/2 host run ing PM2YOU and remote 
control the entire Presentati n Manager graphical desk
top. Win Term runs with Wi dows 3.0, Windows 3.1 and 
Windows 95. 

PMCOMM2.32 $89.9S 
Order number 105 MSR $99.95 
Multi-Net Communications 
Pmcomm is a full-functione , 32-bit, GUI, PM communi
cations program. It support complete key 
re-mapping, REXX scripting, host mode, pop-up menus, 
various terminal emulation and file transfer protocols. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Post Road Mailer 
lnnoval System Solutions, Inc. 

Post Road Mailer is a new e-mail program for OS/2. It is 
available in two editions: the Green Edition for people 
who send e-mail through the internet, and the Blue 
Edition for users of IBM's Office Vision/VM electronic mail 
facility known as PROFS. Features drag-and-drop filing, 
multiple address books, sorting and subject threads for 
mail folders, filtering of inbound messages and MIME 
compliant file attachments. 

Green (Internet) Version $49.00 
Order number 387 MSR $59.00 

Blue (PROFS) Version $64.00 
Order number 388 MSR $79.00 

RhinoCom $179.9S 
Order number 336 MSR $199.00 
Rhintek 
Advanced Workplace Shell technology, easy customiza
tion through extensive macros, REXX scripting and native 
OS/2 code make RhinoCom a powerful tool for the sophis
ticated communications user. 

RUMBA for the Mainframe 
OS/2 version 3 $36S.OO 
Order number 286 MSR $400.00 
Wall Data Inc. 
Easy-to-use OS/2 to Mainframe connectivity with drag 
and drop file transfer and paste linking of host and PC 
applications. Interface support for MS SNA Server, APP( 
and CPI-C 2.0, Novell Netware for SAA and TCP/IP. 

TE/21.30 $39.00 
Order number 107 MSR $49.00 
Oberon Software 
Full-featured OS/2 telecommunications and terminal 
emulation package; supports ANSI, VTlOO, IBM3101, 
and TTY emulations, and most common file transfer 
protocols. 

UltiMedia Mail/2 
Order number 247 
IBM 

$99.00 

IBM's new client/server OS/2 e-mail is a PM application 
built on SOM and TCP/IP. I! supports multimedia attach
ments, integrates with Time and Place and Visual 
Document Library and supports both VIM and MAPI. 

• 

Warping to the 
Internet 
Order number 462 
by N. Solomon 
(Abacus) 

$24.9S 
MSR $29.95 

COMMUNICATIONS 

zoc $89.9S 
Order number 432 M5R $95.00 
BMT Micro 
ZOC is a PM terminal program for OS/2. ZOC supports 
REXX scripting, X/Y /Zmodem, Kermit, and CIS-8 file 
transfer protocols, auto-logon script generator, TTY, 
ANSI, and solid VT-102 emulation, multiple phone books, 
complete cost accounting, and much, much more. 

PRODUCTIVITY 

CA SuperProject 
Order number 208 
Computer Associates 

$489.00 
MSR $649.00 

CA SuperProject is a complete set of project manage
ment and presentation tools that are easy to use and 
learn. 

IBM WorkGroup 
IBM 
IBM Workgroup is an integrated palette of modular, 
customized office functions ranging from robust E-mail 
and document management to workflow. Package 
includes: UltiMail, lntelliAgent, Personal and Enterprise 
Address Book, Time & Place/2 and FaxRouter/2. 

IBM WorkGroup CD-ROM $119.00 
Order number 392 MSR $179.00 

IBM WorkGroup CD-ROM $S09.00 
Order number 393 MSR $789.00 
(5-user pak and 1 server, includes D82/2 single user) 

IBM WorkGroup 
Additional Users CD-ROM $399.00 
Order number 394 MSR $615.00 
(5-user pak; does not include DB2/2) 

IBM WorkGroup 
Additional Users CD-ROM $719.00 
Ordernumber 395 MSR $1159.00 
(10-user pak; does not include DB2/2) 

Lotus Notes 3.3 for OS/2 $399.00 
Order number 476 MSR $407.00 
IBM 
The industry's top groupware application environment 
that allows your workgroups to collect, organize, share 
and distribute information over LANs and dial-up lines. 
Call for prices on other Lotus Notes products. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945) 

FAX (612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 
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PRODUCTIVITY 

Lotus SmartSuite Version 2.0 
for OS/2 $299.00 
Order number 366 
IBM 

MSR $439.00 

The applications in the SmartSuite for 05/2 take full 
advantage of 32-bit technology and the object-orient
ed 05/2 Workplace Shell to provide a unique, unpar
alled combination for simultaneously performing 
multitasking and multithreading. 

MESA 2 v.2.0.2 $179.00 
Ordernumber 328 MSR $199.00 
Athena Design 
Mesa 2 for 05/2 is an object-oriented, 32-bit, 3-
dimensional spreadsheet. Mesa offers real-time data 
feeds, DDE, file import/export including WKl, WK3 and 
XLS (Excel 3 & 4) files , multithreading, Workplace Shell 
interaction and REXX scripting. 

MESA 2 Educational Package $79.00 
Order number 411 MSR $89.00 

MESA2 
Technical Support Package $89.00 
Order number 41 2 MSR $99.00 
One year technical support contract for support beyond 
the initial 90-day period included with the purchase of 
the spreadsheet. 

Microsoft Office for Windows 95, 
Standard Edition $459.00 
Order number 467 MSR $499.00 
Microsoft's fifth-generation office suite includes full 32-
bit versions of Excel, Word, the Powerpoint presentation 
graphics program, and Microsoft Schedule+, each 
designed for Windows 95. 

Microsoft Office for Windows 95, 
Standard Upgrade $239.00 
Order number 468 MSR $249.00 

Person-to-Person for OS/2 $177 .00 
Order number 277 
IBM 

MSR $280.00 

It's the ultimate in PC interactivity! Person-to-Person 
permits up to five users to interact with each other- in 
real-time- while viewing the same screen contents. 
Share, annotate and print to common window contents 
while discussing the work over the phone. 

OS/2 Express promises to 

mokh or beat nationally 

advertised prices far 

OS/2 software we carry. 

We guarantee cur price for up 

lo seven days after order. Details, page 48. 
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PRODUCTIVITY 

Power Translator 
Professional for OS/2 $124.00 

plus $25 manufacturer's rebate 

Order number 116A-German 

Order number 116B-French 

Order number 116(- Spanish 

Globalink, Inc. 

MSR $199.00 

MSR $199.00 

MSR $199.00 

This powerful application provides idiomatically accu
rate full-sentence foreign language translations under 
05/2. Get the most accurate translations available to 
computer users today, with subject-, industry-, or pro
fession-specific dictionaries. Versions are available for 
translating to and from Spanish, French or German. 

Unite CD-Maker $219.00 
Order number 378 MSR $249.00 
Cirrus Technology 
Unite CD-Maker is a Workplace Shell 
enabled mastering product for 05/2 
Warp. Use it to create CD-ROMs. 

GRAPHICS 
CorelDRAW! 2.5 for OS/2 2.0 $139.00 
Order number 100 
Corel Corporation 
One 32-bit illustration package does 
it all : CorelDRAW!, CorelCHART, and 
CorelPHOTO-PAINT in one box, all 
optimized for 05/2. Plus a bonus CD
ROM with more than 12,000 clip art 
images and 250 fonts . 

GALLERY 2 
Ordernumber 417 
Corel Corporation 

MSR $199.00 

$63.95 
MSR $99.00 

Corel GALLERY 2 includes 15,000 clipart images plus a 
state-of-the-art Visual Multimedia File Manager, 500 
photos, 500 fonts, 75 sound clips and 10 video clips. 

ColorWorks for OS/2 $399.00 
Order number 374 MSR $495.00 
SPG, Inc. 
ColorWorks for OS/2 is a high end, native 32-bit image 

processing, painting and editing 
program of unmatched power 
and speed . It features Con 
figurable Tools, Painting abili
ties, Photo Retouching Effects 
and unique Filter Labs . Its 
Special Effects, Warping and 
Distortion Effects, and abilities 

to edit images in a compressed state and to spread 
work across multiple processors yields the most power
packed program available to the computer artist or 
designer. 

GRAPHICS 

CAD/3X 
Order number 172 
JMI 

$95.00 
MSR $495.00 

CAD/3X is an easy-to-use CAD package. Yet it gives you more 
professional 2D features than any CAD under $1 ,000. 
Recommended for plans, sketches, layouts, and more. 

Symbol Files for CAD/3X $22.00 each 
MSR $29.00 

Architecture Ordernumber 311 

Electrical/Electronic Order number 312 

Piping/Welding Order number 313 

HVAC Order number 314 

Mechanical Order number 315 

Landscape Order number 316 

SYMBOLS BUNDLE $75.00 
Order number 317 MSR $99.00 
Save on all six files!!! 

IBM CAD Draws Cape Cod $12.00 
Order number 318 MSR $15.00 
SKPSolutions 
This 75-page booklet takes you step by step through the 
process of drawing the floor plan of a mid-size home, 
enabling you to understand the process and use the tools 
and techniques available with IBM CAD/3X. 

Graphic OS/2 
Order number 204 
Scientific Endeavors Corporation 

$395.00 
MSR $495.00 

GraphiC is a library of "C" routines for creating every sort 
of technical plot. High-resolution vector format for publi
cation quality. 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • C 

Advanced OS/2 
Presentation Manager 
Programming $29.95 
Order number 237 MSR $34.95 
Thomas E. Burge and Joseph Celi 

(John Wiley & Sons) 

Client Server: 
The 10% You Need To Know $210.00 
Order number 323 MSR $249.95 
by Randy Langel 
(IBM) 
The book or multimedia CD-ROM are 
in-house consultants that explain all 
the major business, organizational, 
political, process and technology issues of Client/Server. 
Includes common success factors and rules of thumb. 



DEVELOPMEHT TOOLS • C 

C/C++ 10 , CD-ROM Edition 
Watcom 

~~""11111 Watcom CIC+ delivers a multi-platform, 
cross-platform evelopment system for 16-

and 32-bit development. Tar et platforms include Windows 
NT, Windows 95, Windows 3 1, 05/2 Warp, extended DOS 
and more. New features incl de: Blue Sky's Visual 
Programmer, Windows 95 R ady and MFC 3.0 for Win32. 

Full Version $333.00 
(CD-ROM with on-Ii e documentation) 
Order number 212A MSR $350.00 

C/C++ 10.5 
Competitive Upgra $186.00 
Order number 212B MSR $199.00 

NEW CEnvi for S/2 $54.95 
VERSION 156 MSR $69.00 

Nombas 
A scripting to I to enhance or replace 

batch/REXX programming. utomate any session. Exploit 
1 SO internal functions and e 05/2 API. Includes hun
dreds of samples and utiliti s. 

$29.95 
MSR $34.95 

Develo ing C and C++ 
Softw re in the OS/2 
Enviro ment $34.95 
Order nu 

by V. Mitra Gopaul 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

MENUET/CX 

MSR $39.95 

$499.00 
Order number 179 MSR $599.00 
Autumn Hill Software 
MENU ET/CSX is a C ++ app 1cation framework for 05/2, 
WINDOWS and DOS. MENU T/CX was designed and devel
oped under 05/2. 

ObjectPM 
Secant Technologies 
The first class library geare specifically for 05/2 and the 
Presentation Manager, Obj ctPM provides more than 200 
classes of objects encapsul ting windows, controls, 
graphics tools, forms, thre ds and much more. Supports 
Borland C ++ for OS/2, Me aware C ++ and IBM (Set++. 

C Set++ Version ithout 
Source $199.00 
Order number 119( MSR $235.00 

Borland Version 
Source $199.00 
Order number 1190 MSR $235.00 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • C 

OS/2 C++ Class Library: 
Power GUI Programming 
with (Set++ $32.95 
Order number 331 MSR $36.95 
by Law, Leong, Love and Tsjui 

(John Wiley & Sons) 

OS/2 Extra! VIO, KBD, and 
MOU Special Functions 
Revealed $17.95 
Order number 232 MSR $19.95 

Edited by Len Dorfman and Marc Neuberger. 

OS/2 Presentation Mana9er 
GPI: Graphics Pro9rammmg 
Guide to the 32-bit 
Operating System $32.95 

Order number 329 MSR $36.95 
by Graham C.E. Winn 

(John Wiley & Sons) 

The Art of OS/2 2.1 C 
Programming 

sale price: $12.95 
Order number 221 MSR $39.95 
by Kathleen Panov, Arthur Panov, and Larry Salamone, Jr. 
(John Wiley & Sons) 
This item cannot be returned. 

VisualAge (Smalltalk) 
Order number 281 
IBM 

$1,595.00 
MSR $2,495.00 

Client/server application development takes on new 
power with Visual Age, which includes visual program
ming tools, a library of reuseable parts, distributed data
base support and graphical user interface support. 
Includes IBM Smalltalk object-oriented programming 
environment. 

VisualAge C++ for OS/2 Version 3.0 
IBM 
Version 3 ofVisualAge C ++ offers you visual program
ming tools that make building applications simpler. 
These tools work seamlessly together and are designed to 
help you through each stage of the development process. 

3.5" disk with documentation $429.00 
Order number 448 

CD ROM 
Order number 449 

MSR $525.00 

$370.00 
MSR $449.00 

CD ROM with documentation $409.00 
Order number 450 MSR $489.00 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • C 

Upgrades to v3.0 from vl/vl.1 

3.5" disk with documentation $235.00 
Order number 451 

CD ROM 
Order number 452 

MSR $299.00 

$179.00 
MSR $225.00 

CD ROM with documentation $209.00 
Order number 453 MSR $265.00 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • REXX 

Application Development 
Usmg OS/2 REXX $34.95 
Order number 220 
Anthony Rudd 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

GammaTech REXX 
SuperSet/2 for OS/2 

MSR $39.95 

$69.95 

Order number 174 MSR $79.95 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 
SuperSet/2 contains more than 308 functions in 7 DLLs; 
extensions include support for EHLLAPI, LAN Server, 
NetBios, TCP/IP and miscellaneous host utilities. It simpli
fies your life by eliminating the need to maintain poorly 
documented DLLs from disparate sources. 650-page refer
ence manual included. 

Mastering OS/2 REXX $34.95 
Order number 222 MSR $39.95 
Gabriel F. Gargiulo 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

REXX Diagnostic Commander $39.95 
Order number 139 $45.00 
Suitable Alternatives 
REXX Diagnostic Commander is a source-level, interactive 
REXX debugging tool. Set breakpoints, single-step 
instructions, Jump or Run to any instruction. Windows 
allow variables, monitoring and alteration. 

REXX Reference Summary 
Handbook $19.95 
Order number 253 
(CFS Nevada, Inc.) 

RexxTools for OS/2 

MSR $27.95 

$139.95 
Order number 298 MSR $149.00 
Innovative Business Technologies, Inc. 
Toolkit of two Rexx development tools. RexxPack com
presses a Rexx command file. RexxComp creates an OS/2 
exe from a Rexx command file providing secure code. 
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DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • REXX 

Rexx VIM: The VIM Toolkit $279.00 
for Rexx 
Order number 294 MSR $295.00 
Innovative Business Technologies, Inc. 
Allows Rexx to access cc:Mail and Lotus Notes for mes
sage creation, addressbook activities, in-box automa
tion and other e-mail activities. Full VIM capabilities 
from within Rexx. 

VisPro/REXX 
Hockware 
VisPro/REXX takes the power of OS/2, Workplace Shell 
and the REXX language and harnesses it into an easy
to-use visual programming environment. 

VisPro/REXX, Bronze Edition $89.00 
Order number 169 MSR $99.00 

VisPro/REXX, Gold Edition $22S.OO 
Order number 170 MSR $299.00 

VX•REXX for OS/2 $9S.OO 
Order number 211 
Watcom 
Powerful and easy-to-use 
integrated environment for 
developing OS/2 2.x PM 
applications, including a 
project management facili
ty, visual designer and 
debugger. New to this ver
sion are Notebooks, 
Containers, Sliders, Popup 
menus, DOE, objects and more. 

MSR $99.00 

Watcom VX-REXX Client/Server 
Edition Version 2.1 $289.00 
Order number 266 MSR $ 299.00 
Watcom 
A visual development environment for OS/2. Powerful 
connection, query, and chart objects allow you to 
access several databases, manipulate data and chart 
results quickly and easily. Features include drag-and
drop programming, bound controls, professional 
multi-threaded, multi-windowed and drag-and-drop
enabled application development. 

• 

Writing OS/2 REXX 
Programs $34.9S 
Order number 225 MSR $39.95 
by Ronny Richardson 
(McGraw-Hill) 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-8OO-052-KWIK 
(1-8OO-6n-5945) • FAX (612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 
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DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • LANGUAGES 

CA Realizer 
Order number 207 
Computer Associates 

$79.00 
MSR $99.00 

CA-Realizer is the ultimate BASIC construction set for 
Windows and OS/2. The same CA-Realizer BASIC code that 
creates a Windows application ports instantly to OS/2. 

Orisa 
Orisa Software GMBH 
Professional 32-bit implementation of the Al language 
Prolog, opening new dimensions in client/server appli
cation development. Describe your problem's facts and 
rules and let Orisa infer the solution. Comes with full PM 
support, DB/2 access and online manuals/tutorial. 

Orisa Entry 
Order number 407 
Full featured Basic Version. 

Orisa Pro 
Order number 408 
Enhanced Productivity Version. 

$S4.9S 
MSR $66.00 

$S49.00 
MSR $666.00 

OS/2 UCSD Pascal Development 
System $27S.OO 
Order number 267 MSR $299.00 
Cabot Software 
The UCSD Pascal 32-bit professional development sys
tem is for Turbo Pascal users who want TP compatibili
ty, a full 32-bit Pascal compiler and links into OS/2's API 
technology. Key benefits include UCSD Pascal links into 
the OS/2 API technology, Turbo Pascal compatibility, 
production of portable programming code and value
for-money product with a full range of programmer's 
toolboxes. 

PM Pro Prologue for OS/2 $44.9S 
Order number 492 MSR $50.00 
Gregory Bourassa Computer Engineering Services 

An affordable full-featured implementation 
of the Prolog language, specifically cre

ated for OS/2. Tight OS/2 workplace 
integration and friendly user interface, 
and a detatchable inference engine 

you can embed in your own programs. 
PMPro lets you use the power of OS/2, and 

allows you to access 3rd-party DLLs from within rules. 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

Boxer Text for OS/2 
Order number 420 

$63.9S 
MSR $89.00 

Boxer Software 
This 32-bit character mode text editor features color syn
tax highlighting, multi-level undo and redo, global S&R 
with wildcards, macros, and much more. Supports HPFS; 
uses OS/2's virtual memory to edit very large files. 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

EGA/VGA: A Programmer's 
Reference Guide, 
2nd Ed. $21.00 
Order number 353 MSR $21.00 
by Bradley Kliewer 

(McGraw Hill) 

Instant OS/2! Porting C 
Applications to OS/2$29.9S 
Order number 227 MSR $34.95 
by Len Dorfman 
(McGraw-Hill) 

Notrix 
Percussion Software 
Notrix uses REXX to build Lotus Notes event-driven, server 
add-in applications. Manipulate Notes data with no Notes 
API or C programming. 

Application Developer's Kit $18S.OO 
Order number 270 MSR $199.00 

Notrix Server Kit: $1,450.00 
Order number 269 MSR $1,495.00 

ObjectPM Control Pack $79.00 
Order number 404 MSR $99.00 
Secant Technologies 
Professional set of PM custom controls that can be used in 
most development environments. Controls include a 
spreadsheet, multi-column listbox, data field, RTF viewer, 
and more. 

ObjectSpy Version 1.0 $S9.99 
Order number 402 MSR $79.00 
Plus Plus Design Software 
A unique WPS utility to provide complete information about 
WPS classes and their instances, including method signatures 
and SOM IDL interface definition. Performs object setup and 
class registration operations, INI file maintenance and much 
more. 

• 

OS/2 Presentation Manager 
Programming for 
COBOL Pro~rammers, 
Revised Edition $34.9S 

Order number 223 MSR $39.95 
by Robert B. Chapman 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Prominare 
Order number 361 
Prominare, Inc. 

$S89.00 
MSR $695.00 

A PM programmer's tool for the creation of fully featured 
GU ls for OS/2. Acting as an extended resource editor, 
Prominare supports all OS/2 controls for all versions of 
OS/2, including Warp. 



DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

SPF/PCv4.0 
Order number 186 
Command Technology 
SPF/PC is a powerful file ma ager and 
full-screen text editor that emulates 
IBM's mainframe ISPF/ PDF, providing 
a familiar environment for ainframe 
programmers faced with he chal
lenge of developing on a PC 

TCXL Multi Platfor 
Order number 389 
Innovative Data Concepts 

$189.00 
MSR $295.00 

$69.00 
MSR $249.00 

TCXL User Interface is a mul~i-platform CUA-style user 
interface tool kit that combines virtual windows, memory, 
dialog controls, mouse support, and more. Supports DOS, 
005 protected mode, Windows, 05/2 character Mode and 
OS/2 Presentation Manager1 

TCXLMulti Platfor(ll 
Developers Works~op 
Order number 391 
Innovative Data Concepts 

$12S.OO 
MSR $999.00 

The TCXL Developer's Workshop makes programming a PC 
faster and easier. This multirplatform package combines 
the power ofTCXL's CUA-st)ile interface with an object-ori
ented front-end for interfacing TCXL and C ++, an interac
tive user interface design tool, a powerful "drop-in" text 
editor and the ability to write applications for both DOS 
and Windows with one set ?f source code. Supports DOS, 
DOS Protected Mode, Windl)ws, 05/2 Character Mode and 
05/2 Presentation Managerr 

TCXL Multi Platfortn 
Programmer's PowerPak 
Order number 390 
Innovative Data Concepts 

$99.00 
MSR $629.00 

The TCXL Programmer's PowerPak, a multi-platform user 
interface package, enhance{ C programming. This all
inclusive package combine the power of TCXL's CUA-style 
user interface with an inter ctive user interface design 
tool, high speed data compless, customized printer out
put, data file management and the ability to write appli
cations for both DOS and W ndows with one set of source 
code. Supports DOS, DOS P tected Mode Windows, OS/2 
Character Mode and OS/2 P esentation Manager. 

TCXL Update it! 
Order number 375 
Innovative Data Concepts 

$49.00 
MSR $249.00 

Update it! for DOS, Windo1s and 05/2 is a multi-platform 
file update utility that lets developers and pu blishers ship 
compressed, password-protected change "files" for incre
mental product updates, ~nd bug fixes, etc. without the 
need to ship a complete neVf copy of the product. 

TO ORDER, CAL 1-800-052-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945) FAX (612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONA 1-612-823-6255 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

Tritus SPF 
Order number 167 

sale price $69.00 
MSR $195.00 

Tritus 
Tritus SPF is a 32-bit ISPF/PDF text editor for 05/2. 
Includes mappable keyboard, unlimited UNDO/REDO, 
REXX macros, EBC-DIC support, Micro Focus workbench 
integration, modifiable panels, cut/paste text search and 
DOS support. Edits files up to 256 MB. 

Unite Image Viewer Object 
Version 1.2 $999.00 
Order number 324 MSR $1,200.00 
Cirrus Technology 
The first Document Image Viewer SOM developer's object 
specifically for OS/2. Ready for use with Watcom's VX
REXX, IBM's VisualAge or as an API set. The viewer may be 
used for bitonal, greyscale and JPEG color image display, 
manipulation and printing. 

Unite Scanner Object 
Version 1.2 
Order number 325 
Cirrus Technology 

$2,399.00 
MSR $2,500.00 

The first Scanner SOM developer's object specifically for 
05/2. Ready for use with Watcom's VX-REXX, IBM's 
VisualAge, or as an API set. The scanner object may be 
used with select SCSI-based devices and includes the 
Unite Image Viewer Object. 

VisiiParts Version 2.0 
IS International 
Visiiparts Version 2.0 is a set of high
quality GUI parts that enhance and 
extend the set of parts provided with 
VisualAge. VisiiParts includes a syn
chronized list (multi-column list), a spin list and word
wrap list that displays list items in their entirety, thereby 
eliminating the need to scroll horizontally. 

OS/2 Team Version $499.00 
Ordernumber415 MSR $595.00 

OS/2 Single User Version $329.00 
Order number 416 MSR $395.00 

HELP EDITORS 

Hyperwise Version 2.0 $199.00 
Order number 284 MSR $295.00 
IBM 
Hyperwise is a productivity tool for application and title 
developers. Hyperwise enables WYSIWYG authoring of 
hypertext on online information. Hyperwise 2.0 provides 
more editing features, enhances developer support for 
moving Windows help to 05/2, and supports World Wide 
Web browsers on Internet. 

Hyperwise Version 2.0 
Upgrade 
Order number 386 

$119.00 
MSR $165.00 

HELP EDITORS 

IPF Editor 
Order number 264 
Perez Computing Services 

$139.00 
MSR $150.00 

IPF Editor, a 32-bit PM program, makes it easy to cre
ate on-line documents and context-sensitive help for 
05/2 applications without learning IPF. 

IPF Builder 
Order number 265 
Custom Design Software 

$8S.OO 
MSR $99.00 

IPF Builder is an essential tool for all 05/2 program
mers. This specialized editor will save you time, mon
ey and frustration when creating the source code for 
your INF and on-line HLP files. 

DATABASE 

Cogent/SQLfor OS/2 
Order number 460 
Yudkin Consulting 

$89S.OO 
MSR $1,295.00 

Cogent/SOL is the leading programmable code generator 
authoring tool with the widest variety of integrated mul
ti-platform data access methods and connectivity 
options. DB/2 is required. 

. ......... ---PC.,_....Ouw. 
■ to .. AS/ ..0 

PC Users Guide to 
AS400 $34.9S 
Order number 244MSR $39.95 
by Henry W. Kliewer & Bradley D. 

11 Kliewer 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

DBExpert 
Order number 363 
Designer Software, Inc. 

$249.00 
MSR $299.00 

Full-featured OS/2 database for users and developers. 
Create forms, reports or complete applications without 
programming or SOL. Works with DB2/2, dBASE and 
Oracle. 

HODstar™ Supporter 
(100-user license) 
Order number 256 
HODstar™ Support Solutions 

$188.00 
MSR $199.00 

Expands upon the Monitor product by adding call track
ing. Features automatic call alarming, self-updating call 
queues and support for HODstar Pager. Also available in 
single-user, site-wide and "unlimited use" license. 

Manage-It! 
Order number 182 
Baron Software Services 

$11S.OO 
MSR $150.00 

Manage-It! provides the Help Desk administrator with 
the necessary software tools to track incoming calls, pro
duce statistical reports and maintain a knowledge base 
essential to the support desk. 
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DATABASE 

DB2 for OS/2 Version 2. 1 
IBM 
Industrial-strength database management system brings to 
your PC desktop and client/server LAN environment the 
function, reliability and performance that users of DB2 for 
mainframes have come to expect-at an affordable PC 
price. Supports application access from 05/2, DOS and 
Windows client workstations as well as NetBios and 
NovelllPX/SPX communications protocols. 

DB2 V2. 1 Single User, 
CD-ROM 
Order number 439A 

DB2 V2. 1 Single User, 
3.5" diskettes 
Order number 439B 

$309.00 
MSR $495.00 

$339.00 
MSR $525.00 

DB2 V2.1 Server, CD-ROM $1,319.95 
Order number 440A MSR $1,995.00 

D82 V2.1 Server, 3.5'' diskettes 
$1,354.95 

Order number 440B MSR $1,995.00 

Upgrade from DB2/2 V1. 1 or 1 .2 
Single User, CD-ROM $84.00 
Order number 441 A MSR $170.00 

Upgrade from DB2/2 V1 .1 or 1 .2 
Smgle User, 3.5" diskettes $84.00 
Ordernumber 441 B MSR $200.00 

Upgrade from DB2/2 V1. 1 or 1 .2 
Server, CD-ROM $339.00 
Order number 442A MSR $795.00 

Upgrade from DB2/2 V1. 1 or 1 .2 
Server, 3.5" diskettes $349.00 
Order number 442B MSR $825.00 

Call for pricing on AL and DOCS! 

Bundle Special! 
Buy IBM 082 V2.1 and OBExpert by Designer Software for 
a special introductory price. 

CD-ROM Bundle 
Order number 443A 

3.5" diskette Bundle 
Order number 4438 

DB2/2 Product Library 
(Pubs only) 
Order number 342 
IBM 

$525.00 

$549.00 

$149.95 
MSR $199.00 

Hard-copy publications only; base set of books, plus pro
gramming and reference guides, query manager pubs, 
messages and problem determination guide and master 
index. 
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DATABASE 

OnCmd xBase for OS/2 
On-Line Data 
OnCmd is a native OS/2 32 bit database development 
environment in the familiar Xbase language. Migrate 
applications from DBase, Clipper, or FoxPro. Preserve 
your Xbase investment and eliminate Windows over
head! Network and Client/Server Ready with Unlimited 
Runtimes available. 

Single User Version 
Order number 456 

$195.00 
MSR $249.00 

Unlimited Runtime Upgrade $295.00 
Order number 457 MSR $399.00 

Multi-user upgrade 
Order number 458 

$245.00 
MSR$299.00 

SQL for OS/2 Version 3.2 $295.00 
Order number 213 MSR $395.00 
Watcom 
Watcom SOL for OS/2 is a high-performance standalone 
SOL client/server DBMS for OS/2. Watcom SOL for OS/2 
includes a variety of interfaces to access Watcom SOL 
from many popular OS/2, DOS and Windows applica
tions including embedded SOL application development 
with popular CIC++ compilers. 

SQL Processor/2 Standalone $895.00 
Order number 152 MSR $995.00 
Millenium Technologies, Inc. 
Using this rich set of APl's, your 16-or 32-bit applications 
can dynamically access multiple databases simultaneously. 
Group multiple SOL updates within a single commit or roll
back. Networked versions available. 

NETWORKING 

Cap Watch 1 .O 
Order number 427 
Creative Assistance Software 

$119.00 
MSR $129.00 

CapWatch provides the LAN Server administrator easy track
ing of utilization against the configured capacity limits from 
anywhere on the network. CapWatch's configurable alarms 
and alerts let the administrator monitor actual usage and 
anticipate over-utilization. real-time graphs provide a con
stant visual indicator of server utilization. 

CleverManage $795.00 
Order number 479 MSR $895.00 
Cleversoft 
Attention LAN administrators! This is the tool you have 
been waiting for. CleverManage features include: soft
ware distribution and installation, inventory, remote con
trol, application metering, diagnostics, configuration 
management, and much more. 

NETWORKING 

CleverWatch $695.00 
Order number 475 MSR $795.00 
Cleversoft 
CleverWatch is the ultimate Lotus Notes server monitor
ing and management software. Cleverwatch monitors 
Notes server, databases, logs tasks, and automatically 
takes corrective actions. CleverWatch agent works stand
alone and with SNMP management stations. 

CorelSCSI 
Order number 123 
Corel Corporation 

Client Server 
Survival Guide 
for OS/2 $34.95 
Order number 209 

MSR $39.95 
by Robert Orfali and Dan Harkey 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Client Server: 
The 10% You Need 
To Know $29.95 
Order number 357 MSR $29.95 
by Randy Langel 
(IBM) 

sale price: $19.00 
MSR $129.00 

With CorelSCSI you can daisy-chain up to seven disk, CD
ROM, WORM and other SCSI drives to maximize the pow
er of your desktop OS/2 machines. 

HODstar Broadcaster 
(site-wide license) 
OCTOBER SPECIAL $179.00 
Order number 302 MSR $225.00 
HODstar Support Services 
Provide your employees with a quick and convenient way 
to keep up-to-date with your company's activities! 
Employees can browse current and older messages, cut 
and paste critical information such as phone numbers and 
schedules to their own applications, or print and save 
individual messages. Also available in "unlimited-use" 
license. Uses the same database as all HODstar products. 

OUOBER SPECIAL! 
LANtastic for OS/2 $99.00 
Order number 287 MSR $139.00 
Artisoft, Inc. 
LANtastic for OS/2 brings easy-to-use networking and 
peer-to-peer sharing to the OS/2 platform. 

(5-user) 
Order number 338 

(10-user) 
Order number 339 

$499.95 
MSR $629.00 

$875.00 
MSR$1,119.00 



NETW RKING 

LAN Distance Remote 
Version 1.1 
Order number 343 
IBM 

$S7.9S 
MSR $69.00 

The IBM Lan Distance family of products extends the 
"office LAN" to remote users. It allows you to transpar
ently dial in and execute office applications as if you 
were physically connected to the LAN. 

LAN Distance Client Server 
s~rt ~~~o 
Order number 137 MSR $565.00 

LAN Distance Remote 
AL Cert. $49.00 
Order number 344 MSR $59.00 

LAN Intensive Care Utilities for IBM 
LAN Server 3.0/4. $899.00* 
Order number 409 MSR $970.00 
Lieberman and Associates 
The complete tool set for the LAN administrator. Back up, 
restore, consolidate, break up domains retaining all 
account information, permissions and passwords. Demo 
disk, literature pack and lower price for smaller domains 
available. 

* For 50-unlimited users. 

LAN Server 4.0 
IBM 
LAN Server is easy to use and easy to grow, making it the 
best network operating sy,tem for small and medium
sized businesses as well as large and corporate installa
tions. Supports OS/2, Windows and Macintosh, as well as 
most Ethernet and Token Ring adapters. 

Lan Server 4.0-Entry $S2S.00 
Order number 273A (CD-ROM) MSR $795.00 

Order number 2738 (3.5" diskette) MSR $795.00 

LLan Server 4.0-Advanced 
$1,475.00 

Order number 274 A (CD-ROM) MSR $2,295.00 

Order number 274 8 (3.5" diskette) MSR $2,295.00 

Lan Server 4.0-LAN Requestor 
Distributed Feature AL Cert. $40.00 
Order number 444 MSR $50.00 

Lan Server 4.0-LAN Requestor 
Distributed Feature AL Cert. 
10-Pack $38S.00 
Order number 445 MSR$500.00 

Lan Server 4.0-LAN Requestor 
Distributed Featu e AL Cert. 
2S-Pack $940.00 
Order number 446 MSR $1,185.00 

NETWORKING 

IBM LAN Server Upgrades 

Entry to Entry 
Order number 275A (CD-ROM) 

Order number 2758 (3.5 diskette) 

$29S.00 
MSR $395.00 

Upgrades LAN Server Entry version 2.0 & 3.0 to LAN 
Server version 4.0 

Entry to Advanced 
Order number 307A (CD-ROM) 

Order number 3078 (3.5 diskette) 

$1,050.00 
MSR $1,570.00 

Upgrades LAN Server Versions 1.0, 1.2, 1.3 and Entry 2.0 
& 3.0 and 4.0 

Advanced to Advanced 
Order number 308A (CD-ROM) 

Order number 3088 (3.5 diskette) 

$32S.00 
MSR $495.00 

Upgrades LAN Server Advanced Version 2.0 and 3.0 to 
LAN Server 4.0 

IBM LAN Server 4 
Virtual Update 
Order number 406 
IBM 

$49.00 

Four and a half hour video that explains the new features 
of the IBM LAN Server 4 with step-by-step demonstra
tions of installation and tuning. 

NetPM 
Order number 426 
Creative Assistance Software 

$249.9S 
MSR $299.00 

The premier administration interface for LAN Server 3.0 and 
4.0. Everything from cloning users to managing network 
printers without installing the print driver on the desktop. 
NetPM provides administrators a fast complement to LAN 
Server's tools that may be installed as a network application 
and used from any OS/2 desktop. Manage users, active users, 
aliases, applications, printers, serial devices and servers. 
Reports document the domain configuration and user activity. 

TCP/IPv2.0 
Order number 276 
IBM 

$16S.00 
MSR $230.00 

This is a collection ofTCP/IP communication tools that 
allows you to establish an integrated computing environ
ment between the most popular brands of workstations 
and hosts-IBM and non-IBM alike. 

TCP/IP Programmers Tool Kit $410.00 
Order number 341 MSR $510.00 
IBM 
TCP/IP V2.0 for OS/2- Programmer's TK Dusi Media; 32-
bit APls, including sockets, SUN RPC, FTP API, and SNMP 
OPI functions; provides support for IBM C Set/2 compiler. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945} • FAX (612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 

NETWORKING 

WatchLogon 2.0 
Order number 428 
Creative Assistance Software 

$189.9S 
MSR $199.00 

WatchLogon provides a complete system for controlling 
password errors in a LAN Server environment. A back
ground task on the domain controller provides the con
trol, a remote PM interface provides management, graphs 
and reports. Three command line programs complete the 
provided tools. An optional programming API is available 
to integrate the system into your own programs. 

WhoAml/PM 
Order number 429 

$S4.9S 
MSR $69.00 

Creative Assistance Software 
A simple notebook of OS/2 Requester configuration 
information to allow the network user to answer the 
help desk's questions. WhoAml/PM also allows the user 
to reattach default aliases that are no longer connected 
with a click of the mouse. A command line WhoAml is 
included. 

IMAGING 

Unitelite $24S.00 
Order number 289 MSR $295.00 
Cirrus Technology 
Unitelite is a Workplace Shell-enabled 
imaging product for OS/2 WARP. 
Advanced, yet easy-to-use features: 
scan, view, organize folders and print. 

WORD PROCESSING 

Clearlook 
Order number 296 
Clearlook 

sale price $69.00 
MSR $199.00 

Developed exclusively for OS/2, Clearlook's cellular word 
processor gives users significant document processing 
capabilities. Invoke the flexible format control via an 
unlimited number of text areas and cells. 
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WORD PROCESSING 

Deluxe American Heritage 
Dictionary $44.95 
Order number 327 MSR $59.00 
DUX Software 
The 200,000-word Deluxe Edition is the first completely 
new dictionary for the '90s. Containing nearly twice as 
many words as the Standard Edition, it is one of the largest 
and most authoritative software dictionaries you can buy. 

Describe 5 CX $169.00 
Ordernumber 199 MSR $179.00 
This standard edition includes software on 3.5" 
diskettes, DeScribe 5 User Guide and technical support 
via telephone, fax and on line services. LAN installable. 
DeScribe products are not returnable. 

Describe Voyager 
Order number 364 
DeScribe, Inc. 
The DeScribe Voyager 
'95 CD ROM features full 
unexpiring versions of 
the award-winning 
De Scribe Word 
Processor 5.0 for 05/2, 
Windows, NT and 
Windows '95. For a lim
ited time, receive the 

$47.95 
MSR $49.95 

Describe 5.0 User Guide at no extra charge. Technical 
support is available at an extra charge. No guarantees 
and no refunds. DeScribe products are not returnable. 

MULTIMEDIA 

MIDI Renderer 
Ordernumber 155 
Diacoustics 

$63.95 
MSR $129.95 

Good-bye, FM synthesis! MIDI Renderer, a user-modifi
able software synthesizer, produces CD-quality digital 
.wav files from MIDI music files . Uses existing audio 
card. 05/2, Windows and DOS on CD-ROM. 
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RAID SOFTWARE 

EZ Raid Lite for OS/2 
Order number 360 
Pro Engineering 

$155.95 
MSR $195.00 

This software RAID solution for 05/2 desktop systems fea
tures disk mirroring for realtime backups, disk striping for 
turbo-charged system performance and disk spanning for 
simplified data management. Works with all industry 
standard disk interfaces. 

EZRAID Pro Version 2.0 $625.00 
Order number 127 MSR $795.00 
This high performance software RAID solution supports RAID 
levels 0, 1, 4, & 5 and spanning. Provides increased perfor
mance, fault tolerance, manageability and affordability. 

Oasas Raid 1 
Order number 400 
lntegra Technologies, Inc. 

$99.00 
MSR $200.00 

Oasas Raid 1 (Open Architecture Scalable Array Software) 
creates and manages a cost/performance effective fault
tolerant disk array system for 05/2, DOS/Windows, Novell 
Netware and SCO UNIX operating systems. 

Oasas Raid 5 
Order number 401 
lntegra Technologies, Inc. 

GAMES 

Card Games For OS/2 

$499.00 
MSR $800.00 

$29.95 
Order number 433 MSR $34.99 
BMT Micro 
Card Games for 05/2 is Solitaire for 05/2 in a way 
you've never experienced! Card Games features 8 of the 
most popular versions of the game Solitaire including 
Astra, Scrooge, TidyUp, Elfer, Shift, Tower, King'n'Ace 
and Calculation. Quality graphics and ease of use make 
this a game you'll play for hours on end. 

Microlearn OS/2 Game Pack 
Volume II $59.95 

Order number 493 MSR $64.95 
MSR Development 

Eight entertaining (native 05/2) 
games including a variety of arcade, 
puzzle, maze and board games that 

each present a different and exciting 
challenge. 

OS/2 Blackjack 1.0 $17.95 
MSR $49.95 Order number 242 

Reed Software 
Written by a former Las Vegas Casino Pit Boss, 05/2 
Blackjack is easy for the beginner to play, yet challeng
ing for the advanced player. Choose from a variety of 
options for the rules of the game to simulate the house 
rules of your favorite casino. 

GAMES 

OS/2 _GAMES_TIPS 
Order number 459 
Grier Labs 

$9.95 
MSR $19.95 

The 05/2 help file IBM forgot! A library of real world 
proven advice on getting DOS and Windows games to run 
smoothly. A "must have" if your kids use lots of finicky 
games. Save time! 

OS/2 Poker 1.0 $17.95 
Order number 268 MSR $49.95 
Reed Software, Inc. 
05/2 Poker is two games in one. The Video Poker game is 
just like playing a real casino video poker machine. The 
Interactive Poker game lets you play your cards against the 
Dealer's. A variety of options are available, including select
ing your favorite color scheme and viewing statistics about 
your play. Sound effects can be turned on and off. 

Sim City Classic for 
Unix and OS/2 $26.00 
Order number 288 MSR $29.95 
DUX Software Corp. 
A full native, 32-bit version. SimCity gives you the keys to 
the city. The rest is up to you. You'll need to take action 
against monsters, earthquakes, pollution, crime, traffic 
gridlock and much more. The sounds, colors and actions 
are irresistible. 

Relish $69.95 
Order number 320 MSR $189.00 
Sundial Systems Corp. 
Time management for the way you want to work. Drag
and-drop convenience. Desktop objects for common and 
customizable views. Everything hot-linked for maximum 
flexibility. 

Time & Place 2 
Order number 282 
IBM 

$85.00 
MSR $120.00 

This LAN-based calendar displays daily, weekly or month
ly calendars. It also features windows in which meetings 
can be scheduled, room or equipment reservations made, 
free time searched, priorities assigned and due dates set. 
A memo function also allows you to relay event-specific 
messages between worksessions. 

TO ORDER, CALL 
1-800-052-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 

FAX ( 612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 



CD-ROM 

GigaPack for OS/2 Warp $24.9S 
Order number 464 MSR $29.95 
By Data Becker 
(Abacus) 
Two CD-ROMs! Over one gigabyte of the best shareware 
and freeware in the world - that's GigaPak for 05/2 
Warp. Hundreds of the best programs written for 05/2 by 
authors from all over the world. All with 32-bit speed 
and power in a stable, crash-proof environment. 

OS/2 Professional 
CD-ROM $1S.00 
Order number 163 
More than 1,200 05/2 share
ware, freeware, demoware 
programs, tools and scores of 
05/2 resources. 

, .. 1.,,,,.,r,,,,.,,.,,, - , I ~-. n 
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--- " Best of OS/2 Professional 
CD-ROM $6.00 
Order number 418 
Two 3.5" diskettes featuring broad sampling of our pop
ular CD-ROM. 

CD-ROM 

Hobbes OS/2 Archived $1S.00 
Order number 470 MSR $29.95 
Walnut Creek 
The Hobbes 05/2 Archive CD ROM brings the Internet's 
largest collection of 05/2 material within your grasp. We 
constantly update Hobbes so you get the freshest in 05/2 
shareware and freeware. 

OS/2 Shareware CD 
Order number 437 
Arawak CD Solutions 

$12.9S 
MSR $15.00 

More than 4000 items of shareware, freeware, demos, 
fonts and icons for 05/2. Includes an awesome PM 
browser with full search capabilities. BBS ready! 

05/2 PRO MERCHANDISE 

OS/2 Professional 
T-Shirt 
Order number 130 (white), 454 (grey) 

$12.00 

100% cotton, colorful 0S/2 Professional logo. Adult size 
(XL) only. Specify white (order #130) or grey (order #454). 

OS/2 EXPRESS SAVINGS PROG 

E.S.P. 
JOIN E.S.P. AND ENJOY: 

• Free shipping & handling on all OS/2 EXPRESS orders* 

• Free 10-issue subscription or renewal to OS/2 Professional ($25 value) 

• Free OS/2 EXPRESS-0 mug 

• Quarterly newsletter of special low pricing available only to E.S.P. members 

• Guaranteed lowest prices 

TO JOIN E.S.P. CALL 1-800-OS/2 KWIK 
• Free shipping and handling available only on U.S. orders delivered via USPS Priority Mail or UPS ground 

(our discretion). All other member orders will receive a 30% discount on shipping and handling. 
' Canadian orders, $65 U.S. Other foreign orders, $105.00 U.S. 

ORDERING 

05/2 PRO MERCHANDISE 

OS/2 Professional 
baseball cap 

$9.9S 

Order number 131 
Off-white cotton twill, pur
ple brim with colorful 0S/2 
Professional logo. 

0S/2 Express-0 Mug $12.00 
(FREE with ESP membership) 

IJ) 
Ordernumber379 
Colorful 14 oz. black ceramic 
mug. Big enough to get you 
through a debugging ses
sion; stable enough not to tip 
over on a desk full of papers. 

05/2 MEDIA 

OS/2 Professional Magazine 
Order number 134 
Keep up with the latest devel
opments in the ever-changing 
world of the multitasking, 
multipiping 05/2 operating 
system, and save $14.50 off 
the newsstand price. Not 
good enough? We'll throw 
in a free Borg poster* with 
any paid subscription . 
Price: $25 U.S.; $40 
Canada and Mexico; $65 
Overseas air. 

*While supplies last 

OS/2 Online Book Collection $34.9S 
Order number 283 
IBM 

MSR $49.00 

PRICING 

OS/2 Express prices its items below 
manufacturers' suggested retail. Prices are 
subject to change without notice. OS/2 
Express is not responsible for any misprints. 
All prices expire November 15, 1995. 

HOW TO ORDER 

By phone: 
Call our kwik-order desk at 
1-800-0S2-KWIK (1-800-672-5945). 
Canada/Overseas (612) 823-6255. 
M-F 8AM-8PM, SAT 9AM-5PM CST. 
Please have the following information in 
front of you when you call: 
ti ~antity, name, and order number of 

each product you want to order 

ti A complete street address for delivery 
if different than mailing address 

By fax: 
Fax your completed order fo rm (be sure 
to include VlSA, MasterCard or 
American Express number and expiration 
date) to: (612) 823-6267. 

By mail: 
Mail us your completed order form with 
check or money order (or indicate your 
VISA, MasterCard or American Express 
number and expiration date). Mail to: 
OS/2 Express, 4604 Chicago Ave., So., 
Minneapolis, MN 55407. 

or arrival dates. If we've made a shipping 
error, we'll fix it. If a product is defective, 
we will assist you in getting a replacement 
from the manufacturer. You can return any 
non-clearance product to us for refund or 
replacement within 30 days of the date you 
ordered it, but all returns must first be 
authorized by our RMA number (return 
merchandise authorization number). All 
returned merchandise must be complete 
and in its original packaging. Shipping 
charges are not refundable. Return shipping 
charges are not reimbursable. S5.00 
restocking fee for items under SlOO and 
20% for items over SlOO per item will be 
charged regardless of the reason. 

offered, and offers no guarantees or war
ranties, or support availability expressed 
or implied. All product defects are the 
responsibility of the manufacturer. OS/2 
Express is a reader ordering service of 
0S/2 Professional Magazine. Unless we 
are notified in writing, all sales are for 
commercial purposes only. OS/2 is a reg
istered trademark oflBM. All other 
trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners. Jurisdiction: Maryland 
Law, Montgomery County, MD. 

SHIPPING 
Normal shipping is Priority Mail and will 
be charged to your order. 0-5 lbs. S8.00, 
6-10 lbs. S14.00. Continental U.S. only. 
Canada, international and rush 
orders-additional charges apply. ti Your VlSA, MasterCard or American 

Express number (including exp. date) 

SHIPPING AND RETURNS 
OS/2 Express ships available stock within 
48 hours, but we cannot guarantee shipping 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
OS/2 Express makes no representations 
about the functionality of products 
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ORDER FORM 10/95 

Qty. Item# Description Unit Price Total 

Did You Add Describe 
To Your Order? 

-

Subtotal 

Sales Tax (MN deliveries add 6.5%, NY 7%, MD 5%) 

U.S. Shipping & Handling (0-5 lbs: $8.00, 6-10 lbs: $14.00) 

Rush Delivery (call for Charges) • additional charges apply for non-U.S. delivery 

TOTAL AMOUNT 

MAIL ORDER TO: 
OS2 Express 

4604 Chicago Ave., So. 
Minneapolis, MN 55407 

FAX ORDER TO: 
OS2 Express 

(612) 823-6267 

PHONE ORDER TO: 

(800) 0S2-KWIK 
(800) 672-5945 

International (612) 823-6255 
M-F 8AM-8PM CT • SAT 9AM-5PM CT 

THE FINE PRINT 

Just place your 
next order with 
OS/2 Express. If 
you find a vendor 

that can fill your 
order for less elsewhere 

(including shipping, handling, credit card fees 
and other surcharges), send or fax us the ad 
within seven days of your order, and we'll 
match the lower total price. 

ORDERED BY: (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) SHIP TO: (IF DIFFERENT THAN 'ORDERED BY') 

Name Name 

Company Company 

Street Address Street Address (UPS cannot deliver to P.O. Boxes) 

City State Zip City State Zip 

Daytime Phone Fax Number Daytime Phone Fax Number 

PAYMENT METHOD: (PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH) 

0 Enclosed is a check or money order in U.S. Funds. Checks must have 
your name preprinted. Returned checks are subject to a service charge 
for the greater of $15 or maximum amount allowed by state law. 

□ VISA 0 MasterCard 

Credit Card Number Expiration Date 

Print Name. _______________________________ _ 

Signature --------------------------------
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17-lnc:h Monitors: 

STRETC :I 1W G 
05/2 Desktop You 

BY GEOFFREY HOLLANDER 

W hetheryou realized it or not, you were inevitably head

ed for a larger monitor the minute you began work

ing with a graphical interface. The 15-inch monitor 

has all but replaced the smaller 14-inch once provided with most 

computer packages. Your first real step toward visual freedom 

doesn't occur, though, until you are looking at your first 17-inch 

screen. And once you've looked, you can never go back. Typical

ly, a 17-inch monitor provides 45 to 60 percent more viewing area 

than a 14-inch monitor, which is especially important for GIB 

and multitasking systems like 

OS/2. 

We tried out three popular MAGDX17F 

17-inch monitors: the MAG 1280 x 1024 NI 60Hz 
Innovision DXl 7F, the Sony 

Multiscan 17sf and the ADI 
1024x768 NI 76Hz 

MicroScan SEP. We found 
800x600 72Hz 

pincushioning. The opposite effect, or bowing, can be equally dis

tracting. Monitors can distort along only one edge of the screen, 

creating a trapezoid effect. Another common anomaly, termed 

moire, is caused when the background pattern is out of alignment 

with the grill (or mask) behind the screen. The resulting pattern 

is like looking through two overlapping pieces of window screen. 

The manual controls will remove most of these problems from 

your screen. In addition to the normal brightness and contrast 

adjustments, front-mounted controls adjust the horiwntal and 

Sony 17sf ADI SEP 

60Hz 60Hz 
75Hz 76Hz 
75Hz 100Hz 

that many companies offer 

two price levels in this size. The 

higher-end product is specifi-

Each of the units tested offers similar resolutions although refresh rates 
vary from unit to unit. 

vertical phase (centering the 

entire image), horiwntal and 

vertical size (sizing the 

image), pincushioning and 

bowing (straightening out 

the image's edges) and tilt 

(aligning the image with the 

monitor's frame). 

All units also had a degauss-

cally designed for CAD-CAM, DTP and other graphics-inten

sive, high resolution applications, while the lower priced mod

els-discussed here-are aimed primarily at the typical user and 

feature a wider range of application needs. 

Certain features were common to all three monitors: Each unit 

offers 640 x 480, 800 x 600, 1024 x 768 and 1280 x 1024 resolu

tions, though refresh rates varied from unit to unit (see figure 

above). All monitors meet the Video Electronics Standard Asso

ciation's (VESA) Display Power Management (DPMS) video 

requirements and are fully EPA Energy Star-compliant. Tilt and 

swivel bases are standard on all models. 

Creating hefty images often causes some distortion problems 

characteristic oflarger monitors. Edges of the image can appear 

concave-that is curving in towards the center-which is called 

ing button to dissipate the sta

tic electricity field that monitors inevitably generate. In addition 

to the more conventional color controls, some units enable you to 

alter the proportion of reds, greens and blues, or even the "tem

perature" of the color mix (from a cool bluish cast to a warmer 

tone in the yellow-red ranges). This kind of "color-tweaking" 

capability can bring your display colors into sync with colors used 

in more exacting graphics projects. 

The MAG Innovision DXl 7F is a well-designed monitor 

boasting a .26mm-dot pitch for smoother curves and fonts than 

the usual .28mm. Image size was the largest we tested, with a 

16.18-inch diagonal display measurement. The case is stream

lined with most of its controls protected by a drop-down cover; 

contrast and brightness knobs are set apart and exposed for 

easier access. 
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AT A GLANCE 

MAG lnnovision DXl 7F 
MAG Innovision 

2301 S. Yale St., Santa Ana, CA 92704 
(800) 827-3998, fax (714) 751-5522 

List Price: $729 

ADI MicroScan 5EP 
ADI Systems, Inc. 

2115 Ringwood Ave., SanJose, CA 95131 
(800) 228-0530, fax (408) 944-0300 

List Price: $769 

Sony Multiscan 17sf 
Sony Electronics, Inc. 

3300 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95134 
(800)352-7669,fax(408)955-5171 

List Price: $999 

SEND YOUR 
OS/2 PROBLEMS 

TO SCHOOL. 
Why do our Instructors encourage students to bring actual 
Installation, configuration, networking, and programming 
assignments to class? Because they're committed to 
providing a real-life learning experience ... experience that makes 
users, network administrators, and programmers more 
productive-/mmed/ale/y. 

SysEd's OS/2 curriculum consists of a complete range of 13 
courses. They are Intended for highly motivated individuals 
who want to become OS/2 professionals and are willing to 
work hard. Our Intensive training provides state-of-the-art 
instruction; a aolid foundation In OS/2 facilities and integrated 
operating systems (0S/2-DOS, WIN-0S/2) and insights into 
advanced topics such as REXX (SAA language and Visual), 
CM/2, D82/2, LAN Server, TCP/IP, CSET + +, and OS/2 
Presentation Manager Programming. 

Public Classes are held regularly at SysEd's fully equipped 
classroom/computer facilities in New York City and In major 
American cities. Class size is limited to 10 students. 
Customized course offerings are available for on-site sessions 
at company Installations. For more Information, call 
David Shapiro at (212) 564-9147, 48, 49 or FAX: 212-967-3498. 

35 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001 

For more information circle #190 
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All monitors we considered had somewhat different refresh 

rates at similar resolutions. The DX17F's resolution is good, but 

it was unable to produce colors as bright as the others. The 

DX17F's color was also slightly uneven, tending to become less 

saturated and distinct as it approached the edges of the display. 

This was most noticeable when the desktop was one solid color. 

In addition, the DX17F produced the least screen luminosity. 

MAG Innovision' s DX17F comes with a two year warranty on 

the CRT and one year parts and labor. Estimated retail price for 

theDX17Fis $729. 

The Sony Multiscan 17 sf pioneered T rinitron technology-

that is, the thin vertical apertures that make up its ".25mm Super 

Fine Pitch" aperture grille permit more electrons to reach the 

color phosphors on the screen, creating a resolution equivalent to 

a .25mm dot pitch. Black screen architecture increases contrast 

and color integrity so the resulting image is strikingly different. 

The T rinitron color technology makes colors appear brighter and 

more uniform, with sharper distinction from one another than 

MESA2 
Spreadsheet Software for OS/2 ® 

• OBJECTS TO THE CORE™ 
Incorporate Mesa objects into your 
own custom applications with the Mesa 
spreadsheet Developer Object Kit 
(Mesa DOK™) 

• REAL-TIME DATA 
Accepts real-time data fed to your spreadsheet 
from a variety of sources with the Mesa spread
sheet Real-Time Object Kit (Mesa ROl(TM) 

• NATIVE OS/2 SPREADSHEET 
Delivers what you expect from your OS/2 applico
tions, including REXX scripting and unique features 
like Smart Fill™ and Formula Inheritance.™ 

332 Congress St., Boston, MA 0221 (} 1217 USA 
phone: 1.617.426.6372 • fax l .617.426.7665 • email: info@otheno.com 

Visit our web page: http:/ /www.otheno.com 

OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business lv\ochines Corp. Inc. 

For more information circle #248 Available through OS/2 Express 
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the other monitors, which use conventional shadow mask sys

tems. The Multiscan also is able to alter the entire color scheme's 

"temperature" from a very cool bluish cast (5000 Kelvin) to a warm 

yellowish color configuration (9300 Kelvin). 

Impressive as Trinitron technology is, however, it contains an 

inherent display quirk that I found very distracting. Wherever 

the black screen sections overlap (two places in the 17sf), they 

cast a thin shadow on the screen. It appears as a faint horiwntal 

line spanning the display from edge to edge. Most of the time, 

these shadows are only distinctly visible against a lighter back

ground. 

The Sony's viewable image size is second largest, at 16.1 inch

es. And it offers the best warranty, with three years for parts and 

labor and two years on the CRT. Estimated retail price is $999. 

ADI set out to build a monitor that could perform competi

tively and less expensively alongside units like the Multiscan. 

Although the SEP doesn't offer Trinitron technology and has a 

larger .28mm dot pitch, it has a strikingly similar appearance. In 

LAN Server Tools 
Fast administration with NetPM. Monitoring 
and text reports complete the premier tool for 
the LAN Server administrator. 

Password security with Watchlogon 
adds the security many auditors demand of 
the LAN Server administrator. 

Monitor server capacity parameter utilization 
with CapWatch. A 'must have' for the LAN 
Server Entry administrator. 

WhoAml/PM allows the user to quickly 
answer the help desk's questions about the 
requester's configuration. 

Creative Assistance Software 
9431 Kings Falls Dr. • Charlotte, NC 28210 

(704) 544-0001 • Fax (704) 544-8031 

For more information circle #303 Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 

subjective comparison, the MicroScan placed slightly behind the 

Sony for consistency, clarity and distinction of color. 

T he outside dimensions of these monitors are virtually the 

same, as are their weights. Yet ADI has maximized the design 

of the SEP in a way that makes the overall unit seem much less 

bulky while the display area appears much larger than the other 

two (in fact, the viewable area is much less, at 15.5 inches). The 

slim housing frame around the C RT enhances this effect great

ly while providing another subtle and valuable feature: because 

the frame itself has sharp corners instead of rounded ones, it's 

possible to expand the display right to the edge of the frame with

out any irregularity. With the Sony and the MAG monitors, 

bringing the display much closer than 3/16-1/4-inch to the 

frame's edge will cause distortion at the corners of the display. 

Estimated retail price for theMicroScan SEP is $769. ADI pro

vides a two year limited warranty on parts and labor. 

All of these monitors proved to be high quality tools and share 

many of the same features and specifications. And while spec 

Can't Find EDI for OS/2? 

® Pro_ EDI EDI professionals choose Pro_EDI for 
OS/2 because it is flexible and under their control. 
Here are some of the reasons why: Functionality

Advanced mapping technology, definable application 
file formats and ... Flexibility-Unique utility design 

adds EDI to your business system, multiple platforms 
and cross platform compatible and ... Reliability

Satisfied users in all industries, advanced EDI semi
nars and ... Value-No hidden costs for expansion , 
■ unlimited application interfaces . 

•■ DATA MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES, LTD. 

725 Barclay Circle, Suite 240 
Rochester Hills , Ml 48307 
Fax: (810) 853 -2442 
1-800-668-2784 

Pro_EDI for 0S/2 
prices start at: 

$3,750 

For more information circle #309 
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It's Time To Get 

1~ charge! 
In Charge! is a full function personal finance 
system for OS/2. 

In Charge! supports: 
• Multip le sets of financial books 

• All types of accounts, from checking to stock margin 
• Multiple currencies 

• Multiple year budgeting 
• Integrated insurance management system 
• Powerful check printing facility 

And much m orel 

In Charge! is available 
through OS/ 2 Express, or directly 

(404) 257-0187 • Fax: (404) 255-8032 
For more information circle #279 Available through OS/2 Express 

Schedule Programs & 
Reminders Automatically ... 

I C:> --1 
• ·_J 

Chron v4.0 
Scheduler for OS/2 

Only $99 
Site Licensing Available 

Uses: 
• Schedule backups and database maintenance 
• Remind yourself of recurring meetings 
• Schedule long-running or resource 

consumptive tasks for after hours 

Hilbert Computing 
1022 N. Cooper 
Olathe, KS 66061 

Voice: (913) 780-505 1 
BBS/Fax: (913) 829-2450 
CIS: 73 457,365 

For more information circle #27 Available through 0S/2 EXPRESS 
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distinctions are important, they can't successfully define how 

each unit will actually appear when in use, which is exactly why 

this kind of comparison is so difficult. The final say on which 

monitor is best is based on a subjective interpretation of which 

monitor's display looks the best. While .26mm dot pitch is bet

ter than .28, the .28mm may have a much cleaner, brighter, 

sharper overall screen image due to higher quality phosphors and 

tighter color registration. 

Taking this into account, which is the best? Of the three, 

the Sony M ultiscan 17sf came in first and cost the most. Hon

orable mention goes to the other two displays, with best buy 

(price vs. performance and appearance) going to the ADI 

MicroScan SEP. ♦ 

Geoffrey H ollander is the principal of MailPouch, a computer service 
bureau based in Lake Oswego, Oregon, that serves the direct mail 
marketing industry. He can be reached via CompuServe at 
75202,3527. 

It's Not Whether You 
Win or Lose, It's How 
You Play the Games! 

MSR Presents the Micro/earn 
OS/2 Game Paci< Vol. II 

"Contains some of the most 
addicting games I've encountered. 

... kept me quite amused." 
• OS/2 Magazine 

8 games, 8 challenges 
to help you unwind. 8 
times the fun! 8 times 
the entertainment. 
For when you feel like 
kicking back to play 
the games! 

Relax and Play the Games! 

Call ( 409) 564-1862 Today 
■ Development 

CO RPORA TI O N 

4619 North Street• Nacogdoches, TX 75961 
Voice: (409) 564-1862 • Fax: (409) 560-5868 

For more information circle #33 Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 
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Product News far the OS/2 User 

SCOOPS 
CD-ROM Reference 

On the heels of its American 
Heritage Dictionary and 
Roget's II Thesaurus combo, 
DUX Software plans next 
month to release a slew of ref
erence works for OS/2 and 
UNIX, just in time for the 
holiday shopping frenzy. 

Phillip Proffit, ofDUX's 
public relations agency BNI 
News, said DUX is releasing 
sports and business almanacs, 
a dictionary ofWall Street 
terms, a legal dictionary, a 
medical and health sciences 

Hyper communication 
Hilgraeve just began shipping 
the long-awaited HyperAC-
CESS for OS/2, its first com-
mercially available terminal 
program with a 32-bit graphi-
cal user interface. 

Matt Gray, president of 
Hilgraeve, said users will 
appreciate different features in 
the new product depending on 
whether they use HyperAC-
CESS/5, with its character 
mode interface, or HyperAC-
CESS Lite, the program that 
comes bundled with the Warp 
BonusPak. 

"Anyone familiar with 
HyperACCESS Lite will rec-
ognize similarities between 

dictionary, a book of quota
tions, a grammar guide, a gen
eral almanac and a Columbia 
enclyclopedia. 

All those products at once? 
"Oh yes," Proffit said. "He's 
[Bob Adams, DUX president 
and owner] a former NFL 
tight end-he moves fast." 
Proffit said DUX hasn't yet 
decided whether to package 
the references as a suite or sell 
them separately. Bill Feeley, 
vice president of sales for 
DUX, said the company prob-

ably will decide on a core 
package, making the other 
pieces available as add-on 
modules. DUX will print 
between 5,000 and 10,000 
copies of each, on CD-ROM, 
for the initial run, Feeley said. 
Prices were not available at 
press time. 

Proffit said consumer 
demand will determine 
whether or not the informa
tion also will appear on 
diskette. "This replaces my 
bookshelf," Proffit said. ''You 

News 
the products," Gray said, that behave as OS/2 desktop 
"although to be sure, Hyper- objects, allowing you to drag 
ACCESS for OS/2 certainly and drop them into OS/2 
isn't the Lite version with just folders. The new product also 
some added features. Hyper- has a Host mode that enables 
ACCESS/5 users will find the the user to answer calls from 
most obvious differences in anyone with modem software. 
the GUI," he continued, "and Callers can log on and upload 
beyond that, the non-volatile or download files whether 
backscroll, the 32-bit technol- you' re there or not. 
ogy and the message pad." HyperACCESS for OS/2 

Among features any user also includes user-definable 
will appreciate is Hilgraeve's buttons and keys, powerful 
CommSense technology, macros and automation, addi-
which recognizes a user's tional terminal emulators and 
modem, automatically finding file transfer protocols, et-

available ports and setting the work and LAN connectivity, 
appropriate communication free bundled online utilities 
details. Flexible phonebooks and full documentation and 
show remote systems as icons support. 

know, the one made of a tree." 
The new products will sup

plement DUX Software's 
American Heritage Dictio
nary and Roget's II Thesaurus 
on CD-ROM. The AHD 
features an intuitive interface 
and can be linked to the the
saurus. The dictionary works 
with the cut and paste func
tions of your word processor 
or text editor. Also, for you 
lexo-junkies out there, the 
dictionary features an ana
gram function. 

Users should also enjoy the 
extensive library of ready-to-
call online resources, with 
thousands of BBS numbers 
and hundreds oflnternet 
providers and Fidonet nodes, 
the built-in message pad edi-
tor, REXX and other external 
language programming abili-
ties through API's, and crash 
recovery that resumes inter-
rupted transfers. 

Gray said Hilgraeve is 
pressing 10,000 copies for its 
first run. "This is a new prod-
uct, but it reflects a lot of 
maturity and a strong plat-
form, with many years of 
developing for OS/2," he said. 
"In a sense we're our own 
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most serious competitor. This 
release will probably decrease 
sales for HyperACCESS/5 as 
sales ofHyperACCESS for 
OS/2 continue to grow, but 
we won't be discontinuing 
HyperACCESS/5 by any 

" means. 
HyperACCESS is available 

for OS/2, DOS, Windows, 
Win95 and Windows NT 
platforms. Suggested retail 
price for the OS/2 version is 
$129. 

05/2 ranked # 1 
A summer survey by PC Mag-
azine illustrates that OS/2 has 
the highest user satisfaction 
rating. Tabulated from 8,435 
reader responses, the survey 
ranks satisfaction on a scale of 
1 (not at all satisfied) to 10 
( very satisfied). 

OS/2 also leads the way in 
the product support, online 
help and tutorial categories, 
according to the survey's 
results. Trailing closest behind 
OS/2's lead in the user satis-

Nifty nine 
OS/2 users can still get a nine
in-one deal with the Desk
Man/2 Productivity Pack from 
Development Technologies, 
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faction category is Windows thing for both REXON and 

NT and MS DOS. The oper- Sytron. " 
ating system with the lowest Arcada claimed its move 

user satisfaction is Windows makes it the data protection 

3.X. leader on three platforms: 
OS/2, DOS/Windows and 

Arcada buys Sytron Windows NT. Bob Brown, 
When Arcada bought Sytron vice president of Arcada's 
two months ago, it saved the Data Storage Products divi-
acknowledged-if strug- sion, said Arcada also is now 
gling-leader in OS/2 data the leader in data storage, the 
protection products. Although LAN Server market and NT, 
terms of the deal weren't dis- and behind only Cheyenne 
closed, Rob Enderle, senior Software in the Netware mar-
analyst at Dataquest Corp., ket. 
estimated Arcada paid less As far as product directions, 
than $2 million for Sytron, Brown and David Hallmen, 
previously a software branch vice president of marketing for 
ofREXON, Inc. Arcada, said the company will 

"Certainly Sytron never continue with its Backup 
really got to the point of mak- product for Warp for the 
ing inroads or advancing workstation or client environ-
themselves," Enderle said. "It's ment, rather than replacing it 
really hard to make money in with a Sytron product. It will 
the OS/2 world. Sytron has reposition Sytos Premium for 
been struggling since ... I'm the LAN Server, adding fea-
trying to remember when they tures to round out its network 
weren't. It didn't make sense capabilities. Arcada also plans 
for REXON to have a soft- to release an enterprise prod-
ware end; it's a very good uct connecting to both envi-

New Products 
(Dev Tech) Inc. It includes 
Dev Tech' s DeskMan/2 
v.1.51b desktop manager with 
a free upgrade to version 2.0 
thrown in; DCF/2 Lite, an on 
the fly data compression pack
age from Proportional Soft
ware; Relish, the personal 
scheduler from Sundial Sys
tems; Graham Utilities, a suite 
of disk, file and general utili
ties from WarpSpeed Com
puters; and CPU Monitor 
Plus, Special Edition, another 

package of utility tools from 
BonArni Software. List price 
for the package is $99.95. At 
press time the offer was good 
through mid-November. 

Development Technolo
gies, Inc., 308 Springwood 
Road, Forest Acres, SC 
29206-2113. (803) 790-9230, 
fax (803) 738-0218. 

Improve your game 
Grier Laboratories is shipping 
an OS/2 help system add-on 

ronments within the next six 

to nine months. Users can 
expect a convergence between 
Arcada and Sytron technolo-
gies, resulting in a similar 
interface. 

Sytron's ProServe CX line 
also will be continued, Brown 
said, but refocused as a low 
end, Netware specific product. 
"The ProServe product had 
distinct advantages," Brown 
said, "it had an easy install and 
it was easy to use; it had a 
small business target. But it 
also had two or three features 
that were high, high end and 
didn't fit in." 

Enderle said Arcada's 
Sytron buyout probably puts 
the company first in the 
standalone market. "For 
OS/2, this really makes Arca-
da the vendor of choice," he 
said. "And for Arcada, it gives 
them an OS/2 presence very 
inexpensively, and for big 
business you need an OS/2 
presence." 

file called OS/2_GAMES_
TIPS. Targeted at home users 
of multimedia PCs, OS/2_
GAMES_ TIPS is a collection 
of settings information and 
customization tricks designed 
to improve performance of 
DOS and Windows games. 
The package lets users display 
a help window containing a 
recommended settings list 
next to the object that needs 
altering. List price is $19.95. 

Grier Laboratories Inc., PO 
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Box 236, Newton, NJ 07860. 
(201) 383-7447, fax (201) 
361-3819. 

Games galore 
Speaking of games, now avail
able from MSR Development 
Corporation is the Microlearn 
OS/2 Game Pack Volume 
II---a collection of eight 
arcade-style games. Players 
may customize difficulty levels 
for each game. Likewise, 
Nordic characters Thor and 
Karin host each game, offer
ing tips and even a few "cheat 
secrets." 

MSR licensed the games 
from Microlearn Nordic, of 
Sweden. List price is $64.95 

The doctor is in 

and includes a 30 day money
back guarantee. 

MSR Development Corp., 
PO Box 632070, Nacog
doches, TX 75963. (409) 
564-1862, fax (409) 560-
5868. BBS: (409) 560-5970. 

Parallel protection 
SAMS:Protect is a new 
backup utility for OS/2 
LAN Server and Workstation 
environments, providing local 
backup for workstations, net
work backup for servers and 
LAN-to-MVS backup for the 
enterprise. 

According to its maker 
Software Solutions, SAMS: 
Protect provides the widest 

C: VOISPLAV E){[ I a:J Engine, SMEG and 
the Trident Polymor
phic Engine. It also 
will scan inside files 
archived and com
pressed with PKZip, 
ARJ, PKLite, LZExe 
and ICE and will scan 
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Dr. Solomon 's Anti-Virus Too/Kit for OS/2 
keeps your system free from viruses. 

recursively--i.e. it can 
scan inside PKZIP files 
stored inside ARJ files 

S&S Software International, 
Inc., has introduced its first 
U.S. version of the British 
software, "Dr. Solomon's 
Anti-Virus Toolkit," as an 
OS/2 product. The toolkit 
features a 32-bit Presentation 
Manager interface, installer 
and memory-resident, anti
virus scanner that operates at 
7MB per second. 

Its detection methods flag 
suspicious code generated by 
complex encrypted and poly
morphic viruses, including the 
Dark Avenger Mutation 

stored inside PKLite files. At 
the same time, the toolkit's 
sensors are tuned to prevent 
false alarms. The interface 
supports point-and-shoot 
repairs of virus-damaged files, 
Master Boot Records and 
boot sectors. The OS/2 pack
age is $149. A NetWare 10-
user pack is $1,050. All prices 
include one year of quarterly 
upgrades. 

S&S Software International 
Inc., 17 New England Execu
tive Park, Burlington, MA 
01803. (617) 273-7400, fax 
(617)273-7474. 

is 9.0 milliseconds. 
It's easily expand
able and is also 
available in 1 GB 
and 2GB disk drive 
configurations. List 
prices begin at 
$3,095 (140DW 
version). 

Conner Storage 
SAMS.Protect provides local and enterprise 

Systems Group, 
450 Technology Park Drive, 
Lake Mary, FL 327 46. ( 407) 
263-3500, fax (407) 263-3555. 

backup capabilities. 

range of online storage media 
in an OS/2 data protection 
product and the highest level 
of data accessibility via hot 
disk-to-disk backup. The 
product uses parallel process
ing to allow multiple servers to 
be backed up to multiple tapes 
simultaneously. 

In the event of a system 
crash, SAMS:Protect runs 
with a minimal OS/2 install 
configuration. Its backup index 
allows easy restoration of files 
from one server to another and 
server cloning. List price is 
$199 per single-user license. 

Sterling Software, Storage 
Management Division, 11050 
White Rock Road, Suite 100, 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670. 
(800) 854-4011, fax (916) 
635-5604. 

Go WIDE 
Conner Storage Systems now 
supports 4.2GB disk drives 
and FAST/WIDE SCSI-2 in 
its CR2-RA1D subsystem, 
boosting storage and perfor
mance. The CR2-RAID is a 
modular dual bay disk subsys
tem that offers hot-swappable 
4.2GB disk drives and power 
supplies and dual cooling fans. 
The CR2-RA1D transfers 
data at 20MB per second; 
average seek time of its drivers 

PortUp 
SizeUp, a data collection 
capability for software devel
opers, is now available from 
One Up Corporation. SizeUp 
helps developers move OS/2 
or Windows applications to 
other platforms, including 
Windows NT, Windows 95 
and OS/2 Warp. 

SizeUp automatically col
lects non-proprietary statisti
cal data about applications 
after the user completes an 
on-line survey. Users then 
send the results to One Up for 
analysis, producing an effort 
factor for porting the applica
tions to the requested target 
platforms via available tools 
and services. One Up can also 
perform the ports for its cus
tomers. SizeUp can be 
accessed from One Up's home 
page on the Internet World
Wide Web at: http://www.
smallplanet.com/ smallplan
et/ oneup/1 uphome.html. It's 
also available in library three of 
the OS/2 Applications Vendor 
Forum on CompuServe. 

One Up Corporation, 5 
Campus Circle, Suite 100, 
West Lake, TX 76262. (817) 
962-9567, fax (817) 962-9626. 
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astest 
______ IT'S THE easiest 

HyperACCESS for OS/2 is a hot new communications program that makes going 

online faster, easier and more fun than ever before. With a resource library of 

thousands of ready-to-ca ll on line systems, telnet access to the Internet, and a 

gold mine of exciting new graphical powers, you' ll be connected to the 

world in no time - and see stunning graphics down loaded at Warp speed! 

Hyper ACCESS for OS/2 is 100% 32-bit code - written from the 

ground up to take fu ll advantage of 05/2 multiple threads, 

the PM interface, and Workplace shell - by the renowned 

developers of HyperACCESS/5, the top-selling 05/2 

communications program since 1989, and HyperACCESS 

Lite, the neat li ttle program in the 05/2 Warp BonusPak. 

~1ndow Help 

AT&T Hait BIX CompuServe Delphi • IIH 

GEnie H1tgraeve BBS IBM National Internet Shell 
Support BBS Account 

~ ~ 
New Phonebook NewsNet 510 Support BBS 
Entry Template 

Receiv1ng .!,£~~======= AHSWER.t-P 

S!onng ■■: C:\HAOS2\Xt•\ANSWER3.HP 

HyperACCESS offers 
effortless icon-driven 
communication, ultra-fast 
file transfers and terminal 
emulators, and support for 
hundreds of modems. 

Last evMt 

Sta tu■ R.ceivng 

Total· 

• D 

File■ · 1 of 3 

Rain•• 0 

45k or 77K 

"5k of 159K 

ThrOUQhpul •12!5 cps 

_Qteoonn.ct aftet" transl.- 2P•lbps 

O rder FREE Test Drive disks by calling 

800-826-2760 $7.50 S&H), or download the 

files and haotd1 _2.zip from the Hilgraeve 

BBS (313-243-5915); CompuServe (Go 

Hilgraeve), or Internet (ftp.h ilgraeve.com). 

Hilgraeve 

COMMUNICATIONS SOFlWARE FOR OS/2 

.., Split-Second 
Calls a U.S. Govt. BBS and SC'ts your PCs 
time & date against the atomic lime standard. 

Weather Report 
Downloads and displays current weather 
maps from a free rederal information BBS. 

SIO.SYS 
I ligh-performance shareware 05/2 comm 
driver - supports up to 115,200 bps. 

OS/2 On-Call 
A list of more than 300 read-to-call 05/2 BBS's. 

Order Today! 
Call 1-800-826-2760 

High-perfonnance software to advance communications 
111 Conant Avenue, Monroe, Ml 48161 

Internet home page: http://www.hilgraeve.com 

Phone: 313/243-0576, Fax: 313/243-0645 

·r CC S I O l is available from these and other fine retai l and mail order outlets: 

CompUSA, Micro Center, Elek-Tek, Fry's, J&R Computer World, Computer Attic, Ba llard/Doppler, PC 

Connection, Programmer's Warehouses, Programmer's Shop, Programmer's Pa radise, Provantage, Softmart, 

Software Spectrum, CDW, Indelible Blue, OS/2 Express, Softchoice, Sohware House lnt' I. 

1995 H1lgraeve, Inc. All nghts reserved. M acie 1n the USA. HyperACCESS 1s a registered trademark of I lilgraeve Inc. osn is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. 
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Porting Windows Applications 
to OS/2 SMART: Part 2 

BY CAREY GREGORY 

L 
ast month we presented a broad overview of One Up Cor

poration's SMART tool. This month we'll take a closer 

look at some specific issues involved with porting Windows 

programs to OS/2 and how SMART helps, and doesn't help, in 

each case. 

Having just completed a port of more than 60,000 lines of C 

and C++ from Windows 3.1 to OS/2 using SMART, I have 

formed some distinctly caustic opinions on the programming 

habits of people raised on DOS and Windows. Everything my old 

computer science professor told me not to do is being done every 

day by thousands of DOS and Windows programmers around 

the world. Unlike their UNIX counterparts who have long con

cerned themselves with portability, the majority of DOS and 

Windows programmers simply never think about it. After deal

ing with this for the last several months, I must admit that I get a 

small degree of pleasure from the image of these same program

mers sweating bullets over ports from Win3.x to Win32, which 

certain industry heavyweights have promised would be a snap. 

First and foremost on my list of gripes with bad DOS/Win

dows programming habits is the firmly held belief that an int and 

a short are interchangeable. A close second on my list of gripes is 

the belief that -1 equals Oxffff. No single item causes more sub

tle problems in a 16-bit to 32-bit port than these two erroneous 

assumptions. Unfortunately, SMART does nothing at all for you 

with problems like this other than providing a vague warning in 

the documentation that the quality of the code will affect the ease 

of migration. SMART does not consider C's base data types to 

be portability issues even though they most definitely are. Con

sider the simple program shown in Listing 1. 

SMART sees nothing here that needs to be changed because 

there are no system API calls. Unfortunately, a major problem 

lurks. If you're lucky, the program will trap (as the example does), 

and you'll find it righ t away. If you're unlucky, you'll spend days 

with a debugger trying to find it. The first problem, of course, is 

that the author passed an unsigned short to GetA.rrayElement() 

when it should have been an int. The second problem is that he 

thinks 0xffff equals -1. Because both assumptions happen to be 

LISTING 1 

char Array[lOOJ; 

int GetArrayElement(int Index); 

void main() 

unsigned short Index Oxffff; 

char Element GetArrayElement(Index); 

int GetArrayElement(int Index) 

if (Index 

return O; 

else 

-1) 

return Array(Index]; 

true on a 16-bit platform, the program works under Windows 

3.1. But when the code is recompiled with a 32-bit compiler, the 

unsigned value 0xffffbecomes 65535 rather than -1 as the author 

intended. The end result is a nasty bug. 

One could argue that finding such errors is the compiler's job, 

not SMART's. That is true to a certain extent, but the reality of 

the situation is that most CIC++ compilers in use today will not 

detect the problem.Neither the Borland C++ for Windows com

piler used with the original code nor the IBM CSet++ compiler 

used with the migrated code generated warnings on these items. 

If you're working with a large code base, finding each and every 

occurrence of a problem like this manually is nearly impossible. 

I highly recommend using a good lint utility on your migrated 

code. Another option you may want to consider is going through 

the code and changing every single occurrence of int to short 

before running SMART against it. Of course, this leaves you 

with a 16-bit program running on a 32-bit platform, but at least 
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you avoid many subtle errors. 

All of this leads to one very important fact that you must keep 

in mind if you intend to use SMART to migrate your code: 

SMART identifies a given list of keywords (API functions and 

data types) and converts them to the target platform's equivalent. 

While it does a fairly good job of this, in most cases this is by no 

means the whole job, and it certainly isn't the hard part. 

So what are the hard parts? First and foremost are the inher

ent architectural differences between the source and target plat

forms. This is an aspect you must examine very carefully when 

planning a port. For example, if the program uses hardware inter

rupts, major changes will be required at the architectural level. 

You will probably have to write or buy a device driver for OS/2 

to handle this. While this will result in cleaner, more reliable, 

more maintainable code, it will almost certainly require major 

structural changes to the program. The same is true if the pro

gram relies on a VxD. All of the functionality contained in a VxD 

will have to be moved either into the application itself or a device 

driver. Another area that frequently causes problems is polling 

algorithms. It's usually possible to port these as is, but the end 

Save costs 
on new 

• versions 
with ... 

Update It! 
Update it! for OS/2, DOS, and Windows is just what the 

doctor ordered for bug fixes, and incremental software 

updates. Update it! lets developers ship compressed, 

password-protected change files that get your new rev out 

fast and keeps cost down. 

CONCEPTS 
I oc Innovative Data 

For orders only 1-800-OS2-KWIK 

,'!n AVAILABLE THROUGH 

~ E "PRESS 
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result is not at all palatable under OS/2. It's an enormous waste 

of system resources, and with OS/2's rich selection of event man

agement and IPC mechanisms, there are far better ways to 

accomplish the task. Although it would be wonderful if SMART 

could assist you with architectural changes to your program, it's 

understandable why it can't. These problems are far too abstract 

to address with a parser and code generation utility. 

Another area of concern in your port is the use of class libraries 

such as ICLUI, OWL and MFC. Many applications written in 

the last few years take advantage of such libraries, especially for 

managing the user interface. Unfortunately, SMART does not 

support class library conversions. If there was one single item I 

would ask One Up to add to SMART it would be conversion 

databases for the major class libraries. The lack of this capability 

had a huge impact on our recent porting effort. The application 

had been written using the Borland OWL for Windows library 

for the user interface. Our original plan was to use the new Bor

land C++ and OWL for OS/2 compiler and class library, there

by eliminating the need to replace some 30,000 lines of user inter

face code. This was a good plan on the surface, but we quickly 

Take control of your 0S/2 scheduling needs with 
Advanced Task Scheduler for OS/2 

AJS 
Version 3.0 

Are you looking for a way to 
manage your production job 
streams? • Do you have pro
grams that need to run after the 
completion of one or more other 
programs? • Do you want to 
process files that have just been 
received from another system or 
modified locally? • Do you need 
to schedule around holidays and 
periods of heavy CPU load? 

With ATS you can run your pro
grams when YOU want them to 
run without you having to be 
there. 

Major Features of ATS for OS/2: 

el Manage production job 
streams 

el Programs can be scheduled 
to run anytime 

el Programs can be dependent 
upon files, other programs, 
holiday schedules, and 
external signals 

el Integrated operators console 
II' Logging-to file and console 
New Features: 
II' Job queues-for managing 

your resources while 
managing your tasks 

II' Periodic scheduling 
II' Complete API and command 

line interface .. 

MHR ~ 
Software and Consulting 

2227 U.S. Highway #1 • Suite 146 • North Brunswick, NJ 08902 
Voice: (908) 821-0359 • Fax: (908) 821-0350 • CompuServe 70312,627 
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found that the Borland product was by no means ready for prime 

time. After investing more than two months of effort, we finally 

gave up and abandoned OWL. We elected to replace Borland 

C++ and OWL with CSet++ and ICLUI. Although the compil

er conversion was not difficult, the class library conversion turned 

out to be far more difficult than anticipated. OWL and ICLUI 

have enough common functionality that you can find the correct 

classes and methods to use in almost every case. The problem is 

the subtle differences in behavior between the two libraries. 

Events that occur under one either don't occur under the other or 

do so slightly differently. Messages come in slightly different 

order and timing, defaults vary slightly, and so on. The net result 

is large numbers of subtle bugs and therefore far more work fin

ishing the conversion than would be indicated by even a careful 

analysis. Although it would be extremely difficult for SMART to 

handle such subtle behavioral problems, it could easily handle the 

actual conversion, just as it does with the system APis. This would 

be an valuable feature for SMART. 

The one deficiency in SMART that greatly surprised me was 

the nearly useless help and resource file conversion functions . We 

As a FOUltOaTIOll FOR FUTUR(' FaTUR('S ano 
e1111anceom1Ts1 VLSORT /m111gs exrna sORm1g 
poweR TO OS/ 2 sysTems. AFTeR moRe T11a11 a yeaR 
OF L'XTt!l1S/V(' oeliugg111g, opTIOJLZaTion, ano TL'STl/tg, 
MysT1c SOFTWaRe 13Rrngs you T/Je FaSTL'ST SORT 
UTILITY CURRL'ltTLy ava1La/JLe FOR OS/ 2 2.x ano 
OS/ 2 WaRp sysTems. 

Features include: 
Efficient 32 bit, multi-threaded code provides fast sorting and merging 
of multiple input files on single processors or SMP processor machines. 
Command line or parameter file override capabilities. 
Sortworks may be distributed across multiple disks. 
Alternate sequence tables. 
Built-in dump and trace facilities. 
Sorting or merging up to 64 Alpha, Binary, Character, fioating point, 
packed decimal, zoned decimal, signed binary integer, or unsigned 
binary integer fields in ascending or descending order. 
Duplicate record handling. 
Bulletin board for downloading upgrades and fixes. 

MJSTlC SopTWaRe 
P.O . Box 691 AMe11e1 Kansas 67410 
To oRoeR caLL 1-800-0S2-KVvlK 

A 30--0ay ev,1luation copy ofVLSORT can be downloaded from the 
Mystic Soft'Aare BBS at (913)263-7394 (144K) 
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spent a great deal of time attempting to convert resource and help 

files with SMART and several other tools that claimed to be able 

to do the job. None were able to do so adequately. Although most 

programmers find help and resource files boring tasks, they 

nonetheless remain essential components in any application, and 
porting them should not be a major difficulty. This is an area 

where One Up must focus some attention ifits tool is to be truly 

first class. 

All in all, the One Up Corporation has a powerful and useful 

tool in SMART, despite its limitations, and IBM is wise to 

include it at no additional charge on the Developer's Connection 

CD. It can only have a positive impact on the availability of native 
OS/2 applications, and it goes without saying that that would be 

a welcome turn of events for OS/2. ♦ 

Carey Gregory is the president of Gateway Technologies Corporation 
of Canton, Connecticut, a consulting and software development firm 

specializing in OS/2, Win32 (and UNIX when feeling nostalgic). H e 
can be reached via the Internet at careyg@bix.com or on CompuServe 

at 71034,2205. 

Cogent/SQL 
- the leading programmable code 
generator authoring tool with the 
widest variety of integrated 
multi-platform, data access 
methods available. 

With CogentjSQL the realization 
of custom code generation tasks 
is just a few hours away: 
✓ Application generation 
✓ System administration 
✓ Data migration & reformatting 
✓ Automated database publishing 

Minimum system requirements: 
✓ 0S/2 2.1 with DB2 for 0S/ 2 

Optional products: 
✓ DDCS/2 

✓ Communications Manager / 2 
✓ Distributed File Manager/2 

I I / 
' 

for OS/2 

/ 

✓ Lan Server Yudkin Consulting AG 
✓ Novell Netware Kilchbergstrasse 171 

8038 Zurich 
✓ TCP/IP for 0S/2 NFS Kit Switzerland 

Tel. (+41) (1) 482 59 06 
Also available for MVS with D82. Fax (+41) (1) 482 58 70 
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A Desktop Within a Desktop: OS/2's Work Areas 

I f, like most OS/2 Warp users you've 
overlooked Work Area folders, 
you're missing a powerful productiv

ity feature of the Workplace Shell. You 
can use them to quickly start and stop 
project related work. Moreover, Work 
Area folders can minimize desktop 
clutter. Also, some Workplace Shell 
"aware" products like IBM Works, 
included in the Bonus Pak, further 
enhance the productivity of a Work 
Area folder. 

Everyone is familiar with folders . 
After installation, OS/2 migration 
places several folders on the desktop
OS/2 programs, Windows programs 
and DOS programs, for example. Each 
of these contains similar categories of 
program objects. Physically, a folder is 
represented on your disk drive as a 
directory. In addition to other folders, 
it can contain documents, spreadsheets, 
reports, charts or any objects or files 
that are supported in your system. 

A Work Area is simply a folder with 
special properties. When minimized, 
every open object in the Work Area 
also minimizes. When closed, every 
open object in the Work Area also 
closes. When you next reopen or maxi
mize the Work Area, everything inside 
opens to where you left off. Thus, 
using Work Area folders for grouping 
project related work not only keeps 
everything together-it enables you to 
easily resume work where you last 
stopped. 

II 
Create a Work Area. 

• Open the Templates folder. 
• Drag a Folder template to your desk

top. 
• Right click on the new folder and open 

the Settings. 
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BY TONY PEREIRA 

• Click on the File tab of the notebook. 
• Click the Work Area checkbox. (The 

folder is now a Work Area folder). 

To reduce clutter in your Minimized 
Window viewer you may optionally 
click on the Window tab and select the 
radio buttons Minimize and Minimize 
Window to Desktop. You may add 
objects to the new Work Area as you 
would any other folder. 

Sample the power of a Work 
Area with two simple files. 

• Open the Templates folder. 
• Open the Work Area folder. 
• Drag a Data File template to the new 

Work Area. 
• Drag a second Data File template to the 

Work Area. 
• Open both data files in the Work Area 

(this will invoke the Systems Editor 
twice). 

• Drag one of the open data files a bit to 
the side so that you can see both at the 
same time. 

Next, Minimize, then Show and finally 
Close the Work Area. Each of these 
functions likewise minimizes, resurfaces 
and then closes the System Editor 
Windows. The next time you open this 
Work Area folder, both System Editor 
text objects will be opened and displayed. 

Organize your office tasks 
using IBM Works in a 

Work Area. 

• Create and open a Work Area folder. 
• Open the IBM Works folder. 
• Hold the left mouse button down 

while you drag it over three templates 
in the IBM Works folder. Sheet, Docu
ment and Chart. This should high
light all three. 

• Drag all three icons from the IBM Works 
folder to the Work Area. 

At any time, closing the Work Area 
folder will automatically close the 
Document, Spreadsheet and Chart. 
Reopening the Work Area will reopen 
these documents and position them 
where you left off. You can further 
enhance your project model by linking 
documents associated with the project 
(see the next tip). 

Create linked IBM Works 
documents in your Work Area. 

• Open the Spreadsheet. Insert column 
and row data into the spreadsheet as 
shown below. 

.... Fob llor • Total• .. _.,, .. 10! IOI .. 27 .. "' 1• 
1 .. ID 21D 100 ... 
221 ,. :mo ,.,. 

1111 - 741 

CZ .. .. .. ,.,. 

-
• Place the mouse pointer onto cell A3 

and hold down the left mouse button 
while moving to E10 to select the block. 

• Select Edit Copy (or Ctrl-lns) to place 
the data block in the clipboard. 

• Open the Chart and press the Paste 
button in the Data Input dialog box. 

• Check both Use first row as labels and 
Use first col as labels and press OK. 

• Press Save to finish the chart. 
• Open the Document. Type the appro

priate text to introduce the figures. 
• Return to the Spreadsheet and select 

cells A 1 through G1 2, then Edit Copy 
again. 



• Return to the document and select 
Edit Paste Link. This creates an auto
matic link with the spreadsheet for 
dynamic updates. Subsequent 
updates of the Spreadsheet will auto
matically update the figures in the 
document. 

• Return to the Chart and select Edit 
Copy. 

• Return to the Document and select Edit 
Paste Link to paste the Chart to the 
document. The Document should now 
look like the figure at right. 

Now, not only will the files in the 
Work Area open and close to your last 
working configuration, but data will 
remain synchronized between docu
ments as you work. 

Create a Work Area template 
in your Projects folder to 

simplify Work Area creation. 

THE I.S. NOTEBOOK 

mo. YTD Sales Report 

,,.1 Sales have been good for no lirst tour months ol lhe year 
the lolow,ng anaJys,s shows. 

Pn>duct Seie. Report 

Jon Fob "" ... To .. ls .. .. ... 101 lll1 
27 .. 112 108 
164 .. 250 108 ... 
225 75 ,00 0 9110 

lll8 ... 741 
CZ .. .. .. ,.. .... 

1.-l -
• Create a Projects folder by dragging a 

Folder template onto the desktop. 
• Rename the folder to Projects. Place 

the mouse pointer on the name, Folder, 
and press the Alt-left mouse button and 
type the new name. 

• Open the Projects folder and drag a 
Folder template into the open projects 
folder. 

NEW PRODUCT 

• Rename the folder Work Area and open 
the settings. 

• Select the File tab of the settings note
book and click on the Work Area 
checkbox. 

• Select the General tab and click on the 
Template checkbox. 

• Close the settings notebook and you'll 
see the new Work Area template in your 
Projects folder. 

You can now drag Work Area tem
plates into the Projects folder to create 
new W ork Area folders. Be sure to give 
each new Work Area a meaningful 
name ! ♦ 

Tony Pereira is the President of Clear & 
Simple, Inc., publisher of Peiformance 
PLUS VJ-A Tuning and Utility Kit far 
OS/2. He is also the founder of the OS/2 
Vendor Council and was named the 1994 
OS/2 Pro of the Year. 

LinkRight 
forLANs 

TRITUS 
SPF-1.2 

File transfer for networks. 

Includes both User version for 

temporary connection between 

two systems and Administrator 

version for cloning. Clone com

plete systems or just a few files. 

Uses NetBIOS Multicasting to 

send one to many for multiple 

clones. 1 00 User License. 

Also available from Rightware: 

LinkRight for parallel and serial port file transfers . 

For more information, 
call Susan Tremble at Rightware Inc. 

Phone: (301) 762-1151 
Fax: (301) 762-1185 
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Tritus SPF is a 32-bit ISPF/PDF Text editor for OS/ 2. Includes map

pable keyboard , un limited UNDO/ REDO, REXX mac ros , 

EBCDIC support, Micro Focus 

workbench integrat ion , 

modifiable panels, cut/paste, 

text search and DOS sup

port. Edits files up to 256MB. 

ONLY$69 
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Explon the power of OS/2 Warp and learn 
the secrel5 of object technology for the 
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Official Guide to Using 
05/2. Warp 

IDG Books Worldwide and IBM 
have come together 10 produce 
Lhe most comprehensive user's 
guide to 05/2 Warp available 
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05/2 Warp's BonusPak 
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Scott Wi111ers & 
Ma ry Pollac/1 \V1igh1 

ISBN: 1-56884-458-1 
S29.99 USA/S39.99 Canada 

j Available: September 1995 j 

Official 05/2. Warp 
Connect, PowerPC 
Edition: Operating in 
the New Frontier 

The software makers at IBM 
unwrap the IBM and 05/2 
mysuque to share insights and 
strategies that wtll take business 
computing mto the 21st century. 
Readers get a long, hard look at 
the next-generation of 05/2 
Warp for PowerPC. 

EXPERT AUTHOR PROFILE 
Ken Chnstopher (Boca Raton, FL) 1s 
Program Director of DeYelopmem for 
05/2 for the PowerPC. He has been a 
key player m the development on 
05/2 Warp 

Scott Winters (Boca Raton, FL) Is lead 
architect of 0512 for the PowerPC He 
has been mstrumemal m the 
development on 0512 \Varp on the 
PowerPC platform 

\lary Pollack Wngh1 (Boca Ra1on, FL) 

1s curremly the techmcal edilor for 1he 
0512 Tech1mcal Library She has been 
pan of 1he OS/2 team smce 1985. Her 
technical amcles on 05/2 have been 
publJShed in 1he 05/2 Omlopcr 
magazine and 05/2 No1ebook, 

JJCes livres sont superbes!" 
(way cool!) 

For scholastic requests & educational orders please 
call Educational Sales, at l. 800. 434. 2086 
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FOR MORE NO OR TD ORDER, PLEASE CALL 800 782 2974 
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for volume di,counts & special orders please call 
Tony Real, Special Sales, at 415. 655. 3048 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 



BOOKSTAX 

Designing Hig -Powered OS/2 Warp Applications: 
Th ~ottomy of Multithreaded Programs . 

• • 
by DavilE. Reich, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 336 pages, $34.95 

• • • • • • REVIEWED BY KEN MACKIN 

• 
• • • 

T his book prom<ltl:s the design values that make OS/2 bet-

ter than maQi other operating systems. It describes the 

architec~ aspects of OS/2 from a programmer's per-
• spective, giving y.eu a sense of how to envision the design process 

• properly. WhiJe written for the specific case of OS/2, the principles 

of system d~~lopment expressed here are broad enough to shed light 

whether iur platform is OS/2, UNIX or even Visual Basic. 

If y~ follow David Reich's advice, you will be in the proper 

mi~lset to lay out effective object-oriented applications. But 

~~!ch doggedly avoids making this a how-to book. I would 

-call it a "show-to-think-about-how-to" 

ten in understandable non-programmer-speak. 

At times, its self-serving "come on folks, develop for OS/2 and 

make millions" tone is a little too much to take. But consider the 

source. Reich and his team of programming gurus down in Boca 

have poured their hearts into this operating system. 

Several of the book's sections address the architectural differences 

between the PowerPC and Intel versions of OS/2 Warp. Clearly 

Reich was not planning on the delays that have affected delivery 

dates. These sections are useful for those who have 

• • • • book. There are no recipes in this cook-

spent a lot of time working in theX86 and Pentium 

worlds and are curious as to what services and func

tions the PowerPC might provide. 

: book-it's Zen and the Art of Application 

Development. 

Some of the book's chapters explain (or per

haps justify) OS/2 as a desktop platform. 

Included are the basic concepts of multi

threading and chapters titled, 'Why Program for 

OS/2?" and "OS/2 as a Development Platform." 

It then heads off for the fruitful waters of"Overall 

Application Design." Other chapters focus on the 

Presentation Manager and the elegant Workplace 

Shell, multimedia, working with the kernel and ring 

structures, and so on. 

Interestingly enough, Reich tips his hat by also including two 

chapters that beg major and long-standing OS/2 problems: instal

lation and device drivers. Reich specifically addresses the importance 

of a properly-written and extensible installation program. He obvi

ously sees clear value in the first impression that a perfect installa

tion creates in a user's mind. 

Reich's book is not for an experienced programmer, nor is it even 
for a serious programmer new to OS/2. It's aimed at programming 

novices, and Reich clearly wants to convince those developers that 

OS/2 is the way to go. As such, the book also serves what might be 

an unintentional purpose: it's a nice introduction to OS/2 as an excel

lent operating system worthy of developer and user investment, writ-

The book unfortunately skimps on handling 

errors effectively. A careful programmer will 
design intelligent error messages that point to 

solutions with clear, concise language. No

thing annoys end users more than a program 

that speaks to them in binary sequences 

while it digs its own grave. 

At $34.95, Designing High-Powered 

OS/2 Warp Applications is somewhat over

priced for the level of technical content 
and detail it delivers. If you expect it to give you everything 

you need to begin successful OS/2 development, you will be disap

pointed. What it does deliver, in an accessible way, is an excellent 

primer on system design in the age of objects. Object-oriented pro

gramming absolutely requires that most of the development work 

take place before you sit down at the keyboard. If you have the basic 

architecture laid out properly, 60 percent of the trouble will be 

behind you. This includes screen layouts, menus and dialogs. 

Despite some ofits shortcomings, Reich's book is instructive. We 
need systems that take off the glasses, look users in the eye and tell 

them "every little thing's gonna be all right." 

Ken Mackin is Manager of Systems Management Strategy in the 
Emerging Technologies Group at Intel. He can be reached at 
76004.3026@compuserve.com. 
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THE VIEW MANOR 
r, 

What can you do with OS/2 that you 
can't do with Windows 95? 

I'd like to know. Send mail to jerryp@bix.com. 

BY JERRY POURNELLE 

I 
've never been closely wired into the journalistic net. I work at 

home, not at an office full of journalists, and while I do spend 

a fair amount of time fooling with small computers in addi

tion to writing about them, I also do other things like write books. 

I say this because every now and then a general consensus 

emerges amongjournalists, and I never know how it happens. One 

day I'll be the only person I know of with a certain opinion, and 

the next day everyone believes it. 

Case in point: everyone now agrees that Microsoft's long term 

strategy is "On to Cairo." Windows 95 is 

a combination way station, bookmark and 

testing ground for the true 32-bit OS that 

will evolve out of Windows NT. I've 

known that for years; now everyone does. 

Second, everyone now agrees that IBM, 

having decided it really doesn't know how 

to market OS/2 to consumers, is going all 

out to hold onto the corporate market. 

This is not a bad strategy-consolidate 

your hold on what you have before you 

expand. 

To that end, Brodeur and Partners, 

OS/2's PR firm, has been sending jour

nalists a document called 15 Questions to 

Ask Microsoft about Windows 95. They're 

not bad questions. Some are trivial, but some are matters of real 

concern. All are rather mean spirited, betraying their Team OS/2 

ongm. 

They' re also technical and not likely to mean much to the aver

age user, but that's all right. They're intended for a different audi

ence. IBM doesn't mind planting a bit of Fear, Uncertainty and 

Doubt about Windows 95 among consumers, but where they real

ly want to raise the FUD level is in corporate management. "Do 

we dare trust mission critical operations to Windows 95?" Not a 

bad strategy, but there are two problems. First, see point one 

above: Microsoft isn't trying to push Windows 95 into the cor

porate mission critical market. That's NT's job. The second is 

more serious: OS/2 has a serious flaw of its own. 
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There are many ways to crash an operation in Windows 95. I've 

found several of them. I can "recover" from most with Ctrl-Alt

Delete, which offers me the opportunity to shut down the appli

cation while leaving the rest of the system intact. 

There aren't as many ways to bring down OS/2. I can do it by 

trying to run certain games in a DOS window inside Windows 

Program Manager in WI -OS/2, but that's a silly thing to do. 

Yesterday, though, I had a crash that scares me. 

OS/2 prints so much more conveniently than Windows that I 

use an OS/2 Warp Connect machine as 

my network print server. Yesterday I had 

Microsoft Word 6.0c up on that OS/2 

machine. I wasn't doing anything with it: 

it was just there under WIN-OS/2. I told 

another machine to "Print Screen," mean

ing that it sent the print job across the net 

to the OS/2 machine. Somehow that 

locked up the system. Clicking "OK" on 

the error message did nothing.Neither did 

Ctrl-Esc. othing I could do would get 

me back to the desktop. I was dead. 

With Windows you can Ctrl-Alt-Del 

to close a locked application. It doesn't 

always work: a couple of minutes ago we 

crashed Win 95 by sending it a file over 

ethernet while the Pentium was logged onto the Internet, and 

nothing worked; but Ctrl-Alt-Del will usually close the applica

tion without killing everything else. The closest thing OS/2 has is 

the close option from the task list (Ctrl-Esc), which is neither suf

ficiently robust nor particularly convenient. 

Neither of these crashes are reliably repeatable; but they hap

pened. I've reported them to both IBM and Microsoft, and I don't 

doubt they'll do something. 

I've said this before, but it's worth repeating: for OS/2 to be the 

mission critical OS, it needs an absolutely foolproof way to get 

back to the desktop so you can close a bad application. We can live 

with an application crash, but it's no fun if the print server goes 

with it. I'll bet you anything that Microsoft knows that. ♦ 



You get the mouse. Head up the screen. 

- -~-- . . . ·~~ 
~ • ~I ~ 1 ~· ~~ 

Pull in a database server. FIVE seconds to lunch. 

• - . ~; ----- 1111( 

You distribute a transaction. FOlJR. Put a move 

Yeeesssss. It's all over, baby. 
It's easy to see why nothing propels you into the big 

leagues of object-oriented programming like our new 

VisualAge'" C++ version 3.0. 

quickly. And with Open Class and C++ compilers for 

0s12: Sun'" Solaris'; OS/400: AIX: and MVS, deploying 

It transcends mere GUI builders. Can your software do this? 

your new object-oriented apps across 

multiple platforms is really easy. We 

This fully integrated development thought that new features like these 

environment lets you generate tight, fast client/server 

applications with point-and-click ease and efficiency. 

would excite you. Infoworld agreed, and has called our 

new VisualAge C++ "object reusability at its finest" and 

A simple drag-and-drop incorporates the _ 

truly scalable capabilities of a vast library of 

pre-built Open Class objects, which means 

you can create distributed client/server apps 

Get a Developer's Kit including 0S/2 Warp and a CD featuring an evaluation 

copy of 082a v2 when you buy VisualAge C++ for 0S/2." Call your authorized 

IBM reseller or 1 800 31BM·OS2, Dept. SA050. 

"a masterpiece of visual programming."t 

True 00 client/server development with 

VisualAge C++ for OS/2. It could be the 

best move you make. 

--------- - - --- - -- - ---- - - ---==-= ~ =e 
Solutions for a small planet'~ 

"This is a 1rni1ecHime on,r. b nic,i,e your Developer's !(it, simply complete aoo return the Visua1AQe C++ registration call! by December 29, 1995. OS/2 Warp wN be shipped on CO ROM on~. In C.nada, please call 1 800 IBM-CAil. e>d. 8012. Dutside Nooh AITeica. please ainlad your local IBM offica 

v~ C++ llr DS/400 w11 beavaiable il ◄~ Cir. 1995.11'! IBM software home page is localedathlll)J/WNW.softwareillmcont IBM DS/2, 0B2, DS/400aoo AIXare regislered trademarl<sar<IVISlOIAge isa lradefrar<r:A lll!imlliona Busiross Maclli'osColporalion. All Oltlerlrademarl<sarelhe pmpeny 
rAll-.irrespectiwowr,n'lntloMl-5/8/95.C>19951BMColporalion.Allrights"""'1ld. 



l..11w1:;011 1;, ;1 H!Q1s11~mrJ tr,1rJemark ol M1cro'.>ol1 
Corpor;thon Pf:rlt!C!Ol!1CF: 15 ,1 \fadmn;nk of Nov1:II, lnr; 
;mr.l SrnartSrnt1; 1s a n:g1c;tered lr;idr!mark of lolus 
IJ1:vclopnu:111 C111pri1a!1nn M1cro'.,oft Cmporal1on NOVf!II 

Int ;rncl I ohis Df!V!!lorm11:nt Cornora11rm rn<1kc fl() 

uwlcw-,r:rntnl ol Corel or CoH!I CO O!l1r.1: Cornr1arnor1 

Corel FLOW '?' is ideal ror crea ting 
husiness graphics with over 2.000 
s,mhols. 90 Smart Svmhol Libraries. 
:thuilt-in spell checker and intelligent 
dra\\ing features . 

'Cliparl. lonl and photo libraries vary lrorn thr. standalone versions ol Corr.lFLOW 2 and Corr.I GALLERY 2 

For more information circle #5 
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l-.COREL 
+■♦ custserv(i,!corel.ca 
Call now !or taxed literature! 
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